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DEAR READERS

First of all we would like to wish
everyone a Very Happy New Year.
There is a lot of talk about how 2022
will go, but we need to be positive and
abide by all the rules and regulations
to make everything as safe as
possible. We may have a long way to
go, but during these difficult times it is
important to support local businesses.
We need them now and we will need
them even more when COVID is totally
controlled.
Congratulations
to
one
of
our
regular
advertisers.
Mel Lay from
The 1:1 Diet
by Cambridge
Weight Plan
has, for the
6th year, won
Consultant
of
the Year, Spain.
A
massive
well
done
to her once
again. Anyone
who has been her client knows she
is the best, but it’s still great to get
recognition for it.
Thrilled and overwhelmed to be
awarded COTY for the 6th time!
I absolutely love what I do , on all levels,
helping my fabulous clients and team,
and also working behind the scenes
with my Head Office management with
training/brand awareness and helping
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the business grow more each year in
Spain
Mel Lay
We would like to Welcome/Welcome
Back the following advertisers:
Andrew Rhea’s Books
Doctors on Call
IFEPA
The Costa Cálida Chronicle would not
be the most popular FREE magazine
in the area without our Advertisers,
but also without our fantastic team of
Contributors. We would like to welcome
Alberto from Xerxes Tax & Law Firm
to the Contributors’ Team. He will be
giving legal information each month
to help you with different subjects
regarding the law in Spain.
Processionary Caterpillars
It is that time of the year again! Look
out for the caterpillar nests that look
like cotton wool in the trees, especially
in young pine trees. Take advice from
professionals who know exactly how to
destroy these nests as the fine hairs
from the caterpillars are extremely
dangerous, especially to pets.
According to Think Spain, the
‘Happiest Town in Spain’ is Toledo.
See Page 61 to find out more about
this ‘Happy’ UNESCO heritage site.
From all of us at the Costa Cálida
Chronicle

THANK YOU
TO OUR

CONTRIBUTORS
Adrian & Dawn Leyland Bridge – History
Snippets
Andy Hurrell – Disease Management/
Bitcoin
Ashlí Miréla - Aromatherapy & Health/
Wellbeing
Corinne/The Beauty Palace - Corinne’s
Column
George Mitchell – Never a Dull Moment
Jane Cronin – Learning Spanish
Keith Littlewood – Finance
Martin O’Hanlon – Birding in Murcia
Rainbow Satellites – TV News
Sara Millbank – Ma Millbank/Sara’s
Travel Blog
Shaun Matthews – Camposol Explorers
Silvana Buxton – News From Your
Councillor
Think Spain – 6 Happiest Towns in
Spain
Tony Fuller - Drum Circles
Xerxes Tax & Law Firm - Legal Advice
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Martine Shindler - Office Manager
& Customer Services - 680 588 377
costacalidachronicle@gmail.com
www.costacalidachronicle.com
www.costacalidachronicle.com/
articles-main/costa-calida-chronicleblog/
Our office address is:
Calle Jara,
Camposol B,
Mazarrón,
Murcia 30875
FIND US INSIDE ANOTHER WORLD
PROPERTIES ON CAMPOSOL B.
Office Opening hours:
Tuesday 10am-2pm
Wednesday 1.30pm-5.30pm
Thursday 10am-12pm (by appointment
only)
Payments can also be made in our office
on
Monday-Friday 10am - 4pm
If you would like to place an advertisement
or write an article to be included in the
Costa Cálida Chronicle, then please send it
to us costacalidachronicle@gmail.com
To our advertisers.
If you have sent an email to the CCC and
NOT received any acknowledgement then
you can assume that we have not received
it.
In line with our customer service policy we
always reply to every email even if it is just
a short note to say “got it”.

Costa Calida Chronicle

Price List - All Prices are excluding IVA
Full Page

Half Page

Size of advert

19cm wide
26,5 cm high

x 19cm wide
13,1cm high

Full Colour

250,00€

135,00€

Quarter Page

x 9,3cm wide
13,1cm high

85,00€

Medium

Small

Business Card

x 12,6cm wide x 6,25cm wide x 9,3cm wide
8,7cm high or 8,7cm high
5cm high
6,25 wide x 17,5
cm high
75,00€

45,00€

x

40,00€

To advertise with us contact Sales on 619 199 407 or email us on costacalidachronicle@gmail.com
DISCLAIMER
Whilst the CCC are happy to accept monthly reports from the various organizations in the area, the articles printed are not necessarily
the opinions of the editor or publisher and the contents should be viewed as a guideline only. Professional advice should be sought
to cover any information printed therein. Advertisements and reports are not formally endorsed by the CCC. We cannot accept
responsibility for advertisers’ works, service or goods. The publishers endeavour to ensure the contents are correct, but cannot accept
responsibility for the effects of errors or omissions.
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Business News
If you are an existing customer and you have some Business News that you would like to
share with our readers then why not email it to us to be included on our Business News page.
Please keep your news to about 50 words and send us an email by 15th of the month,
to costacalidachronicle@gmail.com with Business News in the subject box.
The start of a New Year is always a great
time to de-clutter. Rummage through
your cupboards, underbuild, garage,
shed or loft and you will be surprised
at what you may find! Turn those
‘forgotten’ items into cash by calling
Cash€Cash€Cash on 630 455 336
and top up your bank balance again
after Christmas! Whether it’s furniture,
electricals, white goods, tools or brica-brac we will offer instant payment.
We also offer a removal and collection
service (Ikea etc)

Happy New Year to everyone from all
the girls at The Salon, Camposol A
Commercial Centre.
Did you eat and drink too much over
Christmas? Book 4 hours on the lipomachine and lose those extra gained
inches and get the 5th session free.
Tel/WhatsApp 691 916 717 for your
appointments.

Camposol Aluminium will change
your old windows and doors for quality
new ones or maybe your gate could
do with replacing? They also design
and construct carports, enclosures and
made-to-measure mosquito nets. All
areas covered.
Give Camposol Aluminium a call on
635 997 964 for a free quote and
professional service.

Lower your monthly electric bill by
installing solar power.
The price of
electricity is still on the way up, so
don’t delay. Call Freesol for a free, noobligation solar survey to find out how
you can save money and the climate.
Tel 659 232 507
Email info@free-sol.com

Please note that CBD for Life has
moved premises. They are still on
Camposol A, but now on Castellón de la
Plana 11. They are also online and you
can have your goods delivered through
GLS.
Tel/WhatsApp: 631 101 097
Check their website
www.chakanna.com

The Beauty Palace Loyalty Card.
Is your cooker in need of a spring clean
after the Christmas celebrations? The
Oven Cleaning Specialists are the
experts in making your cooker look like
new. They are happy to use their noncaustic and eco-friendly products on all
ovens and hobs including ranges and
AGA’s, extractor fans, microwaves and
BBQ’s.
Tel 635 750 752
Email
mark@ovencleaningspecialists.com

To keep the heat in the house during
the cold winter months and the sun out
during the summer, make sure your
window blinds are functioning well.
Does the cord get stuck? Why not have
them renewed or serviced by Brian
Jones? Do you need plumbing done
including whole house filter system
installation?
For a professional service, give Brian
Jones a call on 646 705 021

Make huge savings on all hair and
beauty
treatments.
The
Beauty
Palace, Camposol B are offering 10%
discount on ALL services (excluding the
barber shop). After 10 appointments
the cumulative figure can be used
towards your next appointment. For
example, spend 20€ on hair, nails or
treatments, and you’ll receive a 2€
discount “stamp” on your card. After 10
appointments you will have 20€ towards
your next appointment. We all love a
discount especially from experienced
professionals who will make you look
and feel your best.
Tel 968 971 828
La Herradura, Argentinian Grill
Restaurant
is
near
Cartagena
but still in a rural setting. Try this
lovely restaurant for some authentic
Argentinian cuisine; a must for meat
lovers, but catering for all. With their
wonderful cosy heated terrace you
can be assured to have a perfect
dining experience. You are assured a
warm welcome in great surroundings.
Bookings strongly advised on 656 264
514

Visit Furniture Plus on the top level at
the Piramid Center, Puerto de Mazarrón.
There is plenty of free parking giving
you time to browse this well-established
furniture shop that also stocks a variety
of beautiful items to enhance your
home. They also stock all your favourite
quality bedding. They are open Mon-Fri
10am-6pm and Sat 10am-2pm.
Tel 968 153 907
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Car Registrations Spain arrange
the switch to Spanish registration
plates throughout Spain. Friendly and
professional, they provide a reliable,
honest and professional service to
enable the legal import of your UK
registered motor vehicle into Spain,
working to help British drivers settle in
all parts of Spain whilst continuing to
drive the cars they bring with them.
Call them for more information on 711
001 721

Filbees Services is a family business
on Camposol B and Puerto de Mazarrón
that helps expats with everything they
need when moving to Spain. They offer
everything under one roof: insurances,
maintenance and construction services
and they can also find your dream home
or sell your house.
Call 669 075 157 for more information.
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Firstly, we at Samaritans in Spain wish
you all a very Happy New Year. Let’s
hope that 2022 is an improvement on
2020 & 2021!
Our phone lines were much busier than
usual again last year. Unsurprisingly, many
of these additional calls continue to have
been COVID or Brexit related. Thanks
to the dedication of the team of listeners
who have been taking calls from home,
Samaritans in Spain continues to provide
their invaluable service despite the need to

adhere to the COVID-driven restrictions.
2021 was a fantastic year for our fundraising
efforts, leaving the organisation, as we
pass into 2022, in a reasonable financial
place despite all the restrictions and
hardship that the year has thrown at us.
For that we thank all you for your support
and we hope that our fundraising for 2022
is as successful.
In addition, we must thank our wonderful
Volunteers, whether they be Trustees,
Listeners or Shop
Staff. Without all of
you, the organisation
could not function,
so a huge heartfelt
thank you.
For those of you in
need of offloading, or
if you know someone
who needs to offload,
Samaritans
in
Spain
lines
are
manned from 10am10pm every day of

Andrew Rea is an Anglican priest with a
difference. He is a playwright and author
whose work covers a wide range of subjects.
He has had comedies produced in theatres in
England and Spain and wrote for television.
Latterly he has become a published author.
He says if you can’t say what you want to
say by the time you reach 74, it’s still not
too late!
Andrew

writes

with

humour

in

his

autobiography Holy Inadequate about his
life in four countries; England, Norway,
Argentina and Spain; Argentina just before
the Falklands War, with many interesting
encounters during that difficult time for
Brits living in the country.
His fictional novella Death’s Final Wicket is a
spy thriller set in London, Norway, Argentina
and Jerusalem. Its hero Tony Anderson is
a university theologian enticed to serve as

the year and our fully trained listeners are
available if you need to talk. Remember
we are here for you and together we
are stronger. The number to call is
FREEPHONE 900 525 100.
Are you able to help Samaritans in
Spain to help others?
If you would like to volunteer to become
either a Trustee, a Listener or a Fund
Raiser (at present we have enough Shop
Volunteers) then please visit our website
www.samaritansinspain.com
for
further information.
If you would like to donate to us,
you can do so on PayPal at paypal@
samaritansinspain.com
If you are a business owner and would like
to sponsor us in any way, please contact us
at pat@samaritansinspain.com
Follow us on Facebook – Samaritans in
Spain.

an officer in the Security Service’s so-called
Brain Brigade, where he works to prevent
a nuclear war in North Korea as well as
searching for the Holy Grail for a terrorist
group.
Andrew’s novella Black Dawn Falling
explores how England might look in 2024.
This is not for the faint-hearted as it covers
the aftermath of the Pandemic, corrupt
government and how the important issue
of social care could be solved; at a terrible
cost. The hero Latimer is a university
professor of philosophy who works with a
newspaper tycoon with his own agenda to
stop the government’s final solution to the
social care crisis. It explores the inevitable
question ‘Does history repeat itself?’
All three books are available on Amazon.es.
Andrew’s autobiography is published
under his own name Andrew H Rea. The
two novellas are under his pen-name A.N.
Drew.
Andrew has opened a retreat centre in
beautiful olive groves in Calasparra, Murcia
for those who need time for peace and
quiet in their busy lives. He is chaplain of
the Murcia and Orihuela Costa branches of
The Royal British Legion. He also writes in
this great magazine every month under the
heading The Rockin’ Vicar.
Andrew can be contacted at: ahrea2@
yahoo.co.uk or telephone 634 386 179
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Roman Catholic Church:
We are in St Joseph’s Church (El Saladillo),
near Camposol and Mazarrón Country Club
urbanizations (exit 17, RM3 motorway).
Schedule of Masses:
Saturday: Mass at 4.30pm (in English).
Schedule of Confessions:
Saturday
from 3.15pm-4.20pm. (Also on request.)
Happy New Year!
Saint Thérèse of Lisieux (The Little
Flower), a Carmelite sister.

Miss
no
s i n g l e
opportunity
of
making
some small
sacrifice;
here by a
smiling look;
there by a
kindly word;
always doing
the smallest
right
and
doing it all
for love.

For me, prayer is a surge of the heart; it is
a simple look turned toward Heaven; it is
a cry of recognition and of love, embracing
both trial and joy. Without love, deeds,
even the most brilliant, count as nothing.
When one loves, one does not calculate.
A word or a smile is often enough to put
fresh life in a despondent soul.
My whole strength lies in prayer and
sacrifice. These are my invincible arms.
They can move hearts far better than
words. I know it by experience.

Hola all
Sooty & Son here. We cannot believe it is
2022. Where did that year go?
Although based locally Sooty & Son covers
a very large area from Lorca to Catral.
We just want to bring you up to date. As
stated in last month’s magazine, we are
introducing a new pricing structure as from
1st January 2022. As previously said this
will not affect everyone. In some areas we
have a small price increase, but we have
not increased our prices for many many
years. This decision has been taken due to
increasing cost in fuel, toll charges, import
tax etc.

Stove lifted out with flutes on top

There will also be an additional small
charge for any appliances that we have to
lift out or take apart to be able to sweep
flues, as well as removal of birds’ nests.
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Soot removed from inside flue

Talking of birds’ nests, we have had some
real challenges this season; massive nests,
umpteen
bats, lizards,
dead
birds
full
of
maggots
and wasps’
nests.
We
certainly had
them all!
We had a
very
busy
run up to
Christmas
to
enable
Santa
to
have
a
safe
clean
j o u r n e y
down
the
chimney!

We
are
available
most of the
year,
so
give us a
ring on 660
478
881.
Get
your
chimney
s w e p t ,
tested
and
checked and
have peace
of mind that
your home
is safe and
don’t forget
those
allBuild up of tar
important
smoke and carbon monoxide alarms.
Happy New Year To All
Let’s hope it’s a better year in 2022!
Sooty & Son: 660 478 881/665 303
458

Typical nest
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Happy New Year Folks
We hope you have all had a lovely
Christmas and enjoyed your New Year
celebrations.
The weather has certainly got a lot chillier,
with cold windy nights at the sanctuary.
Some of the donkeys and ponies have
warm coats, but we still need more,
although we do have a big snug shelter for
them to go in to keep out of the wind. They
have also been enjoying daily grooming
and cuddles from Grace who certainly has
made lots of new friends.
We would like to say a massive thank-you
for everybody who donated to our Buy a
Bale for Christmas scheme. We had a
huge delivery of alfalfa which the donkeys
and ponies tucked into and of course lots
of carrots.
The highlight
of our year
was
being
invited to St
Nicholas
Church on
Camposol
for
the
Christmas
C a r o l
S e r v i c e
organised by
Bill, Val and
Maureen.
T h a n k-y o u
for inviting
us.
It’s
Twiglet was the chosen
something
donkey for the Christmas
that is very
carol service
special to us
and we look forward to it very much every
year.
Our AAR team had great fun meeting

you all while
attending a
Christmas
Fayre
in
Sucina and
had a great
day selling
all sorts of
goodies like
calendars,
cards,
gift
wrap
and
gifts to raise
funds
for
AAR.
Thank
you
for
your
Twiglet at Christmas carol
service
help, Sue R,
Sue T, Sue P and Rob.
We had a horrible scare earlier in the
month with one of our babies. Gabriella
was struggling to stand. We helped her up
as she’s only little, but as the day went on
we became more concerned about her lack
of energy, so we made the decision to get
her checked out at the hospital in Alicante.
Gabriella was born on February 8th last
year. Her mum adores her, but she could
not feed her as she didn’t produce any

milk, so we have been milk surrogates! A
month ago we stopped the milk. We know
she’s been eating, but maybe not enough.
Xrays, ultra-sounds and bloods have been
carried out and all seems normal except for
a little anaemia. She’s now got a change of
food and will eat her breakfast, lunch and
tea with Enero, her buddy.
Finally the three gorgeous girls arrived;
Harry, Megan and Blossom. They
travelled really well and seem happy to be
here with us. Happy days!
If you would like to donate we have a long
way to go with these animals - a total of
100 equines!
Paypal
https://www.paypal.me/
AARHF?locale.x=en_ES
Bank Account
Andreas Animal Rescue and the
Henrietta Foundation
Bank Caja Rural:
IBAN: ES 9830185740682015846617
BIC: bcoeesmm018
As usual every Monday there will be
someone (usually me!) in the car park
on the roundabout on Camposol B where
you can drop donations off from 11.30am1.30pm. We are very visible with yellow
panels on the side of our vans. Larger items
can be collected by prior arrangement.
Items can also be dropped off at our shops
in Roldan or Mazarrón between 10.30am1.30pm.
Enjoy January! It always seems a long
month.
Stay safe everyone.
Love from Andrea, Kev and all the team
at AAR

Harry, Megan and Blossom settling in with us
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Well that’s another year passed. I don’t
know about you, but for me they seem to
come around quicker each time. Looking
on the bright side, maybe Santa brought
you something nice this year and if it was
Model Railway related then it’s possible
our local club can help you turn it into
something special

Garden Railway

The Club
Our club was founded about ten years
ago with the aim of promoting and
providing a meeting point for
anyone interested in model railways.
Originally it was called The Camposol
& District Model Club, as most of
the founding members came from
the area, but over time we have
gained members from further afield
so we needed a new name to reflect
that change. Our core membership
at the moment is around eight
people from the Murcia area with
a range of interests in model
railways of all scales and eras.
This diversity has turned out to be
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a bonus as it provides an
opportunity
to
exchange
ideas and swap information
between people with different
interests, so usually if you
have a problem with a project
there is someone within
the group who can provide
a
solution.
We
welcome
a n y o n e ,
whatever
their
area of expertise
or skill level, to
come and join
us and add their
input to the club.
Meetings
are
normally held each month at
a convenient location, or by
invitation at the home of one
of our members which gives
everyone a chance to see their
work first-hand and learn and
comment on it. Everything is
very informal; no committees,
just a group of friends with a mutual
interest sharing their experience and
knowledge.

FellDale Viaduct

Moving with the Times
A Model Railway is a constantly evolving
hobby with new techniques emerging all
the time. Two of the recent ones are 3D
Printing and Laser Cutting and among our
group we have members who use these
systems, so if you want to learn about
these new methods, or just chat with likeminded people, we are here.
Website
We are currently setting up our new
website so it is still a work in
progress, but what is available
so far can be seen at https://
murciamodelrailwayclub.com
Contact
There is a contact link on the website,
or you can call Richard directly on
666 186 037

When I Grow Up
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The changes of Brexit to the ownership
and status the British have in Spain
As we already know, on January 1, 2021
the UK officially left the EU. This exit
involves a series of legal changes that you
should be aware of, particularly in the area
of properties and visas. In this article, we
will deal with one of the problems that
most affects the British Nationality in Spain
after Brexit, which is the possibility to stay
legally in this country.
Types of Visas in Spain
If on January 1, 2021 you were not a
resident of Spain, you need a visa. The
easiest to obtain are:
A. Residence visa for investment or Golden
Visa
B. Entrepreneur visa
C. Non-profit temporary residence visa
A. Residence visa for investment or
Golden Visa
This is a residence visa issued to a non-EU
citizen who intends to make a significant
investment in the Spanish economy. The
visa offers the holder and their family
members a residence in Spain and visafree access to the Schengen area.
In most cases, the Golden Visa for Spain
is issued to someone who purchases real
estate. However, they are also available
for entrepreneurs investing in a Spanish
business which is why they are also called
Spanish investor visas.
Who can get a Golden Visa for Spain?
In order to get a Golden Visa for Spain,
you must make one of the following
investments:
* Acquire real estate in Spain for a

minimum value of 500,000 euros.
The property can be a single unit or
several, with an aggregate value of
at least 500,000 euros.

temporary stay visa is effectively issued
to people who can prove that they have
sufficient funds to stay in Spain, without
working or studying.

*

Make an investment in Spanish
public debt of at least 2,000,000
euros.

*

Buy shares in a company or make a
deposit in a Spanish bank of at least
1,000,000 euros.

Instead, you need to show that, whether
through savings or monthly pension income
or investments, you can support yourself
independently while living in Spain.

*

Investing in a new business that
offers employment opportunities,
contributes
to
scientific
or
technological innovation, and has a
relevant socio-economic impact in
the area where the business is to
be developed.

B. Entrepreneur Visa
The Entrepreneur Visa allows you to stay in
Spain for a maximum of two years on the
condition of starting an innovative project
of interest to the country’s economy.
In this sense, we are referring to a visa
for non-residents who intend to start a
commercial adventure in the community
territory (in our case in Spain) which
benefits the general interest.
What do we mean by general interest?
Business projects must meet a series of
conditions to be able to obtain this type
of visa:
* Create jobs at least in the long term
*

You need to create good investment
opportunities.

*

High technological level
*P o s s e s s
patents.

This means that you must be able to prove
an annual income of around €27,115
(£23,436)
individually
and
€33,894
(£29,300) as a couple in order to obtain
this type of visa.
Am I entitled to free health care if I
am a permanent resident?
UK citizens who are retired and entitled
to UK NHS healthcare can transfer their
entitlement to free healthcare in Spain
using the S1. This procedure consists
of submitting your S1 form to the INSS
(National Institute of Social Security) office
in Spain. Previously, it was necessary to
have applied for a non-profit residence
visa at the Consulate General of Spain in
London.
UK citizens who have lost the right to health
cover in their home country and therefore
cannot apply for S1, have access health
care through private health insurance.
They can also access Andalusian public
health insurance thanks to the special
agreement
existing
between
this
Community and the United Kingdom.
Xerxes Tax and Law
Tel: 0034 968 006 087 or 0034 868 283
993
info@xerxeslaw.com
www.xerxeslaw.com

C.
Non-Profit
T e m p o r a r y
Residence Visa
It is perhaps the
easiest to obtain and
the most attractive
visa,
especially
among
British
retirees.
A
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Did you know that Yeshua (Jesus)
declared to His disciples the ‘SIGNS’ of his
second coming? Many ask what are these
signs and when will the end of the world
be? A close look at the ‘SIGNS’ will help to
clearly show the times we are living in and
what individuals need to do. What does the
scriptures say about this?
The disciples asked Yeshua “...and what
shall be the sign of thy coming and of
the end of the world? Jesus answered
and said unto them, “Take heed that no
man deceive you, for many shall come in
my name, saying, I am Christ and shall
deceive many. And ye shall hear of wars
and rumours of wars, see that ye be not
troubled, for all these things must come
to pass, but the end is not yet. For nation
shall rise against nation and kingdom
against kingdom. There shall be famines,
pestilences, earthquakes in diverse places.
All these are the beginning of sorrows.”
(Mathew chapter 24, verses 3-8). “But
when ye hear of wars and commotions,
be not terrified, for these things must
first come to pass, but the end is not by
and by. Nation shall rise against nation
and kingdom against kingdom. Great
earthquakes shall be in diverse places,
famines, pestilences, fearful sights and
great signs shall there be from Heaven.”
(Luke chapter 21, verses 9-11). Mark
chapter 13, verses 6-8 reiterates these
same words.
“Many false prophets shall arise and shall
deceive many. Because iniquity shall
abound, the love of many shall wax cold,
but he that shall endure unto the end, the
same shall be saved. And the gospel of
the kingdom shall be preached in all the
world for a witness unto all nations and
then shall the end come.” (Mathew chapter
24, verses 11-14). “For false Christs and
false prophets shall arise and shall show

signs and wonders, to seduce, if it were
possible, even the very elect. Take heed,
behold I have foretold you all things.”
(Mark chapter 13, verses 22-23).
“For then shall be great tribulation, such as
was not since the beginning of the world
to this time, no, nor ever shall be and
except those days should be shortened,
there should no flesh be saved, but for the
elect’s sake those days shall be shortened.
If any man shall say unto you, lo, here is
Christ, or there, believe it not. There shall
arise false Christs, false prophets and shall
show great signs and wonders, in as much
that, if it were possible, they shall deceive
the very elect. Behold I have told you
before. Wherefore if they shall say unto
you, behold, He is in the desert, go not
forth. Behold He is in the secret chambers,
believe it not. For as the lightning cometh
out of the east and shineth even unto the
west, so shall also the coming of the Son
of man be.” (Mathew chapter 24, verses
21-27).
“Immediately after the tribulation of those
days shall the sun be darkened and the
moon shall not give her light. The stars
shall fall from Heaven and the powers of
the Heavens shall be shaken. Then shall
appear the sign of the Son of man (Yeshua)
in Heaven and then shall all the tribes of
the earth mourn and they shall see the
Son of man coming in the clouds of heaven
with power and great glory. And He shall
send His angels with a great sound of a
trumpet and they shall gather together His
elect from the four winds, from one end of
heaven to the other.” (Mathew chapter 24,
verses 29-31). These verses are repeated
in Mark chapter 13, verses 24-27.
“There shall be signs in the sun, moon and
stars. Upon the earth distress of nations,
with perplexity, the sea and waves roaring.

Men’s hearts failing them for fear and for
looking after those things which are coming
on the earth, for the powers of Heaven
shall be shaken. Then shall they see the
Son of man coming in the cloud with power
and great glory. When these things begin
to come to pass, then look up and lift up
your heads, for your redemption draweth
nigh.” (Luke chapter 21, verses 25-28).
“But the times and the seasons, brethren,
ye have no need that I write unto you. For
yourselves know perfectly that the day
of the Lord so cometh as a thief in the
night. For when they shall say peace and
safety, then sudden destruction cometh
upon them, as travail upon a woman
with child, and they shall not escape.”
(1 Thessalonians chapter 5 verses 1-3).
Mathew chapter 24, verse 36 says “But of
that day and hour knoweth no man, no,
not the angels of Heaven, but my Heavenly
Father only.” In 2nd Peter chapter 3, verse
10 it states “that the day of the Lord will
come as a thief in the night, in which the
Heavens shall pass away with a great noise
and the elements shall melt with a fervent
heat and the earth shall be burnt up.”
Yeshua said “But as the days of Noah
were, so shall also the coming of the Son of
man (Yeshua/Jesus) be. Before the flood
they were eating and drinking, marrying
and giving in marriage, until the day that
Noah entered into the ark and knew not
until the floods came and took them away,
so shall also the coming of the Son of man
be.” (Mathew chapter 24, verses 37-39).
Mathew chapter 24, verse 35/Mark chapter
13, verse 31/Luke chapter 21, verse 33 all
state “Heaven and earth shall pass away,
but my words shall not pass away”. In Luke
chapter 21, verses 34 & 35 it warns “Take
heed to yourselves, lest at any time your
hearts be overcharged with surfeiting,
drunkenness and the cares of this life and
so that day come upon you unawares. For
as a snare shall it come on all them that
dwell on the face of the whole Earth.”
“The Lord is not slack concerning His
promise, as some men count slackness,
but is long suffering toward us, not willing
that any should perish, but that all should
come to repentance.” (2nd Peter chapter
3, verse 9). No-one knows when Yeshua
(Jesus) will return, but the warning signs
are revealed in advance for all who will
take heed. “Seek ye first the kingdom of
God and his righteousness, then all things
will be added unto you.” (Mathew chapter
6, verse 33).
I hope you have learned more about the
Scriptures. Next time I will look at what
happens when we die.
If you would like to know more, please
contact Sandra on 602 466 534
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By the time this article is read, we will have
celebrated Christmas and will be looking

forward to what we can hope, will be a
good and healthy New Year.
I am sure that most of us expected to be
breathing a sigh of relief at the thought
that the pandemic would be over by
now and although we are all still coping
with the situation, let us give thanks for
many blessings we have received; for
the kindness of friends and neighbours;
for the wonderful sacrifices made by the
health workers and staff in our clinics and
hospitals and for those who care for the
sick and elderly.
We take great comfort in our Christian
faith and know that God has promised that
He will never leave us nor forsake us. We
believe and trust in the word of God and
the fact that He sustains us.

The Good News:
Our hope should never deplete, because
we know God will always be there for us.
We pray that you will all have a peaceful and
blessed New Year wherever you are. All
are welcome to join us for Sunday morning
worship at the Pastor’s house on Camposol
B22 at 11.00am. Social distancing will be
observed. We also welcome you to join us
at our Coffee Morning each Wednesday
at 11.00am.
Please telephone Pastor Arthur Laws for
directions on 659 270 885

Let us read the promises made in the
scriptures:
“Let’s hold on to the confession of our hope
without wavering, because the one who
made the promises is reliable.” – Hebrews
10:23

Angel - a pretty little girl that was found
on the motorway sitting next to her
brother who had unfortunately been killed.
Our rescue team brought them both back
to our vet. Angel is approximately 5
months old, has been vaccinated and is
now ready for her forever home. As part of
the adoption agreement she will need to be

spayed when she is old enough.
Gino
is
one of ten
p u p p i e s
r e s c u e d
from a bad
situation.
He is a big
handsome
boy and is
good
with
other
dogs
and
has
been
with
children.
Gino is still
growing and
will need to continue with training. Please
keep in mind he will be a strong boy. He
has had all his vaccinations. As part of the
adoption agreement Gino will need to be
neutered when he is
old enough.
Beau
a
big
handsome boy who
is the Daddy of the
10 pups rescued.
He is 2 years old
and a friendly lively
dog. He is used to
children and is good
with other dogs, but
not cat tested. Beau
is fully vaccinated
and neutered. He is
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a strong boy
and
would
b e n e f i t
from further
training.
All Fosters
a
n
d
adoptions
will
be
h o m e
checked.
If you are
interested
in any of
these dogs/puppies please contact Jane on
602 653 639 or message our Facebook
page NoahsArc Mazarron or email
janenahoming@gmail.com
For donations our PayPal address is:
NA1Treasurer@gmail.com
If anyone would like to donate a bag
of puppy or dog food we would be very
grateful. These can be left at either of
our shops on Camposol or in Puerto de
Mazarrón. Thank you in advance.
We are also very grateful for donations of
clothing, bric-a-brac and furniture to raise
funds. Any larger items can be collected if
you call 711 016 236 to arrange.
Wishing You All A Very Happy And
Healthy New Year
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Stunning Skopje
After
Kosovo,
I
was
then based down south
in Skopje, the capital
of Macedonia. With a
population of around half a
million. This city is home to
not just Macedonians, but
Albanians, Turks, Serbs,
Bosnians and Romani.
Macedonia may be a poor
country today, but the
history down here is nothing
short of remarkable. Entire
books have been written on
it, but here’s the gist of it.
Under Ottoman rule for five centuries, that
all ended in 1913 and historic Macedonia
was then carved up between Serbia,
Bulgaria and Greece. At the end of the I
World War, Macedonia became part of
Serbia again. The Kingdom of Serbs, Croats
and Slovenes was formed and later in 1929
was named Yugoslavia.

Porta Macedonia.....or is it Paris

After WWII, Yugoslavia became a socialist
federation of six republics including
Macedonia. In the 1980’s, just as the USSR

Finally,
in
February
2019, the name change
came into force after
being ratified by both
the
Macedonian
and
Greek parliaments. This
also paved the way for
Greece to stop blocking
Macedonia’s desire of
joining NATO and the EU.

The Stone Bridge

was starting to experience dissent, so it
was with Yugoslavia.
While Macedonia may well have once been
part of Yugoslavia and thus experienced
the Balkan wars, compared to Kosovo, it
really is another world. Sure, there will be
scars under the surface, but on the face of
it, (as you can see from my photos), it’s a
million miles from divided Mitrovica, which
also were once part of Yugoslavia. In fact,
all six old republics that was once madeup Yugoslavia, i.e., Serbia, Croatia, Bosnia,
Slovenia, Macedonia, Montenegro are all so
different. I’ve been in them all and in many
ways they are poles apart in character,
traditions and general feeling. I’m surprised
that Belgrade held them together for so
long; again, much like Moscow and the vast
swathes of land and 15 republics that once
was the USSR.
Macedonia gained its independence in
1991 and for many years was known by
the strange acronym FYRM. The Former
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia. Not exactly
catchy, is it?! I remember in the 90’s every
time I saw the name FYRM, thinking what
and where is that?
That brings me onto the recent name
change. It’s complicated so I’ll try to sum
it up.
Macedonia’s neighbour Greece, which
had long voiced objections to the name
Macedonia due to Greece itself having a
region of its country called ‘Macedonia’,
somewhat held the Macedonians back from
joining the international community. In
2008, due to on-going name arguments,
Greece blocked Macedonia joining NATO.
In 2011, the International Court of Justice
ruled that Greece was wrong to block them
due to a name argument.
Fast forward to 2018: Compromises
were made and a referendum was held
in Macedonia to change the name of the
country to ‘North Macedonia’ which would
appease the Greeks. The Macedonians,
mostly bitter against the new name,
boycotted the referendum. The turnout was
so low that the result was declared invalid,
but that did not stop the government from
pressing ahead, much to the annoyance of
its people.
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There we have it! The
official name is now
North Macedonia, but I’m
told when on the street
chatting with locals, to
never refer to it as that.
It seems no-one likes this new name and to
locals, it will always be Macedonia.
Day after day, I just walked and walked,
all over Skopje. How to sum it up? It’s a
contradictory mix of lively, buzzing, quiet,
authentic, noisy, laid back and jam packed
stuffed full of old-world charm.
My one major gripe about Skopje? The
pollution! The main roads are busy; lots
of buses, trucks and cars, many which are
old and belch out toxic fumes. I wore my
bandana tightly round my face as I crossed
major roads and waited in the middle for
the green man. You can see the pollution,
feel it, smell it, taste it. Of course, it has
to be said that this is not a problem just in
Skopje, but sadly the world over.
With people having lived here for thousands
of years even BC, there’s Roman, Byzantine,
Ottoman and communist history all around.
Orthodox churches are everywhere and of
course due to centuries of Ottoman rule,
Mosques and Islamic architecture abound.
Skopje is also the birth place of Mother
Teresa of Calcutta. Contrary to what many
think, she was not from India; but more,
much, much more about this controversial
lady another time…
Skopje’s
C e n t r a l
Square
is
an absolute
must see.
See
my
photo
of
Alexander
the Great on
his
horse,
which is the
absolute
centrepiece
of the centre
of Skopje.
To get an
idea of how
big it is, I’d
like to point
out
two
things:

The iconic photo
Continued on page 21
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close up - utterly impressive in the flesh!
I doubt my photo, or any photos will do it
justice. In fact, the entire area is stunning
and brimming full of photo-opportunities.
It’s dripping in history. It’s actually too
much. There was simply too much awe
not just for one column, but for me when
walking around. It was overload. No wonder
Skopje is known as the ‘city of statues.’

The base of Alexander the Great

Look at the bottom right of it and you will
see a fully grown man dressed in black.
Look how small he is.
Secondly, look at the soldiers around the
base of the statue. They look small right?
Then take a look at the next photo of them

The old bazaar is on the eastern bank
of the Vardar River. One of the oldest
marketplaces in the Balkans, it has been
the centre of commerce and trade since the
12th Century. It’s beautiful, with winding
little streets going off at all angles and
charming cobbled stone walkways. It’s
had a tough time though. First, heavily
damaged by an earthquake in 1555, a huge
fire in 1689 and then another earthquake,
(a devastating one) in 1963. Today, it’s a
mix of Ottoman and Byzantine architecture,
with mosques and churches all mixed in
together, alongside a quaint mix of shops,
cafes and restaurants. Attached to the end
of it is ‘Bit Pazar’, a food street market, the
biggest in Skopje. Multi-ethnic, locals and
rural farmers come to sell their produce;
an abundance of fresh veg, aromatic spices
and lots of products like smoked sausage heavenly smells all around.
Just in case you’re thinking that I’m
now working for the Macedonian tourist
board, there is another side to Skopje.
Stray dogs, although often docile, can be
extremely dangerous. There are beggars,
much poverty, Roma kids raking in bins and
lots of corruption.
I doubt you’ll see any of this is in the official
tourist guides….
Next month – The other side of Skopje…

Skopje’s old town, like stepping back in time

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

Lions are everywhere in Skopje
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The 1:1 Diet by Cambridge Weight Plan is
a fantastic, safe and effective weight loss
plan backed by the medical profession and
used by Diabetes UK in their medical trial
to prove that Type 2 Diabetes can be put
into remission using their products which
include traditional shakes, plus hot meals,
soups, porridges, smoothies, protein bars
and chocolate snacks to name a few.

shoes and socks on, or paint your toenails
unaided, having less painful joints, reducing
your blood pressure, reducing your blood
sugar levels to a healthier range, reducing
your cholesterol levels to a healthy range,
having your medications reduced because
your body is working better, loving yourself,
liking what you see in the mirror, complete
happiness and improved health, learning to
eat more healthily and stopping extreme
diet and overeating cycles, being in control
of your weight and in control of your health.
All of this is possible for you with the 1:1
Diet plan and you do not have to do it
alone. As well as using delicious meal
replacements to lose weight, your Weightloss coach is there to help. You will have
a consultation with Mel, your coach, each
week to chat about how your week has
been and she will help keep you motivated
and inspired throughout your weight-loss
journey. The best part is that all of this is in
the comfort and privacy of your own home,
either in person, or via a video call, or a

That’s not all....it is SO much more. The
1:1 Diet is also regaining your confidence,
getting your sparkle back, feeling more
attractive with your partner, being able to
walk further without getting breathless,
fitting into your smaller clothes with
ease, being able to get in and out of the
bath safely, being able to put your own
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good old fashioned telephone call. Those of
you who use social media, you will also gain
free access to Mel’s private support group.

The 1:1 Diet really is not just a shake plan;
it’s WAY much more! Mel has availability
for new clients now, so why not make 2022
the year for you and achieve your weightloss and health goals? Call today for more
information! You won’t regret it!
Mel Lay
1:1 Diet Coach, Mazarrón
Tel 673 16 695
Email cwpmurcia@hotmail.com
You can find Mel on Facebook and Instagram
too!
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Shed the weight of 2021!
Leaving 2021 behind with New Year’s
Resolutions and 10 tips on how to stick
to them.
Are you one of those rare people that
actually achieve your New Year’s
Resolutions? WELL DONE YOU! You are
in a tiny percentage of people who stay
the course. In a landmark study conducted
by the University of Scranton, US in 1988,
77% of people who pledged to a New
Year’s Resolution only stuck to it for a
week and a mere 19% actually fulfilled
their resolutions within 2 years. According
to another survey in 2018, by Statista, its
only getting worse with only 4% of people
saying they stuck to their New Year’s
Resolutions (Buchholz, 2019)
Not surprisingly, the most common New
Year’s Resolutions made for 2021, were
mostly centred around health; starting
an exercise programme/exercising more
(50%) eating more healthily (43%), losing
weight (37%), reducing stress (34%),
getting more sleep (30%), or simply living
life to its fullest. That was before COVID
stuck a spoke in the wheel!
According to a research paper issued in
November 2020 in the medical journal
Nutrients, “We reported that 38.8% of
respondents increased their body weight
by an average of 2.6kg and our findings
showed that 45.9% did not practice physical
exercise during lockdown and, in this group,
28.7% did practice physical activity before
confinement.” (López-Moreno, M; Lopez,
M; Miguel, M; Garcés-Rimón, M. 2020).
As for mental health, according to a study
conducted in 2020, “We observed that
the COVID crisis is impacting negatively
on the mental wellbeing of individuals
and 37.1% of the participants reported
suffering from nervousness and stress to
a greater extent.” (Casagrande, M; Favieri,
F; Tambelli, R; Forte, G. 2020)
Where is the problem?
Obviously there is nothing wrong with us,
rather it’s the tradition itself. We tend to
set lofty goals for ourselves and have
unrealistic expectations, thinking we can
tackle our challenges HARD and FAST, then
fail spectacularly! We pick ourselves up
again and most of us put the resolutions
in the ‘too hard basket’ and our behaviour
remains at the same pre-resolution setting.
Worse still, we seem to slide even further
back, throwing our hands up in despair
before giving up all together and feeling
even more miserable.
Looking a bit doom & gloom?
Contrary to popular belief, there IS a way
to make your New Year’s Resolutions
STICK without throwing in the towel.
Resolution - It’s a very strong word. It’s
demanding and screams “I MUST!” with
no room for failure, yet it’s pretty much
inevitable that we will fail. We don’t really
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respond very well to this word and when we
don’t, we are ashamed, seeing ourselves
as abject failures and berating ourselves.
We are simply being unreasonable and
unrealistic about Resolutions.
Think about some of the Resolutions you
may have set in the past:
You may have gained 12kg in 12 months,
yet say to yourself;
“I’m going to lose 12kg in 6 weeks.”
“I’m going to start yoga.” (You have never
even tried yoga before!)
“I’m going to stop smoking or drinking
alcohol.” (Possibly habits of a lifetime.)
Are you seeing a pattern here? These are
all BIG asks, or you have never done them
before and are quite frankly unsustainable,
which is why we fail and slide backwards.
Recalling Lao Tzu, the ancient Chinese
philosopher and writer’s (6th Century-4th
Century BC) famous line: “Do the difficult
things while they are easy and do the great
things while they are small. A journey of
a thousand miles must begin with a single
step.”
Successful behavioural change comes only
in stages and how long it takes is all up
to you. Understanding behavioural change
(especially your own), is critical to the
success of your mission. If you are in the
minority of being an ‘all or nothing’ person,
determination and grit will see you through,
but if you are like most of us, then we need
to follow Lao Tzu’s advice, “One step at a
time!”, or as my mentor once said to me,
“How do you eat an elephant? One bite at
a time.”
Let’s approach these Resolutions one
step at a time. Here are 10 tips to keep you
‘eating your elephant’:
Be Realistic – set sustainable mini goals.
For example, don’t deny or deprive yourself
by saying “I’m never going to eat chocolate
again.” Say “I’m only going to eat chocolate
once a week and treat myself with a little
bar and not a big block”. That’s doable.
Write It Down – I recommend to my
clients they invest in a pretty journal,
something meaningful and personal.
Expressing your emotions, goals, food
diary, progress etc. through a journaling
exercise is an excellent way of ‘keeping it
real’ and having something to refer back
to. I have been doing this since January
2012 and I still keep writing, reading and
reflecting. This is lifesaver and will help
keep you motivated.
Forward Planning – I always say to my
clients, “If a weight loss programme is
required, the key to success lies in the
planning, emptying out the cupboards,
planning the menus and planning the
shopping. Mentally prepare for changes
ahead and making sure you are ready for
this.”

Outline The Plan – decide how you will
tackle the temptation to skip your yoga or
exercise class, or have that pastry. Recruit
a friend who can be ‘on call’ for when you’re
experiencing the wobbles, or maybe need a
‘pep talk’ or find an exercise buddy.
Talk About It – to EVERYONE. No secrets
here! Your friends and family want you
to succeed, but they can’t help unless
you let them in. This also helps you keep
accountable to them and yourself.
Reward Yourself – set milestones. For
example, if you are stopping smoking then
set celebration milestones such as first day,
first week, first month etc. My reward when
I stopped smoking 60 cigarettes a day (30
years ago and after four attempts!) was to
have a celebration and save every single
penny into my ‘I Love Me account’. Do this
for a minimum of a year and you will be
amazed at how much you will have saved.
One of my clients has been doing this for
10 years now and has enough money to
buy a house! That’s staggering to think all
that money had been literally ‘going up in
smoke’.
Monitor Your Progress - this is where
your
journal
and
milestones
come
into effect. Little short term goals are
waaaaaaay easier to achieve than HUGE
unattainable goals; take weight loss for
example. Instead of focusing on losing
12kg in total, focus on losing 1kg at a time,
using your journal to keep on track and
rewarding yourself.
No More Flagellation – be kind to yourself
and don’t obsess with the occasional slip.
Remember, one mouthful at a time and do
the very best you can, every day. Be okay
with slips and don’t let guilt rule you.
Perseverance – you are implementing a
HUGE behavioural change and persistence
pays off. Experts say about 21 days are
required to make a new behaviour become
a habit and about 6 months to make it stick
and become a normal part of you - the NEW
you.
Keep Going! Remember the words of Yoda
“Try not. Do or do not.” If we ‘try’ we are
already giving ourselves permission to fail,
so keep doing it and do it again & again
& again. Come mid-February when you are
thinking about chucking it all in in; DON’T!
Look back, read your diary, look at your
weight loss, look how far you improved in
your yoga practice etc. Don’t panic if you
have run out of steam. Recommit yourself
to another 24 hours (one bite at a time).
You KNOW what you are capable of (you
have come this far) and doing anything for
24 hour increments is mentally achievable,
physically sustainable and will just build on
the last 24. You will be ‘tickedyboo’ & dandy
in no time at all.
Continued on page 25
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You’ve made it through 2021, so raise a
toast to New Intentions 2022. When you
are ready to shed the weight of 2021,
VaVa Yoga are ready and waiting for you,
supporting you on your new journey to a
healthier happier you.
Namaste, Ashlí

Ashlí Miréla
BCompMed. mFENACO/Naturopath. S.E.N
(SANC). DipNut. DipAdv DTM. DipArom.
YTTC.
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Therapeutic Uses
Digestive -dyspepsia
Endocrine - menstrual problems
Immune system - colds (head)
Nervous system – stress,
anxiety, nervous tension.
Respiratory - asthma,
bronchitis, catarrh, coughs.
Skin – improve mature skins,
scars and blemishes
Urinary - cystitis

Aromatherapy
Essential
oils
–
Spotlight
on
Frankincense
From the Apothecary of the
Enchanted Forest.
Frankincense essential oil is
a very powerful & beneficial
oil which impacts all body
systems. This versatile oil is
best known for its ability to
fade scar tissue, stimulate the
immune system, enhance the
respiratory system, alleviate
anxiety and it also works as a
bacteria buster, both surface
and airborne. It can be used
on most parts of the body for
almost any ailment and is used
extensively in aromatherapy.
Frankincense comes from
the Boswellia tree, which
is native to Africa and the
southern Arabian Peninsula.
The tree produces tear-shaped
sap that when dried is cut off
and used to extract the oil. The
actual name of the tree was
coined from the term ‘franc
encens’ (French for ‘highquality incense’; ‘franc’ meaning pure and
‘encens’ means to burn, giving rise to ‘pure
incense’.)
Frankincense’s historical roots hark back
to medieval times; valued for its strong
aromatic and distinctive perfume, it exuded
a white smoke whilst burning and was used
in sacred places and for religious rituals.
Its uses also include cosmetics, eyeliners,
perfumes and salves and it was regularly
used for Egyptian mummification.
Frankincense is
used extensively
in
Ayurvedic
medicine
and
is
referred
to
as
‘dhoop’.
It is used for
wound
healing,
b a l a n c i n g
h o r m o n e s
in
females
&
relieving arthritis.
It is believed that
its
fragrance
cleanses
and
purifies the air and will bring good health.
How to use Frankincense essential oil
Diffuser: Use Frankincense essential oil
in the diffuser and inhale for its sedative
properties. Its earthy fragrance is known
to boost feelings of well-being and to
combat anxiety and stress.
In the bath: Add a few drops to your bath
to relieve stress (and smell nice too) and
help reduce cold symptoms.

(2020) ‘The enemy who sealed the world: effects
quarantine due to the COVID-19 on sleep quality,
anxiety, and psychological distress in the Italian
population’, Sleep Medicine, 75, pp. 12–20. doi:
10.1016/j.sleep.2020.05.011. López-Moreno, M;
Lopez, M; Miguel, M; Garcés-Rimón, M. 17. doi:
10.3390/nu12113445.

Ashlí Miréla
BCompMed. mFENACO/
Naturopath. S.E.N (SANC).
DipNut. DipAdv DTM. DipArom.
YTTC.
Safety data:
Frankincense is best avoided in
the first trimester of pregnancy.

In your face cream: Frankincense is an
excellent preservative. Simply add a few
drops to your facial creams to help smooth
out lines and soften wrinkles, making this
the perfect oil for dry mature skin.
On your body: Add 10 drops to 10mls
of an almond/olive oil blend to sooth
inflammation and repair skin.
Skin healing: Reduces the appearance of
wrinkles and skin imperfections such as
discolouration. It is known for its ability
to encourage cellular regeneration, thus
making it a popular choice for using on
cuts to promote faster healing and reduce
the appearance of scars. Add a few drops
to a carrier oil of your choice and rub on
skin.
Aromatherapy room spray: Add a few
drops of Frankincense to a spray bottle
to make an aromatic air freshener that can
eliminate bacteria. Afew drops of Lavender
can be added as well and sprayed in
the bedroom to help achieve a state of
relaxation and sleep.

Disclaimer:
The information from The Apothecary
is provided for informational purposes
only. It is not intended to be substituted
for the advice provided by your doctor
or other health care professional. If
you rely upon any programmes or
techniques, or use any of the products
and services made available, you do
so at your own risk. The information
is not intended to cure, diagnose or treat medical
conditions, nor is it a substitute for medical advice.
We strongly advise you to consult with your medical
doctor or a knowledgeable health practitioner before
using any essential oils internally to ensure a safe
and optimal program for your individual body and
do not attempt to self-diagnose or prescribe any
natural substances for health conditions that require
professional attention.

Botanical name: Boswellia carteri.
Family: Burseraceae
Origin: South Africa
Aromatic characteristics:
Spicy woody fragrance, with a rich tangy
undertone
Therapeutic Properties
•anti-inflammatory •antiseptic •astringent
•carminative (relieves flatulence)
•cytophylactic (cell protector) •digestive
•diuretic •emmenagogue (increase
menstrual flow) •expectorant •sedative
•tonic •uterine
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Vitamin D - The wonder
vitamin which is overlooked,
free and vital for our health
- especially when combating
Omicron virus!
The lack of Vitamin D has
now been correlated to a
huge number of diseases and
illnesses including diabetes,
cancer and high blood pressure.
The number of scientific papers
confirming a huge benefit of
Vitamin D supplementation (or
sun exposure) is overwhelming
and needs to be carefully
researched since a huge
number of health problems can
be directly related to low levels
of this essential and simple
Vitamin.
For a detailed breakdown of how and why
this is essential for our wellbeing is in this
excellent video https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=V5g9AVqRsjo by Dr
John Campbell.
A recent paper was published highlighting
the association of Vitamin D deficiency
and general health:
“Over the last decades, knowledge
regarding the mechanisms through which
Vitamin D3 affects human health has
improved dramatically. It was discovered
that Vitamin D3 is not just expressed
in bone and mineral metabolism health,
but it plays a key role in the intestines,
pancreas, and prostate as well as cells
of the immune system. This finding
demonstrates the important, much wider
impact of Vitamin D3 on human health
than previously understood.
Vitamin
D turned out to be a powerful epigenetic
regulator, influencing more than 2500
genes and impacting dozens of our most
serious health challenges including cancer,
diabetes mellitus, acute respiratory tract
infections, chronic inflammatory diseases
and autoimmune diseases such as multiple
sclerosis.”
“Vitamin D3 was first discovered at
the beginning of the 19th Century as an
essential factor needed to guarantee
skeletal health. This discovery came after
a long period of dealing with the dire

consequences of rickets, which causes
osteomalacia (softening of bones). This
disease especially affected children in
northern countries, who were deprived
of sunlight and often worked in dark
production halls during the industrial
revolution. At the beginning of the 20th
Century, it became clear that sunlight
can cure rickets by triggering Vitamin
D3 synthesis in the skin. Cod Liver Oil is
recognized as a natural source of Vitamin
D3. At the time, a blood level of 20 ng/
mL was sufficient to stop osteomalacia.
This target is still the recommended blood
level today, as stated in many official
documents. In accordance with many
other publications, we will show that this
level is considered too low to guarantee
optimal functioning of the human body.”

“Unfortunately, it seems that the new
findings about Vitamin D3 have not been
well accepted in the
medical community.
Many
official
recommendations
to define Vitamin
D3 deficiency still
stick to the 20 ng/
mL established 100
years ago to cure
rickets.”
“Additionally, many
recommendations
for
Vitamin
D3
supplementation are
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in the range of 5 to 20 µg per
day (200 to 800 international
units), which is much too low
to guarantee the optimal blood
level of 40–60 ng/mL.
One
reason for these incorrect
recommendations turned out to
be calculation error. Thus, daily
Vitamin D3 supplementation
in the range of 4000 to 10,000
units (100 to 250 µg) needed to
generate an optimal Vitamin
D3 blood level in the range of
40–60 ng/mL has been shown
to be completely safe when
combined with approximately
200
µg/mL
Vitamin
K2.
However, this knowledge is still
not widespread in the medical
community,
and
obsolete
warnings about the risks of
Vitamin D3 overdoses unfortunately are
still commonly circulating.”
“Therefore, based on our data, the authors
strongly recommend combining vaccination
with routine strengthening of the immune
system of the whole population by Vitamin
D3
supplementation
to
consistently
guarantee blood levels above 50 ng/mL
(125 nmol/L). It will save billions of dollars
worldwide, as Vitamin D3 is inexpensive
and—together with vaccines—provide a
good opportunity to get the spread of
SARS-CoV-2 under control.”
In breaking news on 10th December, recent
scientific studies in South Africa have
shown the Omicron virus to be similar
to catching a common cold. Symptoms
like muscular aches and pains, headache
and fatigue are the most common and
sometime a runny nose and sore throat.
Another study suggests that the far less
health-damaging Omicron virus could be
the beginning of the end of the COVID
crisis, giving most people natural immunity
with the virus creating strong antibodies
safely and therefore replacing the need
for more vaccines. The mutation of an
individual who had the Delta variant as
well as a common cold has resulted in a
variant which is now far less dangerous,
but far more transmissible. The advice is
to load up on Vitamin D3 and keep the
immune system optimized to cope better if
you become exposed.
Conclusion - make sure you are getting
enough sun every day on bare unprotected
skin, or alternatively supplement with
a dose of around 12000 IU’S per day. A
Vitamin D3 and Vitamin K2 combination
is commonly available at Amazon etc.
Here is another link to a more detailed
overview in plain English https://www.
everydayhealth.com/news/illnesseslinked-vitamin-d-deficiency/
For
my
free
Ebook
contact
andrewhurrell2000@yahoo.com
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First let me start by wishing you all a very
Happy and Prosperous New Year, from
everyone at The Beauty Palace. I hope
you had a great Christmas, but now it’s
time to lose those few pounds that we all
added to our waist lines!
I am talking
a b o u t
Detox
for
our bodies.
You can do
this in many
ways and all
are good for
the
body.
Drinking
lots of water
is the key,
with maybe
at
night
a
lemon
and
water
to
cleanse
while your body is resting and of course,
just as important is watching what you eat
and drink
Massage and electrical massage are
fantastic ways of getting rid of a lot of that
extra fluid retention and is great for lymph
drainage and toning. At The Beauty
Palace, we have our own electronic non-

invasive lipo-suction machine where the
unique machine works on 4 levels:
1. A slimming programme to prepare
and detox the body
2. Detox and toning
3. Drainage, ridding the body of the
build-up of toxins and lymph fluid
4. Sculpting

and detox those areas that hold fluids. The
treatment is safe for all ages and pain free,
but a full health form must be completed
before commencing any treatments. This
treatment is not recommended for anyone
with heart conditions and people who have
pacemakers, or people going through
treatment for cancer. Please check with
your Doctor if you are not sure!
During January The Beauty Palace has
a special offer of a 45 minute session of
our non-surgical lipo-suction for just 35€.
For best results we recommend 2 sessions
a week.
Don’t forget to ask for our ‘loyalty card’
offering even greater savings.
For further information, or to take
advantage of this great offer, call The
Beauty Palace on 968 971 828 and ask
for Corinne.

The machine can be used on the stomach,
back, legs and calf areas. The treatment
is very gentle yet firm with all clients
having to wear a full body stocking in
order for the machine massage head to
glide over all areas to be targeted easily.
This treatment is great if you want to get
rid of a few pounds and contour your body
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Drum Circles – A Community Opportunity
- by Tony Fuller and Leonie Parkes
“What are Drum Circles?” I hear you ask.
Drum Circles are a way that music can
be used as therapy within the community
or in a clinical setting without those taking
part needing ANY formal music training or
musical background. And they are FUN!
From as far back as 2380 BC when
Lipushiau, a priestess in the Temple of the
Moon God Nanna, was recorded as playing
a liturgical frame drum. Until modern
times music has been used to bring joy
and fulfilment, not only to
the individual, but also to
communities. Participation in
a Drum Circle can contribute
to your emotional and physical
health; can help you become
more creative and confident,
especially if you feel isolated
within your community, or even
if you are already outgoing and
socially active and you just
want to try something very
different and fulfilling.
What is a Drum Circle?
It is a coming together of
people to form a sitting circle and within
that circle the playing of drums, other
percussion instruments or even clapping
to specific rhythms.
The rhythms are
spontaneous and the participants ‘find’
them, develop them and make them work,
whilst being facilitated by an experienced
music therapist. No previous experience is
required; purely and simply the ability to
either beat a drum, shake a tambourine,
clap your hands, or even sing out to what
will usually start out as the rhythm of life.
All the instruments are provided by the
facilitator, so there is no need for anybody
to pay for kit.

The rhythm of life is something we are
all endowed with, hearing it from about 7
months prior to our birth. Our mother’s
heart beats at approximately 70 beats per
minute. Our own heart beats within the
womb are about 140 beats a minute, so
before we are born, we can hear a complex
rhythm. As one gains confidence among
the others in the Drum Circle, more
complex rhythms can be introduced, but
at no point in the proceedings is anyone
made to feel inadequate. Nobody plays
‘incorrectly’. The whole experience is
totally non-judgemental, with very few
rules; enjoyment being the key word.

Music as a community therapy, historically
led by women, has been used for thousands
of years within many cultures including
our own Western culture. However, with
the rise of Christianity, it was seen by the
authorities to be ‘pagan’ and was eventually
outlawed. Fortunately, that was not the
case elsewhere. For example, music was
an essential part of the lives of those taken
for the African-Caribbean slave trade,
bonding the slaves together giving them,
one hopes, the strength to withstand
slavery. Music sung, chanted and danced
to in New Orleans by the slaves and free
people of colour in the early 19th century is

now believed to be the foundation for jazz.
In more recent times, with the ‘hippy’
revolution and the start of world travel
for the masses, music of different genres
was being heard.
Music played by
ordinary people - not Western style trained
musicians - who encouraged the travellers
to join in playing or dancing to the new
rhythms. This led to previously unknown
instruments being taken home, from the
large African djembe drum to the small
kalimba, the thumb pianos of eastern
Africa, the huge dholak drums of India
and the smaller beggar drums of Nepal to
name but a few.
That coincided with the
integration of music
therapy
within
the
medical therapy arena.
Music therapy helping
people with a wide
range of degenerative
disorders, in particular
Alzheimer’s
and
Parkinson’s and other
neurological problems.
It has long been known
that hearing is the
last sense to be lost
and music is often
remembered after other memories fade. I
have taken groups of older people in longterm institutional care and worked with
them to good effect. At the other end of
the age spectrum, children with challenging
behavioural issues have responded well
to music, as have individuals who have
become socially isolated, helping them to
become communicative again via group
music. All of this is done in a non-clinical
setting with the hope of avoiding the need
for clinical care.
How did I get into music therapy?
Music has been an essential part of my life
for as long as I can remember. Although
my parents were not musicians, our house
was always ‘alive with the sound of music’;
‘alive’ being the operative word and it
was a natural progression for me to start
playing music. My choice – drums. Even
at the young age of 13, the primal beat of
the drum attracted me. Perhaps I should
have listened to my father’s advice and
learnt to play the trumpet; so much easier
than lugging around large amounts of kit
for gigs!
Aged 16, I was playing with strict tempo
bands whenever I could – the fabled East
London trilogy of ‘weddings, Masonic
functions and ‘bar mitzvahs’ with jazz gigs
thrown in whenever possible and I had
trained as a jazz drummer; my passion to
this day.
In the 1980’s I discovered ‘world music’;
music that had been around for thousands
of years and my whole attitude to
drumming and music in general changed.
I started to learn about rhythm; not the
Continued on page 29
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taught Western rhythms of standard music,
but personal rhythm - group rhythm that
is within us all and that binds us through
that rhythm to each other. There are the
rhythms that surround us - the seasons
of the year, interacting with other people,
even the rhythms that we get from our
daily lives.

Now living in Spain, I have come to
realise that music therapy is increasingly
recognised by the Spanish Health
Authorities as an essential part of the
health system.
Unfortunately, these
therapies are, out of necessity, channelled
towards the Spanish community. In order
that I can offer similar therapies to nonHispanic-speaking people living in Spain, I
have recently attended a course run by one
of Spain’s leading music therapists, Senor
Pau Gimeno from Barcelona. For me it was
a formal recognition and validation of the
community support and work that I had

been offering through music for over 15
years. The other 11 people on the course
were nurses, teachers now working in
hospitals and schools and people wanting
to take their first steps into this strange
drumming world!

The final day of the course saw us playing
in the main square in Aguilas; 14 of us plus
facilitators and a huge pile of drums and
percussion. Our circle of chairs was central
with other circles of about 70 empty chairs
radiating out. There we were on a busy
Sunday afternoon setting up amidst great
curiosity from the locals in the many cafés
around the square. Within 15 minutes
of us starting to play, many of the empty
chairs were filled. Within half an hour
there was not a single empty seat and we
had a standing circle with people playing
hand percussion in order to be included
and to contribute to ‘the wall of sound’ –
and, of course, not to miss out of the fun.
AND IT WAS GREAT FUN.

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

As I said above, my aim now is to offer to
share what I have learned.
Do you belong to a community group that
wants to enjoy music in a different, fun
way?
Do you work with people in the community
who would benefit from meeting others in
a non- judgemental, relaxed way?
Do you work, or volunteer, in a community
group, a church, a voluntary organisation
that reaches out to people who might
benefit from making music in a communal
setting?
Perhaps your organisation would benefit
from a team-building exercise where
everyone can interact in a non-hierarchical
way for better communication.

For more information please do not
hesitate to contact me at:
RhythmsofLife.es@gmail.com or phone
me, Tony Fuller, on 0034 634 338 817
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A message to start the year 2022 from
St Nicholas Church, Camposol A.
A very Hope-Filled and Peaceful New
Year to all.
The Message of Hope
Romans 15:7
This is Paul’s heartfelt prayer for people he
felt deep love for and it is also a message
of encouragement and hope which was not
only relevant then, but is just as relevant
today in January 2022.
Paul starts by pleading with the
congregation. “Don’t consider yourselves
any better than anyone else, who have
come to the faith. You might be Jews and
yes, Jesus came to earth as a Jew living
and ministering among Jews, but God’s
promises were not just to the Jews.”
To back up his argument, Paul uses
verses from the Jewish Scriptures - the
Septuagint, the Greek version of the Old
Testament - where there are definite
references to God’s future acceptance of
the Gentiles into His family.
“I will praise you among the Gentiles; I will
sing praises to your name.”
Paul pleads with his congregation in Rome

Bitcoin
rallies
above
$49K
on
announcement of rate hikes in 2022.
Could the Omicron variant be GOOD NEWS!
In January last year Bitcoin was predicted
to hit $100000 USD per coin. However the
new COVID variant, along with China’s
biggest house-building firm going bust,
(Evergrand), saw traditional markets
pull back. Bitcoin’s leap to 70k fell
back to 42k after the bad news cycles.

to accept the basic premise that in God’s
eyes there is neither Jew nor Gentile, but
one people loved by God and accepted by
God as equals.
What does Paul say to us? “So accept each
other just as Christ has accepted you; and
why should we welcome and accept them?
So God can be glorified.”

Christ came into this world for a purpose.
It was not on a whim that God decided that
He would do this. There was a very real
purpose and that was to bring mankind
back into a relationship with their creator.
It is clear from Jesus’ own words and Paul
shows the Scriptural basis for believing
this: that Jesus came that all might know
the saving grace of God.

www.costacalidachronicle.com

Within this passage from Paul’s letter
to the Church in Rome we have a very
real message for today. It comes with a
heartfelt prayer of hope, peace and joy
for all of mankind. It also comes with the
hope for unity among believers, not just so
that they might get along better together,
but so that God’s name might be glorified
through this unity.
St Nicholas Church Services
11am every Sunday, for the English Branch
and every 2nd Sunday for the German
Branch followed by Tea, Coffee and Cake.
1st Sunday - Songs of Praise
2nd Sunday - Communion Service
3rd Sunday - Morning Prayer
4th Sunday - Communion Service
5th Sunday- Something Special
Please come along if you can.
All Are Welcome.
Every Blessing from Rev Bill Coyle and St
Nicholas Church.

achieved. Since its launch in 2011 it has seen
a 4 million percent gain since. There is an
average year-on-year return of 150% since
2013. People buying at the lower prices have
done brilliantly well and made life-changing
wealth. 2021 saw the API return at 179%.

Euros etc where unlimited printing devalues
the currency over time. Once we couple this
with inevitable inflation it is not difficult to
understand why adoption and interest is so
huge.

Those who are still wondering if this
is a good time to get involved in a
Bitcoin investment would have seen
the damage done to our Euro and GBP
by continual ‘money printing’, causing
massive spikes in inflation. The most
recent numbers are confirmed at over
6%. These numbers have not been
seen since the 1980’s when it peaked
at over 12%.
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“So I pray that God, who gives you hope
may overflow you with hope and peace
through the power of the Holy Spirit.”

That is the message at the heart of our
faith. God came to earth, taking the form

The Fed announcement means that no
rate hikes are planned in the States
until at least March, giving a likely
run-up in prices over January and
February.

This is taxation through the back door! The
way the Governments control our finances
through uncontrollable spending and ‘money
printing’ is the very reason Bitcoin was
invented. No asset class has come close to
the returns year-on-year that Bitcoin has

of a human being to bring hope to a world
that had lost its way; lost the plot.

As explained over the previous months,
Bitcoin has a limited supply of just 21
million coins available and 90% have already
gone, hence the price. Once we get the
next halving event in 2024 we will see an
even more accelerated rise. Compare this to

My own view on the current state of
the crypto markets are still bullish.
We are likely to see a downtrend
once the FED does raise rates. This
will affect normal stock market
prices and other assets in the short
term. However, much of these
adjustments will be priced in over
the next couple of months.
The big story will be the likely
eradication of the COVID Delta
variant for the less dangerous
Omicron variant. South Africa has
had remarkably few hospitalizations
and deaths since it replaced the
Delta variant. This looks good for
the global economies to return
to some kind of normality by the
spring. If this plays out, I expect
huge gains in Crypto prices from
April until the Autumn of 2022.
To better understand the Crypto
market and the opportunity it offers
for financial independence, email me for my
free eBook at andrewhurrell2000@yahoo.
com
Be aware that all investments carry risk
and prices can go up as well as down.
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Palma de Mallorca June 2019- part II
We were on our trip to the beautiful City
of Palma, Mallorca, the capital and the
largest city of the Balearic Islands. It is
situated on the south coast of Mallorca
on the Bay of Palma and is fed by Palma
Airport, which, before COVID, had over 29
million passengers per year. Almost half
of the total population of Mallorca live in
Palma which in 2019 was 416,065.
It was our
second
full
day
there.
Eight months
previously I
fell and broke
my femur, so
walking was
restricted,
but the bus
stop was just
a few steps
outside the
hotel. After
a scrummy
b u f f e t
breakfast we
were on our way to the main tourist area
in the centre of town. Palma has a metro
system, a rail network and over 1,000 taxis
for getting from place to place. However,
the previous day we had purchased a ticket
on the open-top tourist bus which you could
hop on and off at any stop. We have always
done this on city breaks as it’s the cheapest
and easiest way to get around and they
always stop at the main attractions.
You couldn’t
miss
our
first stop of
the day as
wherever
you
were
the
Palma
Cathedral
dominated
the sky line.
Standing
p r o u d l y
overlooking
the sea, the
building was
huge
and
magnificent;
just 13 metres above sea level. The
Cathedral is 121 metres long, 40 metres
wide and its highest point is 44 metres.
The current Cathedral was built on top
of a previous mosque with construction
beginning in 1229 at the request of King
James 1.
It was built in Gothic Roman style, but with
Northern influences and it didn’t actually
get completely finished until 1601. Despite
taking nearly 400 years to complete, it
boasts the world’s largest ‘Rose Window’.
However, renovations were undertaken
in 1901 by the famous architect Antoni
Gaudi. The famous La Seu area around the
cathedral has trees and grass giving it the
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perfect quiet, serene feeling.
We were very
disappointed
to find that
access to the
public
was
not allowed
as a wedding
was
taking
place,
but
if we came
back
after
4pm
we
should
get
in. Let’s hope
my leg holds
up!!! The old
city
behind
the Cathedral in the south-east area of
Palma was a maze of narrow streets hinting
at an Arab past. The majority of buildings
were private houses, but the architecture
was worth a wander around the cobbled
streets.
We found a café and sat down soaking in
the atmosphere and people walking around.
There were some shops, including the
Mimbreria Vidal which is the oldest basket
shop in the city, selling traditional Mallorcan
baskets. Also there were some bakeries with
local products as well as Spanish favourites
and wine shops or Bodegas selling locally
produced Brandy!
Adjacent
to
the
Cathedral
was
La
Almudaina,
a
Moorishstyle fortress
that
has
now
been
converted
to a royal
residence.
It’s open all
year
round
to
visitors.
There are lots
of courtyards
and historic tapestries and it was worth
a walk around the place where the Royal
family of Spain spend their holidays! We
were told there was a Segway tour available
around the outside and surrounding area,
but I wasn’t sure my leg would take
standing for a long while, but I did fancy it!
Instead, we decided to hop back on the bus
and head to the seafront. There we found
a wide promenade and cycle path that
stretched for miles, a pretty marina, a hotel
and a nice beach to sunbathe on. We had a
stroll for a while until we came to Portixol
(little port) which was once a little fishing
port, but which had been rejuvenated into a
lovely tourist attraction. We stopped to eat
lunch and although it was a bit pricey, (we
were in the tourist area!), the fish was so
fresh and beautifully cooked.
I was struggling by this time, so we headed

back to the
Hotel
for
a rest. We
didn’t make
it back to see
inside
the
C a th e d r a l.
Maybe
we
would
get
time in the
morning as
the
next
day
we
didn’t leave
until
late
afternoon.
We
stayed
around the Hotel area in the evening and
made use of the hot tub and pool on the
roof. Then we did a bit of shopping and
finished with an Indian meal, which was
very tasty. After breakfast we headed out
again for a last few hours in Palma.
There was still so much we could have
done, like a trip on the oldest working ship
in Spain. The Rafael Verdara was launched
in 1841 and has a long and fascinating
history, but you can now book a day trip,
a romantic sunset cruise, or even a 10-day
whale-watching excursion. We could also
visit the Palma Aquarium with over 700
species and a shark tank. Maybe we could
do the Ruta Martiana Tapas trail, or go on a
local wine tasting tour, or visit the famous
Gordiola Glassware Centre? There were
various museums and art galleries along
with studios where you could get your own
art work made, or maybe a sculpture?
We decided to visit the ancient Arab
Baths, so it was back on the bus, heading
to the old town again. In the gardens of
a manor house and discovered only 100
years ago, the Arab Baths date back to the
12th Century. It was a small but fascinating
place to visit. The baths are set in a pretty
secluded garden. Thought to have been
attached to the private house rather than
a public ‘hammam’, (the Arabic name for
public baths), it was constructed from the
remains of other buildings. The columns in
the doomed roof are all different and clearly
from a previous period.
It was then
time to go
and we were
back
at
the
airport
before
we
knew it. We
were
only
an
hour
from Murcia
International
Airport and
as in Spain
we
had
the
same
weather. We
will definitely
be going back and next time for longer!
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By the time you read this article we will
be into the New Year. December has
been very ‘up and down’ so far as COVID
is concerned. One minute the situation
seemed to be improving and then we heard
of an increase in cases and subsequently
2 deaths on Camposol. Our thoughts and
prayers are with anyone who has lost
somebody through this horrible virus.
We
did
however
manage
to
celebrate
the
festive
s e a s o n .
We started
by
putting
up
the
Christmas
decorations
outside the
bars. Many
thanks
to
Vanessa for
donating
some
of
the lights. We then had our Christmas
Party together with Santa’s Grotto on 4th
December. We are very grateful to Tel’s
Bar, Cat’s Bar and Rendezvous for hosting
this event for us. There was an excellent
turnout with nearly all seats taken. We
were very lucky with the weather; lovely

Hi all
Firstly, the volunteers at MAMAs wish
every one of you a Healthy, Happy and
Prosperous 2022. Conditions are hopefully
not getting any worse with this new strain
of COVID - keep yourselves safe. It might
even be worth taking up the old saying,
Hands Face Space. We will continue to
provide hand wash and wear masks, so
please do visit.

sunshine
all
afternoon.
Entertainment
was provided
by Sunflower
Valley with DJ
Sean
Bodie.
The
Grotto
was manned
by
Father
Christmas
and
his
assistant
Elf.
Thanks
to Trevor &
Brenda
for
giving up their afternoon to come along
and
man
the
grotto
which
was
attended
by a good
number
of
children who
came
to
collect their
goody bags
from Father
Christmas,
which were
k i n d l y
provided
by Leanne.
We had two

anything you are not using or don’t need,
there will be somebody that does, from
bric-a-brac, bedding, clothes, puzzles,
jigsaws to small working electricals. Bigger

As always we have some great things in the
shop, from a very good range of Spanish
language books, as well as German and of
course English, from fact to fiction. There
are some lovely coffee table books to
pretend to your visitors you are interested
in Nuclear Physics or the Flora and Fauna
of Peruvia!
Without you coming in and making your
donations we wouldn’t be in a position to
help you and your pet in a health crisis, so
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raffles; one for a 43” television, which was
won by Christopher and another raffle for
various prizes donated by volunteers and
members of our community, including a
large hamper from Cat’s Bar. We raised a
total of 1376.50€.
Our next event was our Christmas
Dinner at Mariano’s. Even with some
cancellations at the last minute due to
concerns over COVID we still had enough
people to make it an enjoyable evening.
We had a lovely meal and lots of ‘chair
dancing’ and singalong tunes provided
by DJ Carl Thomas. The raffle held in the
evening raised 155.26€.
The money raised at both events goes to
maintaining our vehicle and trailer and to
purchase any equipment needed.
We hope to be able to arrange more social
events in the New Year as soon as the
rules and regulations allow us to do so.
We wish everyone our very best wishes
for the New Year and thank you for your
continued support of our group.
If you wish to contact us, please email at
lospalaciosgardening@icloud.com or
write ℅ our post box number 915 in the
post room on Camposol A.

poorly, but when your little love has been
attacked by a large dog and badly hurt,
it’s extremely distressing for all. Little
Alfonsa is such a dog. Her owners rushed
her to Paco and he set to work on Alfonsa
immediately. As always he tries so hard
and he managed to put her back together.
The photo is distressing, but what a brave
little girl; she is doing well. We really had
to pull the cash out of the bag for this one,
but to see her delighted owners so happy,
it was worth it. Dear little girl we wish you
a speedy recovery.
Take care see you soon.
Mamas will be closed over the holiday
period and will re-open on Friday January
7th after Three Kings Day.

donations can be collected by request
under strict COVID restrictions.
It’s never pleasant when your pet is

For emergencies or donations:
Tel: 666 186 037
Email mazarronanimalmedi_aid@zoho.
com
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Firstly, the Green Fingers Committee
and Team would like to wish everyone a
very Happy New Year and many thanks
to all those who have supported us during
the past 12 months: all our Volunteers,
local businesses and homeowners including
everyone who has donated cakes for our
Wednesday volunteers, plants and other
garden items and to our bucket of course!

Remembrance Day tribute and replanted
the raised bed. They have also put up four
sets of donated solar lights, cleared weeds
and scrub from the verges, swept up palm
seeds from the roads, pruned trees and
shrubs, dead-headed, weeded, watered
and planted new and donated plants.

Green Fingers have worked hard again
all year throughout Lower C, to maintain
the planted areas and verges. It has
been a tough job. Our Maintenance Team
turning out every Monday morning despite
some
dreadful
weather
conditions;
cleaning, weeding and spraying every
street in rotation and clearing debris after
periods of torrential rain. Our Wednesday
Volunteers this month have removed the

We have a few projects planned for 2022,
but if you would like a particular task
completed in your area please contact us.
To get in touch, please call our Chairman,
John, on 634 325 427 for more
information or check the chalkboards and
our Facebook groups.

Forget Me Not Camposol had to miss
several meetings during December due
to the Social Centre, Camposol B being
closed, but we are pleased to be able to
re-open our weekly meetings and we are
ready to meet clients new and old.
Our meetings will continue every Monday
morning from 10.30am-1.30pm.
Starting from January 13th we will have
an extra weekly meeting on Thursday
mornings 10am-1pm. This extra meeting
will give Carers a much-needed break
knowing their loved ones are in a safe,
caring environment. Every week we have
two trained nurses and a number of trained
carers within our group. Lunch is provided
free of charge for our clients.
O
n
December 7th
we had our
Christmas
Lunch
at
the
Golf
Club House.
Every person
got a bag
of
sweets
delivered by
Santa Claus
and we were
entertained
by
Paul
Pryce who gave his time free of charge
to sing and host our fabulous free raffle.
We can’t thank him enough and he said
he has never seen so many smiling faces.
Two of our ladies who help at our meetings
organised the fantastic free raffle with
super prizes donated by local businesses
and they worked really hard making sure
everyone got a prize.  Thanks go to all local
businesses who donated. (There are far too
many to mention by name, but you know

We have said good-bye to volunteers
Marilyn, Rob and Ken who have returned
to the UK for the Winter months. We
look forward to seeing them again in the
Spring, but we had a surprise visit from a
new volunteer; Father Christmas made
time in his busy schedule to visit Green
Fingers twice and give out sweets to the
kind people who stopped at our bucket!

who
you
are.)
The
c l i e n t s ,
helpers and
everyone
involved in
Forget me
Not
really
appreciated
it.  
L o o k i n g
forward,
we
know
that
there
are a lot of
people locally that need the help of our
local dementia/carers group. Forget me
Not offers free respite care for carers of
people with
dementia/
memory loss
or any other
long
term
illness. The
aim
within
our group is
to give much
n e e d e d
respite to the
carers within
our
local
community.
Most of the
group have
experienced
first-hand the challenges of being a carer.
We realise that it’s not always easy to
relinquish the care of a loved one into the
care of strangers. With this in mind, if you
decide to bring your loved one along to
Forget Me Not, you have the decision to
stay and enjoy our morning. You will be
welcome and can converse with others who
are in a similar position. You can decide

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

over a period of time if you feel this is right
for you and the person you are caring for.
Every week during our informal sessions
we stimulate our clients with music, gentle
seated exercise and many craft-related
activities as well as bingo and free lunch
for the clients.
Future Events
Fundraising Evening at The Diner,
Camposol B.
Charity Afternoon at Cat’s Bar, Camposol
A.
If you can come along and support us at
these events we would love to see you.
Music is an amazing link to the opening of
memories of people with memory loss. If
you are an individual or a group that feel
you could come along and have a sing
song with us we would welcome you.
Forget Me Not is a registered charity
and we would like to take this opportunity
to thank all the individuals and local
companies that have donated to our cause.
Without you we couldn’t exist.
  
If you would
like any more
information
regarding
our
group, or would
like to speak in
confidence
to
our President/
Vice President
please call Dee
on 603 121
416 or Diane on
711 028 693
Keep safe. We
hope to see you soon.
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We are nearly into a New Year at the
time of writing and, once again, it’s fingers
crossed for something better in 2022.
Our work party is still in single figures,
plus the volunteers who work individually
on various jobs and projects. Despite us
seeking the assistance of professional
gardeners, nobody has come forward, so it
seems that people won’t work on Camposol
B even if money is on offer.

R o u t i n e
maintenance
w o r k
continues,
not
helped
by
the
t h i e v e s
who
seem
to
regard
Camposol
as
theirs
to
plunder
when
the
mood takes
them. In the space of a few weeks, we
have had 18 oleander plants stolen from
the side of the car park, a commemorative
plaque from a memorial bench and some
seating from the petanca pitch. To add
insult to injury, the stolen seating was
then smashed up and scattered across
the nearby campo. As usual, nobody
apparently saw any of this happening and
B Clean picks up the bill and clears up the
mess.
Once again, as at the time of writing
(December), there seems to be no

We hope you all had a wonderful
Christmas and that Santa was kind to
you?
While writing this the COVID infection
rate had been rising and FMA starts
2022 with the prospect of limited fund
raising opportunities. It is of even more
importance currently to keep a steady
flow of funds coming in as we are starting
to see ‘long termers’ amongst some of
the dogs we have rescued. As you can
guess it is not the cute, fluffy and pretty
dogs that we have trouble rehoming,
but mimicking the national trend, it is
the German Shepherd dog and mixture
thereof which find themselves as one
of the most common breeds in UK
and other European rescue centres.
It seems that the changes in popularity
of certain breeds coincides with
celebrity and influencer ownership.
Some people are not searching for
a breed that is right for them by
researching and assessing whether
their ‘set up’ suits the dog’s needs and
temperament, but are driven more by
looks and status. This increases the
likelihood unfortunately of a dog ending
up in a shelter or rescue.
Imitating the current trend, FMA have
four German Shepherds in our care
looking for new homes. All have their
own stories and issues, but all are typical
German Shepherds; smart, loyal and
full of energy. Remember they are big
dogs and have strong pack instincts and
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sign of the council complying with its
responsibilities concerning trimming the
main road palm trees. As a dying one by
the car park has been reported without
any sign of council action, pessimism is
probably justified. One can only speculate
on the legal situation when the palm weevil
infestation spreads, leading to the strong
possibility that larger trees might collapse,
possibly onto passing vehicles.

So, not the best of endings to 2021, but
in a spirit of optimism, we wish you all a
Happy New Year!

way to start. Potential adopters always
have a week’s trial, which can be
extended, to ensure the dog and the
adopting family feel right. Information
about each individual dog can be found
in our adoption album where you can
see their ages, health status etc and
also their past story.
Finally we would like to wish everyone a
very happy and prosperous New Year.
Please keep following our Facebook
page for updates and events and keep
your fingers crossed for our fabulous
four German Shepherds hoping that
2022 is their year.
Please contact the team at FMA for
more information.
Private message our Facebook page at
Friends of Mazarrón Animals
Tel +34 711 032 574 (WhatsApp or
Message) Spanish and English
https://www.facebook.
com/Friends-of-MazarrónAnimals-504985486541402/
they want to be with you, not shut away.
German Shepherds in the right hands
are one of the very best breeds of dog
to own. You can find out more about our
wonderful GSD’s, Fortunata, Skip, Cash
and Fuente, by contacting our Facebook
page. All have different needs and specific
traits, so talking through your expectations
with one of our volunteers would be a good

Join our teaming group.
Donate just 1€ per month.
https://www.teaming.net/
friendsofmazarronanimals
Donations can also be made at:
PAYPAL fma.murcia@gmail.com
Bank Account ES39 3058 0206 9227
2050 7854 (BIC CCRIES2AXXX)
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My name is Shaun and I have run the Expat
in Mazarron YouTube channel since arriving
in Spain in 2015. It’s all about me living in
Spain, where I live, (Camposol), places of
interest, property, going out walking and
many more things about Spain. I’ve set up
a group called Camposol Explorers which
is about going out exploring once a month
in the Murcia Region. At the moment there
are no more places but if you still want
to join I will add you to the waiting list.
Please contact me on Facebook Expat in
Mazarron.

I forgot to mention to the explorers to wear
warm clothing! Two of our members were in
shorts, but we managed to find some warm
clothing for them. When we got to the Snow
Wells, a group was at work fully restoring
two of them. The work should be finished by
February 2022. We had a look around, took
some photographs and headed back to the
cars, which was about a 20 minute walk.

Our December outing was to the Sierra
Espuña to visit the snow wells.
What are Snow Wells? (Los Pozos de la
Nieve in Spanish).

There are 28 wells on the Espuñas and
most are in ruins, but some have been
fully restored. Built between the 16th & 20th
Century to store snow, they are like giant
refrigerators. The local gypsies collected the
snow and packed it inside the wells, turning
it into ice. When the ice was needed it was
packed in straw and carried by donkey or
mule to the nearest towns for those wanting
ice. Some went as far as Murcia City and
Cartagena.

When we arrived at the car park near the
radar station we set off to the Snow Wells.

channel Expat in Mazarron and for up-todate videos and new places to explore in
2022 go to Camposol Explorers YouTube
channel.

We then drove to the Sierra Espuña Visitor
Centre to have a look in the museum which
was very interesting. There were very
helpful staff with plenty of information in
Spanish and English. Also we had the use
of the toilets! Not far from the car park
was the scout building; an old wood cutters
house and a seating area.

We
then
drove
to
the Hotel la
Mariposa on
the edge of
the
Sierra
E s p u ñ a
for
our
Christmas
d i n n e r .
Everybody
had
plenty
to eat with
some taking
some home
as they had
too much to
eat. The staff
were very helpful and we even got the cook
out for a group photograph.
Our New Year outing in January, is to the
‘Mazarrón Guns’, which is an abandoned
coastal defense battery, with amazing views
looking out to sea. We will hopefully be
exploring underground. Please check out
this outing and past outings on my YouTube

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com
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As we start another year, we
are pleased to inform our
many supporters that during
the previous month we were
able to donate 1,000€ of
food to the Church of San
José in Puerto de Mazarrón.

work.
We
would like to
thank
Don
Tecnico
for
supplying the
system at cost
price.

We have certainly been
able to Make a Difference
to so many families with
our
monthly
donations
throughout last year and we
hope to continue this year.

We were also
able to pay for
a new Solar
Water Heater
for the MABS
R e s p i t e
Home
on
Camposol. All
of these items
of
donations
for people in

We have also donated a new
computer to Age Concern,
(see photo), to assist them
with their administration

Age Concern Compuer
donation

Camposol 2025 – What do you want it
to be?
Here we are, at the beginning of the year.
It only seems a few weeks ago that we
started this project and the Help Desk,
yet we have learnt so much from those that
have visited us and hopefully been able to
help at least some of you that have sought
assistance. The next Help Desk will be on
Monday 3rd January 2022, at the Chinese
restaurant on Camposol B commercial
centre, from 12pm-2pm.
We are pleased to announce that our first
event for 2022 will be a Murder Mystery
Evening to be held on Tuesday 15th March.
If you are interested in this type of event,
please put the date in your calendar. We
will follow up with further information

need were made possible
because of the generosity of
our supporters.
Our shop will re-open on
Tuesday 4th January at 10am
and the van will also resume
on that day at Camposol A
Commercial Centre from
10.30-12pm.
We thank you for your
continued support and kind
donations for the coming
year.
MABS Solar Water Heater
donation

Happy New Year to you
all.

online on our Facebook page and other
outlets, as well as in the February edition
of the Costa Cálida Chronicle.

people in the Spring and we need you to
tell us what type of activities you would
like to participate in.

Our planned event in February has been
cancelled due to COVID restrictions making
it unviable, however there will be many
more events throughout 2022.

In our survey, the top neighbour priority
for the community is to improve the
waste bin storage areas. These are untidy,
littered with spilled waste often on the
road. The aim of Camposol 2025 is to
develop a design template that takes the
bins off-road in a dedicated walled storage
area, complimented by shrub planting. We
will also set up a volunteer cleaning team
to maintain the cleanliness of the area.
Working with the Sector D Community
and
Gardening
Group
we
have
identified three waste bin storage sites
for improvement. Our first project will be
a pilot and we have identified the current
site on Calle Esparraquera, which is untidy
and litter strewn. We are currently working
with the Council on permissions and hope
to commence work in February. We are
using volunteers to carry out the work, to
minimise costs. We do need your surplus
concrete blocks to build the surrounding
walls and need 200 blocks. We will collect
these, so just give us your contact details
and we will pick them up.

We held a Workshop in November to
address issues of interest and concern
to young people and this subject will
undoubtedly continue to be part of our
focus as we move forward. We are holding
a further Workshop on Monday 10th
January at 3.30pm and would like to see
more young people and parents come
along and help us.
We plan to hold a day specifically for young

Thanks to the financial support of the
Sector D Community and Gardening
Group we have funding to start the
project. However, we still need €300 and
are seeking donations to complete the
project.
If you would like to contribute or have any
questions, please contact us:
Website: www.camposolresidents.es
Email: info@camposolresidents.es
Facebook:
https://www.facebook.
com/groups/1011474583057805
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Happy New Year! The end of another
year and the start of the new.
A massive thank you to everyone who
donated furniture, clothes, bric-a-brac,
books and money to help those diagnosed
locally with cancer. It really is our life
blood and without your kindness we
couldn’t continue. A huge shout out also
to all the volunteers in the shop, on the
van, manning reception at the Respite
Home, manning the phones, caring for
patients in the community, counselling and
driving patients. Your selfless actions and
your hard work makes a huge difference.
It really is appreciated, especially by the
people that we help.
With your help
in November
we
assisted
with:
109
Appointments
106
Translations
18 Drives to
hospital
12 Loans of
equipment

Thurs at the moment) - car share
available.
*

Help at reception in the Respite
Home.

*

Work on the van collecting and
delivering furniture.

*

Driving
patients
appointments.

*

Manning the phones etc.

to

hospital

If you would like to get involved and want
to help in any capacity or just find out
more, please get in touch.

Race For Life
Final
figures
are still coming in with over 8,303€ raised
so far, so once again a huge thank you to
everyone who took part and all those who
sponsored them.
Winter Fayre
This was held on 27th November at the
Respite Home, Camposol B and although
it was scaled down, it raised an amazing
1,218.20€. Thank you to everyone that
attended and to all the volunteers that
gave up their time.

Sponsored Bike Ride Madrid to
Mazarrón in aid of MABS Cancer
Support - 22nd January
7 riders will leave the Santiago Bernabéu
Stadium in Madrid, seen off by members
of the British Consulate. They will ride
some 100km/day with a support vehicle
provided by Citroën Mazarrón. They should
arrive back at Tel’s Bar, Camposol A to a
Welcome Home Reception with food and
a live band around 1pm on 26th January,
welcomed by the Mayor of Mazarrón,
Gaspar Miras. The charity ride is supported
by local businesses: Luz del Sol, Ibex
Insurance, Tel’s bar, Top to Toe Hair
Salon, Compusurf and CM Construction.
If you would like to sponsor them, donations
can be made to PAYPAL donate@
mabscancersupport.org or directly into
La Caixa ES79 2100 6032 8702 0016
8624 using the concept BIKE RIDE.
Collections:
For furniture and larger items, our van runs
Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and
Fridays. Message MABS Charity Shop,
Totana or call 634 313 478 to arrange
collection.
For smaller items, we have donation ‘boxes’
for clothes, bric-a-brac, books etc. in our
Respite Home and Alley Palais, Camposol
B and The Club House, Camposol C.
If you need help call our Helpline 620 622
410
www.mabscancerfoundation.com

T
h
e
Harlequins
Rock Choir
performed
at the Club
House
on
Tuesday 14th
December
and
raised
280.52€ for
MABS
in
their
first
performance
s i n c e
Lockdown.
They
were
brilliant and
were enjoyed by all who attended.
Volunteers Always Needed
If you can spare any time per week or
month and would like to help please phone
634 362 954, email mazvolunteers@
mabscancerfoundation.com or call into
our Respite Home on Avenida de Los
Covachos 278, Camposol B2.
We are still looking for more volunteers:
* Working in our shop in Totana (Mon-

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com
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A
new
year
often
means
new resolutions
for
most
of
us, which we
enthusiastically
start
and
p r o m p t l y
discard
when
faced
with
d i f f i c u l t ,
unpleasant or
uncomfortable
changes to our
‘new’ way of life.
There is, however, one change – namely
the intrusion of COVID in our everyday
life - that cannot be discarded or ignored
because the unforgiving consequences may
be devastating. Please read the following
Very Important Message, which is being
circulated for everybody’s information, and
act accordingly:
With the advent of increased COVID
infections and highly contagious variants,
it is imperative now more than ever that
COVID prevention measures are adhered
to. Camposol has seen a surge of infections
recently, with 2 COVID related deaths on
the urbanisation reported in recent weeks.
Anyone who tests positive for COVID or
has symptoms, (a high temperature, a
new continuous cough or a loss or change

Black Friday Sale
Loads of people came along and bagged
themselves a bargain and a free cuppa at
our Vintage Store Black Friday Sale and
we raised over €170. Thanks to Shanne
and her team of volunteers.
Christmas Party
With the ongoing situation with COVID, we
made the difficult decision to postpone our
Christmas Party until the New Year for
the safety of our clients and volunteers.
We are monitoring the situation closely
and will publish a revised date as soon as
we can.

to your sense of smell or taste), should
self-isolate immediately and phone Murcia
Salud (Regional Health Authority) on 900
121 212 where further instructions will
be given in English if required. There may
be some recorded messages in Spanish at
the beginning of the call, but do not hang
up as an operator will answer - if unsure
say “Habla Ingles” and the operator will
speak English or transfer the call to an
English-speaker. It is Essential that the
instructions given are followed to prevent
further spread of infection.

It is everyone’s social and civic
responsibility to follow the COVID
measures
to
prevent
further
proliferation of this disease. Measures
include having the appropriate vaccinations,
the correct wearing of masks to cover both
the mouth and nose, social distancing, use
of hand sanitisers and when shopping the
use of disposable gloves provided when
handling fresh produce.

Before the portals of the coming year,
I bowed my head and humbly then I
prayed.
“Father tell me how to walk with Thee.
The way is dark and I am so afraid”.
Soon came the answer as I waited there.
“The New Year is a gift from God above,
No matter what it gives you or withholds.
You must trust God and not ever doubt
His love.”
But when the burdens bend my spirit low
And sorrows come I cannot understand?
Softly, but surely came the voice I heard
“Then trust God more, more tightly hold
His hand.”
“So many problems, Lord.” I said at last.
“So many ways to turn – how can I know
which one is best?”
I heard Him softly say “Hold thou my
hand – I will not let thee go.”
Then suddenly my fears seemed small
indeed.
I felt a peace I never knew before.
The portals of the New Year opened wide
And God was waiting just inside the door.

Sadly, the beginning of 2022 seems to be
as challenging as, (if not more so), the year
just ended and the following Prayer for

Warmest wishes for the New Year.
Your Councillor can be contacted
silvanaeb@mazarron.es

Vintage Store January Sale - Tuesday
11TH January
Join us for our budget busting sale of
quality pre-loved clothing and bric-a-brac
from 10am-1pm with free tea and coffee.
Look out for our new Vintage Store
Marketplace coming to Facebook very
soon!!

New Year so keep an eye on our Facebook
page for further details

Even if a COVID test result shows
positive, but there are no symptoms,
the virus will still be transmissible and
self-isolation is essential following the
above protocol.
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Menu Del Dia – January 26th 2022 at 1pm
Look out for further details coming soon.
Age Concern AGM will be held at the Age
Concern Social Centre, Camposol C on
Thursday 27th January 2022 at 1pm.
Please Note:
The Age Concern Social Centre will reopen at 10am on Monday 10th January
Age Concern Social Centre
Avenida de los Covachos 2B
Camposol C
Mazarrón

Christmas Carol Service
The sun came out and so did the Carolers,
singing in our Social Centre garden and
raising €120 in the process. Thank you to
our volunteers who helped us out making
delicious soup and homemade mince pies
which really added to the Christmas spirit.
Future Events
New Year’s Day Swim took place on
January 1st at 1pm.
We hope everyone got loads of sponsors.
We will update everything in the February
Chronicle.

the New Year, by Marjorie McHahan, now
seems more appropriate than ever before
to help us through the very uncertain
future ahead:

Enquiries – 634 312 516
Life-line Puerto de Mazarrón Area – 634
325 408
Equipment Loan – 634 306 927
(Lines open 10am-4pm Monday-Friday)
Email: ageconcerncostacalida@gmail.
com
Facebook: Age Concern Costa Cálida
Quiz Night @ The Blackbull, Camposol B
– January 25th at 6pm
Our popular Quiz Night is back for the
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Hello everyone; Happy New Year!
Hope you all enjoyed the Christmas and
New Year celebrations.
The Chatterbox committee has been busy
organising trips and events, arranging for
speakers to come to our coffee afternoons,
making plans for the inaugural Chatterbox
Glitter Ball in June. However one bit of
sad news is that Carol Francis who had
been a Chatterbox committee member
for a number of years, primarily as the
trips co-ordinator, decided to stand down.
She will still come to the Chatterbox
meetings and join us on the trips.

Let’s start the New Year with a
membership drive.
Have you ever been to a Chatterbox
meeting?
Do you know
anyone who
has?
How
about
giving it a
try?
We are a
non-profit
m a k i n g
ladies group,
who
meet
twice
a
month
at
the
Social
C e n t r e ,
Some of the wrapped raffle Camposol B.

Here’s a sneak preview of some of the raffle
prizes on offer at one of our upcoming
events and the amazing toys knitted by
Gaynor, for Rosa Caritas. Thank you x
Best Wishes
Sue

prizes

Chris and Carol with Carol’s Flowers

Oh Carol we will miss you, Chris Leiper.
Chatterbox President, gave Carol a
beautiful bouquet of flowers to say thank
you for everything she had done for
Chatterbox.

Gaynor’s Knitted Toys

FAST has had to suspend their
operations on Camposol as of 14th
December.

General, FAST was congratulated as being
unique in Spain. There was much interest
from other Community leaders.

The President of FAST, Mr Barry Hamilton,
along with our legal representative and
interpreter, met with the local council on
Tuesday 14th December. Unfortunately
the Mayor of Mazarrón had other urgent
business to attend to so was not available.
The local councillor for Camposol Mrs
Silvana Buxton and the Chief of the Civil
Protection were present. The subject of
insurance for the Responders was raised
by the council officials. The insurance
that FAST has, covers our Responders for
‘social care’. Under the last administration
that was acceptable. All the Responders
are trained and accredited by the Murcian
Health Authority to carry out lifesaving
procedures including CPR and the use of
AED (Automatic Electronic Defibrillators).

If you have symptoms of COVID
should stay at home and phone
121 212, explain your symptoms
they will advise you on what
should do.

FAST will be seeking legal advice regarding
our insurance status. Until we have clarity
of the situation we will no longer be
responding.
At a recent meeting with Community leaders
in Benidorm, hosted by the Consulate

you
900
and
you

If you have a medical emergency call
112. Ask for an operator to speak in your
language if you do not speak Spanish.
They will ask a series of questions in order
to prioritise the call. If the call is at night,
we ask the caller to
put outside lights on.
This will also help the
Emergency services
to find the location.

the FAST vehicles are fully equipped with
defibrillators, blood clotting type bandages
and all the other kit required of a first
Responder. They also comfort the other
members of the household and give advice
on what the medics will want to see when
they arrive. If the patient has to stay in
hospital FAST has a list of things they may
need for a hospital stay.
Hopefully FAST will be back providing
lifesaving assistance and comfort to the
people of Camposol. There has been an
outpouring of support for FAST from the
local community.

When
FAST
Responders
attend
an emergency they
can stop catastrophic
bleeding,
ensure
the
casualty
has
an
open
airway
and if required give
lifesaving CPR. Both

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com
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Check at your local Tourist Office for
full details of Events
The use of masks, complying with
safety
distances
and
the
use
of
hydroalcoholic gel is mandatory.
Many Belens will still be available to view
until the middle of January. Check your
local town to see where and when these
are displayed.
Aguilas
www.aguilas.org
Tel 968 493 285 – Sat Market
Every Saturday – Antique & Collectable
Market near the Railway Station. From
10am
Contemporáneos
de
Coronado
Permanent Art Exhibition – Auditorio
Doña Elena
Thu-Sun 7pm-10pm
Carnival Museum
Visit this new museum in the Francisco
Rabal Cultural House to see some of the
amazing carnival costumes. The costumes
will be changed each year to show those
from the most recent carnival festival.
Open Tues-Sat 9am-2pm & 4pm-9pm
Ruta del Ferrocarril
Check at Tourist Office for availability.
Classical Music @
Infanta
Elena
Auditorium
Friday 28th January - Chamber Concert
with piano recital by Oleno Misa
Friday 18th February - Pianists Mijung
Koo & Hyojung Huh
Alhama de Murcia
http://turismo.alhamademurcia.es/
Tel 968 633 51 – Tues Market
There are some fabulous walks in the
Sierra Espuña National Park.
Go to http://turismo.alhamademurcia.
es and click on Paths of Sierra Espuña.
You will find full details of all walks available
and a map that you can download.
Check the Tourist Office for full details of
all activities at the Municipal Pool/Gym.
Fridays 7pm-9pm & alternating Saturdays
5pm-7pm - Arts/Craft Workshops @ La
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Costera Social Club up to 17th June.
Saturdays
(alternating)
7pm-9pm
Stringed Instrument Workshop @ La
Costera Social Club
Saturdays (alternating) 5pm-7pm Dry
Cord Painting @ Gebas Social Centre/Las
Cañadas Social Centre until June
Saturdays (alternating) 5pm-7pm Dance
Class @ Las Cañadas Social Centre
Mondays & Thursdays 6.30pm-7.30pm
- Maintenance Gym @ El Berro Cultural
Centre until end of May
Mondays & Thursdays 7.30pm-8.30pm
- Pilates @ El Berro Cultural Centre until
end of May
Fuente Alamo
Sat Market
Every Wednesday – Hacienda del
Alamo Women’s Association Coffee
Morning @ The Club House 10am-12pm
Lorca
www.lorcaturismo.es
Tel 968 441 914 – Thurs Market
Lorca Castle – general entry 6€. Guided
Tours available in English for 4€ on
Thursdays at 10.30am for 22€ to include
lunch, with special packages on Sundays.
Check at Tourist Office for full details.
Saturday 22nd January - Free Cultural
Walk through Lorca - Poetry & Literature
10.30am from Plaza de España
Events @ War Theatre XIX Century
More information at:
http://teatroguerralorca.org/wpcontent/uploads/2021/10/TeatroGuerra-de-OaD-2021.pdf
Mazarrón
www.mazarron.es
Tel 968 594 426 – Sat Market
Check at the Tourist Office for information
on Free Guided Tours in Mazarrón area.

Puerto Lumbreras
Tel 968 436 153 – Fri Market
Discover the historical and patrimonial
wealth of Puerto Lumbreras through
Medina Nogalte visiting its cave-houses
and the Nogalte Castle. From Craftsman
workshop cave house, reception of Medina
Nogalte. 7pm. 3€ (under 10’s free).
Payment due 2 days prior to visit @ ES
12 3058 0204 15 2732000020-City Hall of
Puerto Lumbreras.
Please check availability as some of the
evenings are already fully booked.
Totana
www.totana.es
Tel 968 418 153 – Wed Market/Fri in
El Pareton
Saturdays & Sundays - Guided
Visit to La Bastida 3.40€ (2.50€ disc)
10am/12pm. Book at Tourist Office
Saturdays - Guided Visit Museum Of
The Tower Of Santiago 10am
The first level hosts the chapter house that
refers to the lands of Totana; the Order
of Santiago. The second level is the choir
of the church, which shows the Mudejar
coffered ceiling of the temple and the
explanation of its chapels. The next level
is known as ‘the bride’s room’, which was
the old house of the bell ringer. The fourth
level cannot be visited as it contains the
current clock. The last level is the bell
tower, where the second oldest bell of the
Diocese is located, dating from 1470.

The painter Blai Tomás wins 2,500€
in the XVIII National Outdoor Painting
Competition Landscapes Of Mazarrón Memorial Domingo Valdivieso
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‘La Fornarina’ (the baker’s daughter)
Maria del Consuelo Vello Cano was
born in Madrid in 1884. She was the
daughter of a member of the Guardia
Civil and a washerwoman and grew up to
become one of the most famous singers in
Europe. Maria was a skilled exponent of
the Spanish cuplé song style, which was
very popular during the late 19th and early
20th Centuries. Cuplés were really rather
rude, risqué cabaret theatre songs sung
by either solo female artistes, or men in
drag. The audiences for these cabaretstyle songs were mostly made up of men
and Maria proved to be one of the best
and most popular cuplé singers in Spain
and across Europe.
M a r i a
began as a
chorus
girl
in
Madrid,
in 1900, but
was
soon
appearing
under
the
nickname
of
‘La
Fornarina’
( w h i c h
translates as
the baker’s
daughter)
in
theatres
in Barcelona
La Fornarina in 1915
and Valencia.
In 1906, she embarked upon a highly
controversial tour of theatres and music
halls across the Murcia region. She was
universally regarded as being a beautiful,
spirited and independent young woman
– hence the nickname ‘La Fornarina’,
in homage to the alluring, legendary
La Fornarina, who was the mistress of
the 16th century artist, Raphael (and the
subject of one of his most impressive
paintings).

The Sketch’s
interest
in
‘La
Fornarina’
was
not
surprising.
Solo female
music
hall
artistes such
as
Lillie
L a n g t r y,
Nellie Melba
and
Gertie
Gitana were
very popular
in
Britain
during
this
period.
All
three women
were
also
La Fornarina by Antonio
forwardEsplugas
looking,
confident
personalities,
unafraid
of
delivering some ‘saucy’ lines. Indeed,
Gertie, (whose stage surname roughly
translates in Spanish and Italian as ‘gypsy
girl’), commanded huge audiences in
Britain at roughly the same time as ‘La
Fornarina’ was dominating Spain.
International Singing Star
The old showbusiness adage about all
publicity being good publicity was certainly
true with regard to ‘La Fornarina’.
Following the kerfuffle in Murcia, Maria
del Consuelo Vello Cano became an
international star and during 1907, she
appeared at the Apollo Theatre in Paris. She
followed this up by appearing at London’s
Alhambra Theatre, and the Olympia in
Paris and she sang in St Petersburg during
1909. On her eventual return to Spain,
after an extended European tour, King
Alphonso XIII congratulated her on her
achievements and then went to watch her
at the Teatro de la Comedia. Even Maria’s

musical critics complimented her on having
a well-modulated voice and ‘exquisite low
notes’.
Throughout
her rise to
s t a r d o m ,
Maria
had
been plagued
by
health
worries
and
s u f f e r e d
r e p e a t e d
miscarriages.
During 1915,
at the height
of her singing
fame,
she
underwent
a
complex
operation
to
remove
malignant
fibroids from
her
womb.
Complications
arose
soon
after
the
operation was
La Fornarina on stage
completed and
Maria del Consuelo Vello Cano died at the
tragically young age of 31. She left behind
her a distinguished singing reputation
which both Britain and Murcia had (for very
different reasons) done much to create.
Adrian & Dawn L. Bridge

The Murcia Tour
As ‘La Fornarina’ toured the theatres
of Murcia City, Cartagena and the other
principal towns of the region, the risqué
nature of her songs whipped up a growing
scandal: The Spanish government (or
at least its representatives in Murcia)
protested about the material she was using,
and ‘La Fornarina’ was excommunicated
by the Catholic Church. Maria was also put
under police guard at her Murcian house,
in order to protect her from the ‘frenzy
of the people’. The growing crisis centred
around Maria attracted the attention of the
British press and The Sketch wrote about
the events in Murcia, in an article published
on 12th December 1906. The Sketch was
a weekly society journal which carried
features on theatre, cinema and the arts
around Europe. The magazine ran between
1893 and 1959 and one of its chief claims
to fame was that it published short stories
written by an up-and-coming female crime
novelist called Agatha Christie.
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38 words of 3 letters or more.

CAT
DOG
RABBIT
GOAT
PIG
DUCK
GOOSE
BOAR
HORSE
DONKEY
BIRD
HARE
COW
DEER
REINDEER
SHEEP
BEE
WASP
CATERPILLAR
FLY
WORM
BISON
PONY
SNAKE
FISH
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Answers on page 74
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The last couple of years have been so
difficult for everyone. Going forward and
looking towards a new ‘normal’ future can
be scary, but we all have jobs that still need
doing, so why not support local businesses
and still have the peace of mind that you
and your family are safe and protected?
Camposol Cleaning Co & Camposol
Pest Control can keep your house
and your family protected during these
unprecedented times. With a range of
services from key holding, pool cleaning,
window cleaning, oven cleaning, upholstery
and mattress cleaning/sanitation, outdoor
cleaning and anti COVID fogging/
sanitation to all forms of pest control, they
can help. Whether you want to make sure
everything is professionally sanitised, or
you need your property looked after whilst
you are unable to travel back and forth as
you usually would Camposol Cleaning
Co can help.

on
different
surfaces?

can rest easy
knowing
that
everything that
needs to be
done is done.
As the New
Year
dawns,
you might be
worried about
the upkeep of
your property,
or
concerned
that you will
return in the
spring
or
summer
to
unwanted pests
such as rodents
or
wasps.
Camposol
Cleaning
Co
&
Camposol
Pest Control are here to put your mind
at rest.

Did you know
that
most
infestations
of rodents or
insects
start
in
empty
properties?
Did you know
that
many
pets die in the
region
each
year due to
processionary
caterpillars?
Believe it or
not,
these
seemingly
h a r m l e s s
c r e a t u r e s
are amongst the most dangerous in all
of Spain. Camposol Cleaning Co &
Camposol Pest Control are able to deal
with these before they become a problem
which will keep your fur babies safe,
as well as the young and the vulnerable
within your household. These deadly
critters are already nesting and should not
be forgotten!
There is really no need to take those
risks with affordable professionals in
your area. If you are concerned or want
more information why not contact the
professionals and put your mind at ease!
Contact Camposol Cleaning Co &
Camposol Pest Control on 711 030
595 or 0044 07908 417 193

Camposol Cleaning Co has been in
industry for over 15 years and they
legal and insured, so whether you
here in sunny Spain or back in the UK,
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Did you know that viruses such as the
flu or COVID can live for days to weeks

They are here when you can’t be and they
guarantee a stress-free return to your
home in Spain. They are also here for fulltime residents to do the jobs you hate.
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Firstly,
a
very Happy
New
Year
for
2022.
We
are
hoping
we
can continue
our walking
programme.
W A R M
always ends
its year with
a Christmas
Walk
and
for
many
years
we
have climbed
El Castellar
near Bullas.
This
year
Yours truely
was a new
walk in Calasparra, but one member failed
to read the instructions and couldn’t work
out why the car park in Bullas was so
quiet!! He made it just in time to join the
walk!!
P e o p l e
w a l k i n g
around the
area
of
Ermita
de
San Miguel
in Calasparra
on Saturday
t
h
1
1
December
were a little
surprised to
see
about
40
people
congregating
in
a
car
Santa’s little helper
park
near
the sports centre from about 9.30am.
The walkers started their day with mulled
wine, stollen and tasty almond biscuits
and lebkuchen cookies. One member of
the group had also brought mandarins,
lemons, and grapefruit from their orchard.
One group walked around the base of the
hill. SWARMers and WARMers climbed to
the top and everyone met up at the picnic
tables at the bottom. Many entered the
spirit of the occasion wearing Christmas
clothing, jumpers, hats, glasses, antlers
etc. Everyone enjoyed the delicious mince
pies and sausage rolls and a glass of cava
at the end. The front page of the carol
sheet shows the range of nationalities in
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the
group.
There
was
then a round
of carols to
finish
the
day although
I don’t think
the singing
will top the
charts!!
A
very special
thank
you
to Rick who
arranged the
mulled wine
and
cava
and had the
carol sheets WARM Christmas Sing Song
printed, organised the music and led the
WARM walk! Thanks to David who baked
the mince pies and sausage rolls for
everyone.

Christmas singalong

Here are some of the comments from the
Facebook page
✿ Thank you to everyone who worked
so hard to make today such festive
fun.

organisation of our Christmas
walk. To June for leading SWARM
and David for his baking and of
course, to all the lovely and friendly
walkers. Chico stole the show with
his Christmas hat, although Chis
ran him close with his themed Elf
and safety outfit.
✿ Thank you for this funny Christmas
walk.
✿ Great Christmas
Christmas to all

walk.

Happy

✿ Great photos, great Christmas walk.
Many thanks to Rick for organising
and leading the walk. Many thanks
David for your baking. Oh! and
thanks to anyone who carried a
bottle of Cava in their backpacks. It
was well worth the wait!!
✿ A lovely walk with food, drinks,
singing and great company. Thanks
to all that made it possible xx
F u t u r e
Walks
January
2022
Saturday
15th
Caravaca
SWARM &
WARM
Saturday
22nd - Bullas
- WARM
Saturday
29th - Sierra
de Ricote WARM
Bah humbug

February
2022
Saturday 5th - El Burete - WARM
Wednesday 9th - El Niño de Mula - SWARM
Saturday 12th - Calasparra - SWARM &
WARM
Saturday 19th - TBA
Saturday 26th - El Garuchal - WARM
If you would like to join one of our walks,
then please email WARM2005@gmail.
com and let us know where in Murcia you
live.

Even the dogs joined in !

✿ Many thanks to Rick for his brilliant
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Cheating!
I have just been looking back at other
January articles that I have written in
the past, thinking no-one will remember;
perhaps I can use the same one again!
I find this article the most difficult to write.
We are still in the throes of preparing for
Christmas, not believing that yet another
year has gone by. Was it a better year
for you, filled with happiness, or was it a
sad time? I am sure it’s probably fair to
say, some and some not for most of us.
This is often a time of reflection and when
we look back, what at the time seemed
unbearable, in hindsight brought us to a
better place in our lives. We have good
days and we have ‘growing’ days according
to my friend Barbara Gray. What a very
positive outlook! She has a blog called ‘one
day at a time ‘and has come up with other
similar phrases; all of which are her code
for getting through life.
As Christians we too have a code to follow.
It’s called the Ten Commandments and
if we were to follow these we would be
assured of all of God’s promises. According

D
i
d
Christmas
go with a
bang? I do
hope
so,
in the best
meaning of
the
word,
although for
many it was
a time of
sadness and
loneliness.
Apparently
m a n y
S p a n i s h
children
have caught
on
about
receiving
two lots of presents - by celebrating
Christmas at the end of December as
well as their traditional Three Kings on
January 6th. Good on them I say!
Three Kings’ Day, also known as the
‘Feast of The Epiphany’ (the manifestation
of Christ to the Gentiles as represented
by the Magi), is a Christian festivity
that celebrates the birth of Jesus.
According to tradition, The Three Wise
Men (‘Three Kings’) arrive in Bethlehem
from the Far East to meet the new-born
King of the Jews. To be more accurate,
they were three wise men rather than
‘kings’; probably astrologers. We can’t

to Google there are no less than 7,487
promises from God to mankind, one of
which is “Let not your heart be troubled.”
John 14:1-10, or - “For I know the plans
I have for you,” declares the LORD,
“Plans to prosper you and not to harm
you. Plans to give you hope and a future.”
Jeremiah 29:11
As we start this New Year, why not seek
a new promise from God each day so that
we too might know good days and growing
days.
May you be blessed by the Lord this coming
year and seek His will for your life.
If you would like to contact us regarding
anything we have publicised or may be
planning in the future, our contact details
are:
Lynda.spain@hotmail.co.uk
Derek.tycymru@gmail.com
Tel 633 447 937
Welcome House
3A Campillo y Suertes
Cehegin

be sure there were three, but we make
that assumption from the three gifts they
brought; gold, frankincense and myrrh.
The three gifts had a spiritual meaning;
gold as a symbol of kingship on earth;
frankincense (an incense) as a symbol of
deity and myrrh (an embalming oil) as a
symbol of death. We only have the Gospel
of Matthew which tells about the visit of
the Magi. Their identification as ‘kings’
probably comes from Isaiah chapter 60,
verse 3: ‘Nations will come to your light
and kings to the brightness of your dawn’.
The last part of verse 6 says ‘They will
bring gold and frankincense.’
Enter the ‘Big Bang’; (my thinking!) 13.8
billion years ago (that’s right, a billion is
a thousand million; so quite a long time
ago). Science now tells us that the ‘Big
Bang’ wasn’t the beginning, but there was
an ocean of energy in the universe which
the ‘Big Bang’ transformed into matter.
4.6 billion years ago our sun was formed.
Starting with the Hubble Space Telescope
(and others since), we know that we are
here because of the rapid expansion of
energy in the universe.

was predicted by Isaiah around the 8th
century BC and found Him, then hey for
me it all comes together. Science does
not disprove the Bible, rather just as our
universe continues to expand, so does our
knowledge. It reveals the magnificence of
a being we call God who prepared the way,
through billions of years.
My final point - what is a billion earthly
years to a God that big; the God of time and
space who created our universe? Probably
one of our microseconds (a millionth of a
second) …
If you want to know more or need a
confidential chat, I am always available.
Happy New Year and God bless you
Rev Andrew
ahrea2@yahoo.co.uk
Tel 634 386 179

I am not a scientist. I am a theologian and
philosopher (and not a very good one at
that, although I keep trying to be better!).
If we believe that a bunch of astrologers
followed a star (some argue a celestial
map) from the east (maybe around 1400
miles)) to worship Jesus at His birth which
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Check at your local Tourist Office for
full details of Events
The use of masks, complying with
safety
distances
and
the
use
of
hydroalcoholic gel is mandatory.
Check with Tourist Offices for information
on where and when Belen displays are
available.
BULLAS
www.bullas.es
T: 968 652 244 Market Tues
Sunday 2nd January - El
Artisan Market 9am-2pm

Zacatan

Visit Casa-Museo Don Pepe Marsilla.
Guided tours (in English) for only 2 persons
(5€ pp) or there is an audio guide system
in English. Museo del Vino has a shop
with bodega prices. To visit either/info,
tel 968 657 211, Tourist Office, or email
casamuseodonpepe@bullas.es
CALASPARRA
www.turismocalasparra.es
T: 968 745 325
Via Verde
After the closure of the railway station
just outside Calasparra, the now defunct
railway line will become a Via Verde. This
is a Green Way for walkers and cyclists.
There are other Via Verde in the area
which are mainly flat and this new one will
take in some of the most emblematic and
stunning landscapes in the area.
3km Walk of Calasparra
The route begins at the Casa Granero
Building,
a
neoclassical-inspired
construction from the early 19th Century.
It was originally the house of the family of
the Counts of the San Juan Valley, but later
becoming a cereal barn, from which it owes
its current name. This easy route takes you
through the old town where you can learn
about the history of Calasparra through its
streets, buildings and museums.
Underground Caves
The underground caves consist of 700
metres of accessible areas and 9km of
areas of stalactites and stalagmites made
from the Upper Cretaceous. These take
100 years to grow one centimetre! The
rooms and spectacular rock formations can
be seen in 3 fantastic audiovisual shows
with voice-over and synchronized lighting
with LED technology.
Specialist guides can show groups round
this spectacular sight.
The Cueva del Puerto de Calasparra
reception centre has a café, a multipurpose
room for conferences, an interpretive
room, terraces for activities, parking and
a caving centre.
Jota Casinello Open Theatre
This is located next to the Castle of
Calasparra and it offers wonderful views
of the town and the rice fields. You can
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wander round the gardens and in summer
it becomes the scene of night concerts. It
is classified as a Site of Cultural Interest
and has the capacity for 600 people. There
is a semi-circular stage behind which is
located a building with an extraordinary
viewpoint with a cafeteria and changing
rooms and views of the rice fields and the
valley of the Segura. It is accessed through
a landscaped walk that surrounds the San
José hill with viewpoints of great scenic
interest.
CARAVACA
www.turismocaravaca.org
T: 968 702 424 Market Mon
Sunday 16th January - Artisan Market
A Museum gem explores Caravaca’s
history of skilled craftsmanship and
remarkable engineering. An amazing
collection of miniatures portray these
skills, including Caravaca’s manufacture/
export of espadrilles. Located at Calle
Puentecilla No 3, Bajo.
Tel 968 795 620 for opening times.
The Carlos Blanco Fadol Museum
of Ethnic Instruments in Barranda
is signposted and has easy access for
mobility issues. 5% of his 4,000-piece
collection rotates in the space available.
3€ (reduced 2€/child 1€). Check opening
times with Tourist Office.
CEHEGÍN
www.turismocehegin.es
T: 968 723 550 Market Wed
Sunday 23rd January - Artisan Market
@ Plaza del Castillo
The Archaeological See of Begastri open
Saturdays & Sundays for tours: 10am2pm. A video presentation is followed by
a guided tour to see the remains of the
Iberian culture before the IV century BC.
2€ pp.
Eco Park ‘Coto de las Maravillas’ for
family activities including zip lines, archery,
nature walks and many other organised
outdoor activities. They can host any type
of event. Campsite, BBQ area and kioskbar offering a great menu – and you can
book.
Open weekends 10am-5pm; week days
prior booking.
Tel 968 069 202 Mon-Fri 9am-3pm
Email info@conexioncultura.es
www.cotodelasmaravillas.com
JUMILLA
www.jumilla.org
T: 968 780 237 Market Tues
Lovers of art should visit the Saorin
Painting Museum, a small museum of
works by the local artist, Jesus Lozano
Saorin and others from the area. Includes
sculptures and canvasses.
Reserve guided visit on 660 959 631.

in the mountains south of Jumilla is worth
a visit for the history and stunning views
over town and landscape. Follow the RM714 south-west and signposted – 5km
from town centre. Check with Tourist Office
for opening times.
Check out the Archaeological Museum
(tel 968 757 379) and the Ethnography
And Natural Sciences Museum (tel
968 780 740) which also offer various
workshops for all the family at various
times.
Wine buffs can contact a choice of 15
bodegas affiliated to the Ruta del Vino for
guided visits for small groups or individuals
and to buy produce. Liaise with bodegas
as most will attempt to coordinate groups
and provide a relevant language-guide; or
enquire through Tourist Office.
Saturdays - Free Night Visit to Castle
MORATALLA
www.ayuntamientomoratalla.net
T: 968 730 208 Market Sat
Tours to the Rock Art of Moratalla are
available encapsulating prehistoric to
medieval styles and worthy of its UNESCO
World Heritage status. There are several
routes and modes of transport – details
on www.turismomoratalla.com, info@
turismomoratalla.com, or tel 696 807
037
MULA
www.mula.es
T: 968 661 501 Market Sat
Sunday 9th January - Artisan Market
El Cigarralejo Museum and Casa
Pinatada with relatively new exhibitions
may have escaped your attention to-date
– info from Tourist Office.
MURCIA
www.turismodemurcia.es
T: 968 358 749
Discover the contemporary arts centre
Centro Parraga in the city centre.
Tel 968 351 410
info@centroparraga.com
YECLA
www.turismo.yecla.es
T: 968 754 104 Market Wed
Visit Deortegas Almazara to learn about
their olive oil production. Limited places they will try to fit you in with a group or
accommodate your group. 8€ pp includes
a blind tasting of various oils, a healthy
breakfast and a comprehensive guide to
the nutritional benefits, origins, production
techniques and much more. Englishspeaking staff has to be pre-booked on
request.
Tel 968 969 644
Email info@deortegas.com
www.deortegas.com

The Convent of Santa Ana del Monte
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Giner de los Ríos: An Oldie, or a New
Educational Model?
Academic freedom has been threatened
by governments for quite a long time, or
so Francisco Giner de los Ríos, a forgotten
19th Century Spanish intellectual, used
to denounce. This promising educator
was a follower of a trend we in Spain call
‘Krausismo’.
‘Krausismo’ is actually an Immanuel Kantbased metaphysical theory regarding the
concept of God. That, however, is not of
importance to this article since we want
to focus on the academic perspective.
Spanish ‘Krausists’, apart from these
theories, developed a new and innovative
perspective on education and pedagogy,
entirely based on the concepts of academic
freedom ‘Libertad de Cátedra’ and academic
tolerance and sought to fight and denounce
academic dogmatism, fuelled by the
Spanish government during those years and
found in many Spanish institutions during
the 19th Century when the Catholic Church
had huge control over what was meant to
be taught and how.
Because of him openly criticizing this
situation, de los Ríos was kicked out of
university and founded a new rather
interesting institution of his own, called
‘Institución Libre de Enseñanza’ (Free
Institution of Education). It was meant to
be a private school, but did however, try to
integrate as many pupils as possible from
different social classes. One of its basic
ideas was the notion of lifelong education.
Learning was not meant to end during your
twenties and you were not meant to just
get a diploma and start working, forgetting
how to keep learning that topic and learning
new topics of your interest. Instead, they
understood that people learn during their
entire lifetime and this is not only for the
sake of learning. Lifelong learning ought to
be fun in this new educational conception.
How would our lives change if we lived and
were educated this way?
In spite of it being an old school that does
not exist anymore, much of its pedagogical
philosophy can make a huge contribution
to current education, especially in a world
where new technologies are more present
day by day. In fact, they already made a
worldwide contribution to education:
For them, the mind was to be
developed in accordance to the
body. This meant pupils had a
weekly time to exercise as a part
of their lessons. Not only was this
the beginning of the well-known
‘physical education’ we already
teach at our schools, but they
introduced football/soccer in Spain
too, which was the beginning of a
tradition that has become a part of
the Spanish ethos.
They also introduced moral and artistic
education, ‘Educación Plástica’.
They introduced the concept of ‘Libertad

de Cátedra’ in Spanish universities, which
would grant teachers and faculties a high
level of autonomy.

being forgotten is concerned. I don’t think
people who studied math at school, but
not in their college years, remember many
things about geometry and trigonometry
and that, among other things and other
school subjects, because of some unknown
reason, is not regarded as an utter failure of
the current education system, yet they are
forced to memorize and repeat.
How do you think moving to a continuous
evaluation based on fulfilling tasks and
assignments instead of exams could
improve education?

They
introduced
teacher
evaluation
‘Inspección Educativa’, to make sure
prospective teachers were fit for their jobs,
followed the scientific method, and had a
social ability to help children maintain their
interest in learning.

At least, a small experiment on it could be
done.
Jorge Ibáñez Puertas
Escuela Oficial de Idiomas de Murcia

It’s actually an oldie unknown to the most of
society, but we can see its influence is not
negligible. If it already did its part and these
contributions have already been made and
are applied more or less in Spanish schools,
how can de los Ríos still help us today?
Through evaluation.
Evaluation was rather different in the
Institución Libre de Enseñanza from
Spanish schools, now and then. Pedagogy
was always given a huge weight in learning.
This, however, hasn’t been implemented in
schools yet and I think it’s because they
seemed unrealistic during the time:
They literally found exams and tests to be
not only demoralizing, but also useless,
since they tricked the mind into repetition
and memorization instead of actual learning
(Wow!), so learning was better done
through a continuous evaluation based on
fulfilling tasks and research.
They indeed had the evidence to support
these ideas. During that time, countries
that had already changed their evaluation
system to one based on continuous
evaluation, more focused on tasks than on
exams, were doing pretty well in science,
namely Germany and Switzerland, which
remain within the top in Europe. This
evaluation method is indeed focused not on
teaching things, but on how to do things.
This is really interesting. I, as a
mathematician,
think
mathematical
education in Spanish schools could be done
way better, especially in a world where we
have created the internet and have literally
all human knowledge at our fingertips.
Why should young kids then focus on
memorizing tons of formulae they will forget
after finishing each test, instead of letting
them use the formulae and teaching them to
actually use formulae to solve problems and
evaluate this in a continuous way instead
of by performing outdated examinations?
It’s clear to psychology that learning this
way is more efficient as far as ideas not
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Uses Of ‘Gustar’
We’ve spent quite a long time talking about
Reflexive Verbs, so I’m now going to leave
the subject alone for a while and briefly
look at something that a lot of people tend
to confuse with Reflexives. This is the
particular Spanish way expressing likes,
loves and dislikes by saying that something
‘pleases’, ‘delights’ or ‘displeases’.  For
example, you are probably be very familiar
with the form me gusta and know that it
means ‘I like’.
Gusta is the third person singular form
of the verb gustar, ‘to please’, therefore
the literal translation of me gusta is ‘it
pleases me’ or ‘he/she pleases me’. In
other words, I like it, him or her.
This form is not Reflexive, because it
has nothing to do with anyone pleasing
themselves. I suppose someone some
time may want to say me gusto (‘I please
myself’ – that is, ‘I like myself’), but this
is not really what we’re talking about or
would normally wish to say.
The form me gusta is simply a different

Happy New Year everyone!
We would like to thank all our volunteers,
sponsors, teamers and supporters of The
Sanctuary. If we look back at the past
year, we have actually achieved a great
deal, but there is still much to do. Costs
are spiralling and all distribution costs are
increasing. An average bag of horse food
has already increased by €2 in a matter
of weeks. We are not looking forward to
hearing about the cost of straw next year

way round from English of conveying a
certain idea. The same thing happens with
me encanta (literally – ‘It delights me.’
– ‘I love it.’). Also included in this group
of verbs are phrases like me sorprende
(‘it surprises me’), me fastidia (‘it annoys
me’), me interesa (‘it interests me’) and
so on.
To change the person who is pleased, or
who likes, we do not conjugate these verbs
in the usual way.
This is how we change gustar.
Me gusta
I like (it pleases me)
Te gusta
You like it (it pleases you)
Le gusta
He/she likes it (it pleases him/her)
Nos gusta
We like it (it pleases us)
Os gusta
You like it (plural) (it pleases you ‘lot’)
Les gusta
They like it (it pleases them).
Notice that the ‘object pronouns’ (they
are actually ‘indirect object pronouns’, for

either!
Every penny you can spare for teaming
or sponsorship will be gratefully
appreciated as will any donations no
matter how small.
We now have a number of collecting tins in
the area including Luz Del Sol, The Salon
and TJ Electricals in Camposol with more
to follow.
Mini Is Available For Adoption
Mini is a
small
dog
just a few
months old
and currently
only weighs
around
5
kilos.
She
is a lovely
dog, is super
loving
and
gets on with
every living
creature.
She
just
needs
a
family
to
love
her.
She is quite
active,
but
she is young
and playful.
She
loves
everybody and is ecstatic if you make a
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those who wish to know) happen to be the
same as the reflexive pronouns except in
the third person (le and les NOT se).
If more than one thing pleases us, then
the verb changes to a plural. For example:
Me gustan las patatas fritas. (I like
chips - they please me, the chips!)
Actually: Me encantan las patatas
fritas. (‘chips delight me’) and I’m feeling
rather peckish so I think I’ll stop here and
go and eat a big plate of them!
I haven’t done this for a while, but if anyone
would like to email me their queries on this
subject, I will try to answer them either
directly or in the next article – I mean
verbs, not chips.
janejcronin@gmail.com
Jane Cronin’s ‘Step by Step Spanish’
articles are available as e-books at www.
janecronin.eu where you can also obtain
Jane’s ‘Step by Step Internet Spanish
Course’.

fuss of her. She barely escaped being hit
by a car after her owner failed to take good
care of her. We witnessed with horror this
incident and she is now safe in our care
at OAS: Otto Animal Sanctuary. Could
you be that special person for Mini? Please
contact Yolanda if you can offer her a
home.
Teaming Fund Raising
Support Us For Only €1 Per Month:
https://www.teaming.net/
santuarioanimalistaotteandoelhori...
We now have 150 teamers which is a
guaranteed €150 per month, but we still
need more!
PAYPAL otteandoelhorizonte@gmail.com
BIZUM 630734040
Bank account Openbank (Santander
Bank):
*IBAN*: ES16 0073 0100 5605 0611 6294
*SWIFT/BIC*: OPENESMM
Registered Charity Number G02839298
Facebook Page: Santuario Animalista
Otteando el Horizonte
YouTube:
Otteando
el
horizonte
Santuario Animalista
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Weeds And Their Mates
There are several schools of thought about
weeds. Some say they should be removed

by their roots so they don’t grow back
again. Others say this simply loosens
the soil and encourages more weeds to
germinate. In a cubic foot of soil, ie 1 foot
by 1 foot by 1 foot, there are approximately
one million weed seeds!
Another camp would say that the better
solution is weed-killer as this removes the
weeds without encouraging others to grow.
Others would argue that burning weeds
is the best solution because it avoids the
germination and the chemical issue.
The problem of course is that weeds by
nature have become really resilient to any
form of execution. Also, they have learnt to
take-root in the absolute minimum amount
of soil and moisture. It amuses me where
weeds take root and grow. Even concrete
or artificial grass does not deter them!
Jesus had something to say about weeds
when He told a story about good seeds
being sown in soil full of weeds. The weeds
simply sapped all the water and therefore
the nutrients from the seeds and they
died-off.

Get Your Finances Up To Date In 2022!
If you want to ensure you have a
prosperous New Year, then read on:
During 2022, Blacktower will
be
conducting workshops in the Costa Cálida
area on the following subjects:
•
Finances and Taxes - UK v
Spain
•

Asset

declaration

and

the

Modelo 720 - how to avoid
fines and pitfalls
•

Common Reporting Standards
– what information will the
Spanish authorities now have
on you?

•

Investing tax efficiently in
Spain - what next for people
holding ISAs PEPs TESSAs and
National Savings in the UK?

•

Pensions – should you transfer
pension funds or not?

•

Are your
proof?

•

Getting the best returns from
your investments

finances

Brexit-

If you wish to get up to date and find
out how you could be affected by any
of the topics above, contact Keith
today to reserve your place at your
local workshop.
Alternatively, you
can book an individual appointment to
have a free initial consultation about
your own personal circumstances.

All of us have things in our lives which
might try to sap the energy from the better
aspects of our nature and just like the
weeds these thing are hard to get rid of.
The Bible refers to ‘weeds’ as sin, because
sin keeps us from having a relationship
with God, either by behaviour or simply
ignoring Him. Sin is not a popular word
these days, but it simply means ‘Separated
In Nature’.
Not interested? Fine.
“
Interested?
He has now reconciled
(restored to friendship or harmony) in
His fleshly body through death, so as
to present you Holy and blameless and
irreproachable before Him.” Colossians 1 v
2....Get rid of the weeds!

Join us every Sunday morning on Zoom to
hear more about what God has and can do
for you.
Log in 858 0435 5966
Password - Sharing
10am UK time or 11am Spanish time.

Blacktower
120 Avenida Dr. Artero Guirao 2C
San Pedro Del Pinatar
30740, Murcia, Spain
Our office suite is easy to find on the main
N332 through road of San Pedro del Pinatar
with easy parking.
If you want more information or wish
to make an appointment to discuss
your own situation then contact us
via:
keith.littlewood@blacktowerfm.com
www.theblacktowergroup.com
WhatsApp 657 684 094
Blacktower
Insurance
Agents
&
Advisors Ltd is regulated in Cyprus
by the Insurance Companies Control
Service and registered with the DGS
in Spain.
Blacktower Financial Management
(Cyprus) Ltd is regulated in Cyprus
by the Cyprus Securities & Exchange
Commission and is registered with the
CNMV in Spain.

In today’s financial climate it is essential
you do everything you can to make sure
your money is safe and secure so that you
can make your future aspirations a reality.
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II Caravan & Camping Exhibition January 27th - 30th
The first Caravan & Camping Exhibition
held at IFEPA-Torre Pacheco in January
2020 was visited by more than 10,000
people, not only from the Region of Murcia,
but from other parts of the country such
as the Canary Islands, Catalonia, Madrid,
Andalusia and the Valencian area.

Visitors can enjoy a gastronomic area with
different food truck companies, offering

Another turn of the page…
The last couple of years have been quite
something haven’t they, and it would
appear that the road ahead will still be
long and winding with many a twist and
turn. We are not out of the woods yet!
Nevertheless, we continue to plough on
and learn lessons along the way.
Looking back now, can you remember how
you spent last New Year?
Who you spent it with, what you did and
where you were?
What were your hopes?
What were your aspirations?
What were your resolutions (if any)?
Perhaps we have lost some of the hope we
used to have, the momentum has been lost,
or the spark seemingly extinguished by the
pressures of the world and events as they
unfold. Nevertheless, hope is important to
keep alive. Perhaps it is only when we look
back that we can see in retrospect how
we have managed to cope with all sorts of
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dishes from other countries and craft beers.
There will also be a children’s leisure area
and a camper park area, with free parking
for caravans.

The event will bring together companies
with the latest news in the motorhome,
caravan, camper and camping sector. It is
a great opportunity to talk to companies in
the world of caravanning that operate in
Alicante, Murcia and the rest of the South
East of Spain. There will be companies that
specialise in motorhome rentals and sales
and even wifi for caravans. You can find out
all the news regarding cleaning products
and additives for portable chemical toilets
and all accessories for camping and
caravanning.
More information at www.ifepa.es and
www.caravaninglevante.com

situations and circumstances.
For those who are Christians, then we
can hang on to hope through thick and
thin as we trust that the God of the Bible
has always been faithful in the past, will
remain faithful in the present and continue
to be faithful in the future, despite what it
looks and feels like in the here and now.
Indeed, it has been said that a Christian is
the only person in this universe who has
the right to be an eternal optimist. There
is no such thing as a hope-less Christian; it
is a contradiction in terms.

For sure, so much of the world today
might well look like it is descending
into a hopeless end, but for everyone
who trusts in Jesus Christ as LORD and
Saviour, we can rest assured that we are
ascending towards an endless hope!

The caravanning sector has come to
Spain to stay. Motorhome registrations,
have reached over 9,000 registrations.
A new phenomenon that has also burst
into force since 2019 is that of campers
with customized vans smaller than
motorhomes, with an average price of
€35,000 to €45,000.
More information at
www.autocaravanas.es
Opening hours:
Thursday-Sunday 10.30am-8.30pm
With the discount voucher, the price of
your entry to the II Caravan & Camping
Exhibition, normally €5 will be €3 per
person, valid up to 4 people. Don’t miss
the opportunity to enjoy a weekend of
leisure.
Tickets can also be bought online for 3€ at
www.ifepa.es

Maybe this is something you would like
to experience for yourself? If so, please
do speak to someone who is a believer,
contact your local church or get in touch
with us. We are just ordinary people who
believe and trust in an extraordinary God.
Currently we are in transition, so to find
out where and when we are meeting each
week, do check out our Facebook page
or click on our website for up-to-date
information.
Kind regards and every blessing
Pastor Andy Neale
Salt Church Los Alcazares
www.la.saltchurch.es
Follow
us
on
Facebook:
@
saltchurchlosalcazares
Watch us on You Tube: Salt Church Los
Alcazares You Tube
Ministerio de Justicia Numero Registro
217-SG.
Codigo de Identificacion R03004811I
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A l m o s t
100 people
turned up at
Roda`s Bar
on the 14th of
D e c e m b e r,
all bringing
boxes filled
with
food,
medicines,
blankets,
t r e a t s ,
toys, bowls
etc.
This
has
been
an
annual
event for a
few years and just gets better. The first
50 people to bring a box were treated to
a coffee and cake to enjoy in the winter
sunshine, whilst the raffle and boxes were
sorted out.

winner was Kathy Dowsett who was
delighted with her win. The raffle and
donations raised 1350€ which was fairly
divided between LIPS, PAPS and Malcolm’s
Cats, according to their needs.

At 1pm the raffle was drawn, the main
prize being three hampers full of Christmas
goodies which were made up by Elaine
Gibson and her fabulous club of the LA
Ladies who had all donated. The lucky

Lesley Eburne one of the organisers said
“We are delighted to support the shelters
in any way, they work so hard to look after
hundreds of cats and dogs who have been
dumped, are hurt or sick and cost a lot
of money. Hopefully now the punishment
for those responsible for this neglect and
cruelty has been raised considerably we
will see less.”
Lesley went on to thank all those who
collected or donated and Ruben and his
staff at the bar for their assistance on the
day, not forgetting all the volunteers who
care for the animals. Please contact LIPS,
PAPS or Malcolm’s Cats if you can help in
any way.
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PAPS wishes all dog-lovers out there a
very Happy New Year - may 2022 be
safer for all, but especially for the poor
dogs in this country that continue to be
abused and abandoned.

One of the newcomers is poor Kira, a very
sweet-natured GS-X who came in recently
with her 5 gorgeous babies. While they
have adapted to shelter life in the resilient
way that puppies do, Kira has really
struggled with the strange environment
in which she’s found herself, so if anyone
would like to add a gentle, kind homeless

Christmas Came Early To Los Narejos
When the volunteers from the San Jose
Obrero Children’s Home and Orphanage
descended on the Oasis Bulevar in Los
Narejos on Monday 13th December, they
created a fantastic Christmas atmosphere.
The 20+ stall holders provided lots of colour
and great Christmas present ideas.

The LA Family Bar and Grill laid on a hog
roast and Ian their regular very popular
music quiz master ran a quiz to benefit the
charity and commented “The day was just
amazing.”
At dusk, after the stall holders had packed
up, the wonderful Joy Gospel Choir thrilled
all those attending with their seasonal
songs. This was followed by music well into
the evening.
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There are also many other beautiful puppies
and dogs of varying ages and sizes, all of
which need your help (and a home!). Visit
our FB Page: Support Abandoned Dogs/
PAPS in Spain to read their stories.
If you have a little free time during the
week this New Year, why not think about
coming along to help our dogs, who will be
VERY pleased to see you!
For further information, email:
animalesperrosdelsol@hotmail.com
Any donations will be really appreciated at
PayPal:
animalesperrosdelsol@hotmail.com

The Casa del Sol shelter may be small, but
we do our best to take in as many dogs as
we can cope with, that so badly need help.

The Bulevar was soon turned into a
Christmas Wonderland. The tables filled
up with people enjoying the seasonal
atmosphere, in the glorious sunshine.
Angela Brown who manned the cake stall,
said, “It’s nice to see people out shopping
and laughing and joining in the Christmas
spirit and I am proud of being part of
the team helping it to happen.” Another
volunteer, Lesley Armson, who provided
and dressed the hamper for the first prize,
said she was lost for words and thoroughly
enjoying the day.

lady to their home, please let us know.

Marie Gooch, who founded the fundraising
group, thanked the LA Bar, the stall holders,
Ian and Maureen Durran for the Quiz, all
the people who attended and especially the
amazing volunteers. She said “We turned a
mundane Monday into a Magic Monday and
raised 1400€ on behalf of the Children’s
Home.”
A Beautiful Experience
Three of the San Jose Obrero Children’s
Home & Orphanage volunteers, Claire
King, Lesley Eburne & Graham Lomax,
along with three supporters, were taken on
a guided tour of the home, to get an insight
into where the money raised goes.
They took with them lots of necessary
equipment needed to set these youngsters

on the right
path
for
the
future,
as
training
is
given
before they
leave
the
home.
This
time it was
hairdressing
equipment
to teach the
girls a trade.
In addition,
there
were
replacement
towels, bedding, and 600€ worth of Primark
vouchers to buy ALL the children new
pyjamas. Claire King, one of the volunteers
said “It is so heart-warming to find out that
all these children are having this help before
they leave and are better prepared to fend
for themselves.”
The
home
itself
is
fantastic;
h o m e l y
and
clean,
with lots of
personal
s p a c e
afforded
to
each
child.
We saw an
a m a z i n g
k i t c h e n
where more
f r i e n d l y
staff
were
preparing enormous pans of meatballs &
vegetables which looked delicious. One of
the volunteers, Lesley and one visitor Peter
Horne both have first-hand knowledge of
being in a children’s home and they were
very impressed in what they saw.
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Check at your local Tourist Office for
full details of Events
Complying with safety distances and the
use of masks and hydroalcoholic gel is
advised.
Check at Tourist Offices for information on
when and where Belens are available to
view.
Cabo de Palos
Market Sun
Cartagena
www.cartagena.es
Tel 968 128 800 – Market Wed
Exhibition - Nosferatu by Juan Ros
(until 10th January) in the Domus del
Pórtico room.
Casablanca, Blue Velvet, Los Pájaros and
Moby Dick inspired the multidisciplinary
artist Juan Ros. Around 40 works with
different techniques such as digital
prints, watercolour or acrylics on different
surfaces, can be seen in the Loft 113 Gallery
in Murcia and in the El Batel auditorium in
Cartagena. Juan Ros is a multidisciplinary
artist from Cartagena. Graduated in Fine
Arts from the University of Valencia, he is
a singer of the folk-punk group Malezas
and currently works as an art teacher at

IES Isaac Peral in Cartagena.
Exhibition - The FICC50 ‘FIFTY’ (until
January 14th)
Designed by Pepo Devesa, the exhibition is
divided into two parts. The first part turns
the room into a sort of container with the
history of the festival through all kinds
of objects and documents (requests for
films, banners, original photos, posters,
jury minutes, programmes and even
commemorative postmarks). In the second
part, the tangible and physical memory
of the festival is left behind so that the
spectator immerses himself in a sensory
experience through audiovisual memory,
directly related to the city that has hosted
it for fifty years.
On the Paseo de los Héroes de Cavite, a
sample of photographs corresponding
to different stages of the festival is
exhibited. In them, and between jury
meetings, screenings, tributes and closings,
great names of Spanish cinema appear
who visited Cartagena on the occasion
of the festival: Luis García Berlanga,
Nadiuska, Antonio Gades and Pepa Flores,
Nuria Torray, Emilio Gutiérrez Caba, María
Isbert , Amparo Soler Leal, Carmen Sevilla,
Antonio Ferrandis, Alfredo Landa, José Luis
López Vázquez, Marisa Paredes, José Luis
Garci, Manuel Alexandre, David Trueba
and Alex García.
We’re going to the
snow with the T-LA
Skiing, snowboarding
and
activities
in
the
snow.
The
p r o g r a m m e
offers 260 places and
is aimed at young
people from 14-35
years old (minors
must
always
be
accompanied).
Last year, COVID
forced the suspension
of this programme,
which is always in
high demand. This
year, if the situation
allows,
activities
will
resume
in
Sierra Nevada. The
programme includes
a
ski/snowboard
day, with equipment,
training
course,
instructors
and
ski pass for 70€
pp
on
January
23rd, February 19th
and
March
13th.
For
those
who
seek to enjoy the
snow in a different
way, the T-LA offers
a day in Borreguiles
(Sierra
Nevada)

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

where they will enjoy a combination of
activities with slides, donuts and sledge
scheduled for Saturday 5th March for 30€.
All planned activities have transfers
and travel insurance and need a prior
registration at the Youth Council. Those
interested in participating can consult
all the information on the T-LA website,
through email participationjuvenil@
ayto.cartagena.es or call 968 128 862
La Union
www.ayto-launion.com
Tel 868 049 941/692 925 970 – Market
Tues
Los Alcazares – Market Tues & Sat
(Los Narejos)
Every Saturday - Open Market from
10am
40 stalls selling a variety of goods on Paseo
Real de la Feria and Calle Los Luisos.
San Javier
www.murciaturistica.es/en/san_
javier/
Tel 968 172 041 – Market Wed & Thurs
San Javier Squalos Rugby @ Rugby
field, PDM Sports Ground
Men Tues & Thurs 8.30-10.30pm
Women Tues & Thurs 10.00-11.30pm
12-18yrs Tues & Thurs 7.30-9.00pm
6-10yrs Thurs 6pm-7pm & Sat 10am11am
Aeronautical Museum – Visit this
museum with photographs and videos
showing various items relating to the
Spanish Military Air Force.
Entrance free.
Open 10am-2pm
Call 968 582 107 to arrange group visits
Every Monday - HAH Help at Home
Table Top Sale @ La Zona Bar 10am-1pm
Every Monday – Friendship Group @
The Garden Bar & Lounge 11am
Santiago de Ribera – 968 571 704 Market Wed
San Pedro del Pinatar
www.sanpedroturismo.com
Tel 968 182 301 – Market Mon & Thurs
(Lo Pagan)
Torre Pacheco
www.torrepacheco.es
Tel 968 579 937 – Market Thurs
(Balsicas) & Sat (Dolores)
January 27th - 30th - Caravan &
Camping Exhibition @ IFEPA Exhibition
Centre. 5€ (3€ with discount voucher)
Open: 10.30am-8.30pm
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Changes are taking place on Los Infiernos
Facebook page and Instagram and it’s very
exciting.
We have new volunteers who are a lot more
‘techie’ than our existing people. They are
doing a sterling job and amongst other
things, we are now advertising cats and
kittens for adoption. They have fresh ideas
for fundraising events and merchandising,
so watch this space.

but he now walks well with the volunteers
and is good with other dogs. He is really
gaining in confidence. He enjoys walks
and accepts being stroked quite happily.
He is young and lively and once he is fully
confident he will make a super family pet.

how small, is greatly appreciated.

After the festivities, if you would like to
come and join us, walk the dogs and walk
off some of the holiday excesses, volunteer
walking days are Monday, Wednesday,
Friday and Saturdays, from 9am until
approximately 1pm. We also need help
cleaning out and stroking the cats.
Here are a few of our dogs and cats who
are looking for a new home. They have
spent Christmas in the shelter and we
would love them to have a new home for
the New Year.
Brandy - Mixed Breed
3 years old approximately

Rex has full sponsorship of adoption
fees and transport to Europe or UK German Shepherd
Four years old approximately
For pets available for adoption:
Facebook Los Infiernos Protectora
Supporters
Email losinfiernosdogs@gmail.com

This gorgeous boy is always anxious to
leave his cage and go for a walk.
He’s happy, friendly and great to walk.
He loves a fuss and was happy when a
stranger approached him on his walk to
have a cuddle. He gets on well with other
dogs and would fit into any home.
  
Nobi - Mixed Breed
DOB 7/7/20
Good with cats
Nobi was very nervous when he arrived,

Rex is very nervous and not coping with
kennel life. Stress is causing him to bite
his tail. He doesn’t like going back in his
cage, which is heart breaking. He doesn’t
pull when walked and likes a fuss. He is
a slow walker and likes a good sniff. He
is a lovely dog and really needs a home,
hence full sponsorship of adoption fee and
transportation costs for the right person
who can help him.
Canela is really affectionate and loves a
tummy tickle. She gets on well with other
cats.
Simon is a cute little
friendly tabby.
Donations
P a y
P a
l
losinfiernosdogs@
gmail.com
Please
use
the
Friends And Family
Option so we get
the full donation in
Euros/Sterling. Any
donation, no matter
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Dog walkers are always needed: Monday,
Wednesday, Friday and Saturday mornings
9am-1pm. We especially need walkers who
are experienced with the bigger stronger
dogs.
  
No-one appreciates the very special
genius of your conversation as much
as the dog does.
Christopher Morley
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Spain’s Happiest Town:
We have now reached the ‘Happiest Town’
in Spain - Toledo is 99% above average
and is the number one most cheerful
municipality in Spain. Toledo is one of
just two entries on the list where the exact
figure of smile percentage has been given:
79% of selfies posted on Instagram from
Toledo show joyful faces, making it 99%
above average or, basically, double the
typical rating for Spain.

The entire city is a UNESCO heritage site,
which makes up for its being capital of the
province which is home to the town the
longest distance in Spain from any coast. It
is quite probably the epitome of ‘Classical
Spain’ as you read about it in the history
books and picture it from literature set in
or written in every era besides the modern
one.

grouped with that of Castile–La Mancha,
closely linked to hunting and grazing with
a combination of Moorish and Christian
influences. Some of the specialties include
lamb roast or stew, cochifrito, alubias con
perdiz (beans with partridge) and perdiz
estofoda (partridge stew), carcamusa,
migas, gachas manchegas, and tortilla a
la magra. Two of the city’s most famous
food productions are Manchego cheese
and marzipan.

The Alcázar of Toledo.
Photo: Carlos Delgado

Located on the banks of the Tagus in central
Iberia, Toledo is known as the ‘Imperial
City’ because it was the main venue of the
court of Charles V, Holy Roman Emperor in

Toledo and the Tagus River
Photo: Dmitry Dzhus
Spain and was the ‘City of the Three Cultures’
for the cultural influences of Christians,
Muslims and Jews. Toledo contains many
historical sites, including the Alcázar, the
cathedral (the primate Church of Spain) and
the Zocodover, a central market place.

Puerta del Sol.
Photo: Dan Vaquerizo Molina

Manchego cheese
Photo: Chef, aka Jerry Pank

Late-Medieval structures include the Mudéjar
Puerta del Sol and Morisco Puerta de Bisagra
archways – built in the style of Moors who
escaped the Inquisition – and Toledo was
home to the worldacclaimed late 16th
Century
master
painter
El
Greco,
whose scenes of a
Toledo skyscape are
simply breath taking
and
whose
house
you can visit. You can
view his pictures as
the house has been
made into a museum.
Around 10 minutes on
foot from the Santo
Tomé Church, where
one of El Greco’s
trademark pieces, the
five-metre-high Burial
of the Count of Orgaz,
is on display.

Toledo has been a
traditional
swordmaking, steel-working
centre since about
500 BC and it became
a standard source of
weaponry for Roman
legions. Today there
is a significant trade
and many shops offer
all kinds of swords,
whether historical or
modern film swords,
as well as medieval
Roman Alcántara Bridge across the River Tajo. armours which are
Photo: Dantla
exported to other
countries.
Toledo’s Alcántara Roman Bridge is hard to
avoid as it is on the main road into the city,
Toledo’s cuisine is
so you’re guaranteed to see it on your visit.

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com
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My bird photographer friend, John
Thompson, recently sent me some photos
he had taken on a visit to Sierra Espuña.
They were of large, black crow-like birds
high in a clear blue sky. He was unsure of
the identification as his birding experience
has been mainly in the Middle East and he
is now successfully familiarising himself
with the birdlife of South-East Spain. Just
occasionally, he has the odd doubt about a
species such as this one.

in Magpie nests. If you have Magpies
around, you may have an opportunity to
see Greater Spotted Cuckoos in spring
and early summer, so every cloud has a
silver lining!

Magpie

Mystery Crow

Most bird identification is a process of
elimination and as there is quite a wide
range of crow species in Murcia, it is not
a totally straightforward quest. However,
Jays (Garulus Glandarius) and Magpies
(Pica Pica) are no problem as they are
quite striking-looking birds and most
people will name them quite readily.
Although Magpies appear black and
white, their plumage is quite beautiful
if the sunlight catches the blue tints in
their dark feathers. Unfortunately, they
have a dreadful reputation as thieves and
murderers of young songbirds in the nests.
However, everybody has to earn a living
and if bird populations are in balance then
Magpies don’t do any lasting damage.
Mind you, they don’t have it all their
own way as Greater Spotted Cuckoos
(Clamator Glandarius) will lay their eggs

The other colourful member of the Crow
family is the Jay, which is quite a common
resident of our woodlands. The first
indication of Jays being about is hearing
their loud and hoarse scream ‘kschaach’.
If you are unfamiliar with the sound
then the first time you hear it will make
you wonder what the hell it is and who is
being murdered! However, walking in our
woodlands will soon have you familiar with
its call because the small family groups
communicate frequently as they move
through the woods. The first sighting of
them is normally as they fly away showing
a splash of colour and their striking white
rumps. They are about the size of a
pigeon so are quite noticeable. They are
omnivorous and eat a variety of food, but
are particularly fond of acorns and other
nuts when in season. They will often hide
acorns in the ground so that they have a
winter larder for when times are hard. This
has the unforeseen benefit of acting as a
seed bank as they don’t always remember
where they have buried them all. I’m not
sure that I would either!

There are actually two other rare species
that have been recorded in Murcia. The first
one is the Hooded Crow (Corvus Cornix)
which has a grey body and contrasting
black wings, head and tail. It is a bird that
is easily recognisable, but doesn’t occur
here. It is a bird of Eastern Europe, Ireland
and the North of Scotland. Amazingly,
there was a pair in Los Escombreras near
to Cartagena a couple of years ago that
hung around for several months. It was a
complete mystery how they had arrived,
but my best guess is they had hitched a ride
on a boat from Italy, or somewhere else
in Eastern Europe and then disembarked
at the nearby port. I was lucky enough to
see them one day as I was driving past
the ‘43’ (Spanish liqueur) factory. It was
quite unexpected and a bit of a shock, but
I managed to keep the car on the straight
and narrow.

Hooded Crow

The second rarity is a Brown-Necked
Raven (Corvus Ruficollis) which is a bird of
North Africa. It was another surprise when
one turned up at Cabo de Palos and stayed
around for quite a number of months. I
think it was the first record of this species on
the Spanish mainland. I still kick myself for
not making the effort to go and see it, but
I am not one for chasing rarities. However,
I have given myself a good telling off for
missing this one. Evidently, it was quite
settled in the area and survived mainly on
cat food being put out for the street cats.
Eventually, its wanderlust returned and it
moved on. Maybe it caught a passing boat
back home, which is probably the way it
arrived in the first place.

Jay

Obviously, the large black Crow-like birds
were neither of these two species, which
just leaves us with the five members that
are all black: Jackdaw (Corvus Monedula),
Chough
(Pyrrhocorax
Pyrrhocorax),
Rook (Corvus Frugilegus), Carrion Crow
(Corvus Corone) and Raven (Corvus
Corax).
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Brown Necked Raven

Anyway, I have digressed once more, so
will return to John’s mystery birds and
Continued on page 63
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Continued from page 62

those all-black possibilities. The first one
to consider is the Jackdaw, which is a
relatively common bird that goes around
mob-handed outside of the breeding
season and will roost communally at regular
and traditional sites. They appear all black
at a distance, but with closer views, their
plumage is a very dark grey with a lighter
grey neck and back of the head. They are
about the size of a Pigeon so quite a bit
smaller than their close cousins, so I think
Jackdaw can be ruled out from the hunt
for John’s mystery birds.

mystery birds they definitely have bulky
black-coloured beaks. Therefore, let’s rule
out Rooks.

Rook

Jackdaw

The next candidate is a Chough, which is
about 5-6cms larger than the Jackdaw.
It is all black, so that fits in, but normally
its long red down-curved beak and its
red legs are quite visible at reasonable
distances. Looking at John’s photos
there was absolutely no hint of any
different colouration and the beak of our
mystery bird was in fact black, big and
heavy-looking, so they are definitely not
Choughs.

The process of elimination leaves us with
just two large, all black birds in the Crow
family; Carrion Crow and Raven, both of
which can be seen in our region. If you’ve
managed to keep with me so far, keep going
as we are close to solving the mystery! The
plumage of both species is almost identical
as they are all black and their bare parts
are also black, so that isn’t going to help.
There is a big difference in size with the
Carrion Crow having a wingspan of up to
1mtr, so they are quite big birds. However,
Ravens are considerably bigger with a
wingspan of up to 1.3mtr and are a similar
size or slightly bigger than a Common
Buzzard. Size comparison can be crucial
in identifying the two species, but on this
occasion with a photo of birds in a clear
blue sky with nothing alongside, it really
doesn’t help. Besides the size difference,
Carrion Crows are more common than
Ravens, so that’s a point in their favour
for being the mystery bird.

quite narrow and pointed wings. The final
thing to look for is the tail. The Carrion
Crow has the rear edge of the tail rounded,
but the Raven has a wedge or trapeziumshaped tail, and this is a real giveaway.
So, what do you think? Carrion Crow
or Raven?
The problem with the photo is that the birds
are flying away with the tail quite closed
and without it being fanned out. However,
if you look carefully the beak looks really
big and heavy, the wings are quite pointed
rather than broad and although the tail
is quite closed, you can just about make
out that it is broader half way down i.e.
indicating a wedge shape to it. In my view
our mystery bird is a Raven, a bird that is a
scarce and declining resident of the region.
They are birds of our mountainous areas
and are historically linked to witchcraft
and a British prophecy, that says: “If the
Tower of London’s ravens are lost or fly
away, the crown will fall and Britain with
it”. Hopefully, the Ravens of the Tower of
London and Murcia will continue to thrive
in future.

Second Mystery Crow

Finally, a thank-you goes to John Thompson
for allowing me to use his photos of both
Ravens and Brown-Necked Raven.
If you have any queries or wish to comment
on anything please feel free to contact me
on antrimbirder@gmail.com

Carrion Crow
Chough

Our next candidate is a Rook, a bird
that is common enough in the North of
Europe, but extremely rare here in Murcia.
I am only aware of one previous record
of this species, from back in 2013 near
to Cartagena. It is highly unlikely to be a
Rook, although the photo shows a fairly
big bird and a Rook has a wingspan of up
to 94cms. The size isn’t too bad a fit, but a
view of the beak would allow us to rule it in
or out. Rooks have a rather slim pointed
beak and lack feathers around the nostrils.
They also have bare whitish skin around the
bill-base. This might seem quite a subtle
identification feature, but the beak of a
Rook, even from a reasonable difference,
is quite noticeably long, slim and a whitishgrey colour. Looking at the photos of the

Obviously, the identification is going to
require looking at some more subtle
features, which is going to be a bit more
of a challenge. There are three things we
need to look for: the
beak, the shape of
the wings and thirdly,
the shape of the tail.
The Carrion Crow’s
beak is quite stout,
but the Raven has a
noticeably bigger and
very heavy-looking
beak. The wings on
the Crow are quite
broad and have a
similar width along
the length whereas
the Raven has long,
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When you are reading this we will be in
2022. Where did 2021 go, even with the
strange times we all had? I really hope
for some ‘normal’ times in 2022, but the
situation at the time of writing
(mid-December) makes me feel
not too hopeful. We have a cruise
booked in April which will be our
third attempt - I wonder?
Things at the Rainbow house
tick along. The garden has settled
down to a relatively dormant
winter state after the autumn
burst we always get after the hot
dormant summer. Plant growing
life is substantially different from
the UK – as are the thriving plants.
Spring and autumn are usually
the growing/flowering times with
the hot summer and cool winter
periods being relatively dormant. I
learnt something about the Spanish classic
bougainvillea this year – I always kept mine
trimmed to the perfect hedge it made, but
never had much colour. I always thought
I was just unlucky, but then I was told all
the colour comes on the new growth which
I had been cutting back! I left it to go a
bit wild and we got a sea of multicolour! I
realise now why most bougainvillea is left
‘wild and ragged’; so less work and more
colour!
Rainbow dogs are all well – no foster here
at the moment, but I expect one will come
along in the New Year. Could you foster
a needy dog until a permanent home is
found? Contact us for some more details.
TV NEWS
Those of you still on Satellite Systems
will have noted the excellent signals this
winter. Signals always go weaker in the hot
summer to the point where some channels
will be lost and then come back stronger
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in the winter; usually not quite so high as
the previous winter, but this year they are
really high. Let’s see what happens next
summer – hopefully not very low!

Internet TV continues to develop – it is a
relatively new technology developing along
with internet technology. Five years ago
internet systems could not have handled
live TV streams, but the two technologies
have developed so much that now with
Fibre Internet it is way ahead of the
TV demands. Those not on fibre do still
struggle at times for good TV reception.
(Though fibre is not perfect it is certainly
a huge step ahead from its predecessors.)
If you still do not have the opportunity
of fibre it will come along fairly soon – or
another equally fast/good service.
Everyone in Spain must have access to
‘good’ internet by 2025 and we understand
if fibre is not available then the Elon Musk
satellite system will be offered at reduced
prices. They are launching low orbit
satellites at a high rate and the system
is available now (although not with all
facilities), but is almost 1000€ to install
and 100€ per month!

If you have not tried Internet TV or tried
it with a bad experience, (and there were/
are plenty of substandard systems about),
give ours a try for a week free. We will come
and install it and show you how to
use it in your home and then leave
it for a week. This gives you the
chance to see if it’s what you want
and also test that your internet
is up to scratch. UK satellite TV
systems do have a limited life (2/3
years), so at some stage you will
have to go the internet route.
Although our TV newsletter is
in English, we can help most
nationalities
with
their
own
language
TV
systems.
Our
language skills are not so good,
but our international TV skills are!
Give us a call for a chat (even on
Google translate!!!) and we can
probably help you.
Finally, with house purchases on the move,
before you finally sign for your Spanish
dream home ask us to survey to make sure
decent TV will be available there. We have
often been asked to come and install only
to find there is no decent internet available
and no location for a dish. There is no
charge to have a look if we are in the area.
That’s it for January - another edition in
February 2022.
Sponsored by Rainbow Satellites SL the company for all your TV needs in the
Murcia region of Spain.
Contact us for free friendly advice on any
TV issue at rainbowsats@gmail.com or
call (0034) 686 358 475
Take a look at our website www.
rainbowsats.org
You can also find us (and like us!) on
Facebook.
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RED – Entertainment
ORANGE – Special menus
PURPLE –Market, exhibitions, leisure & meetings

GREEN – Charity & non-profit making events
BLACK – Fiestas & important events

Please refer to the relevant advert or editorial for more details of events
Please note: The following are subject to COVID 19 restrictions, so it is essential that you contact the bar/restaurant, group or
organisation to check if the event is still on. Events due to be held at The Social Centre, Camposol B will not take place until
the restrictions change. Please check South Murcia News/SE Murcia News for more information on some events.
Every Day

Contemporáneos de Coronado Permanent Art Exhibition @ Aguilas (Thurs-Sun 7-10pm)
Nosferatu Exhibition by Juan Ros @ Cartagena until 10th Jan
Carnival Museum @ Aguilas (Tues-Sat 9am-2pm & 4pm-9pm)
The FICC50 ‘FIFTY’ Exhibition @ Cartagena until 14th Jan

Breakfast Available @ The Old Market Tavern, Pto de Mazarrón (exc Mon)
Fish & Chips @ The Old Market Tavern, Pto de Mazarrón
3 Course Menu del Dia @ Quality Indian, Camposol B 9.95€ inc a drink (exc Tues)
3 Course Menu del Dia @ Fiesta, Camposol A 9.95€ inc a drink (exc Weds)
3 Course Menu del Dia @ The Old Market Tavern, Pto de Mazarrón 10€ inc drink (Tues-Sat)
		Menu del Dia @ La Herradura Argentinian Grill, Cartagena 13.50€ (Tues-Fri)
3 Course Menu del Noche @ Quality Indian, Camposol B 12.95€ incl a drink (exc Tues)
3 Course Evening Menu @ Fiesta, Camposol A 12.95€ inc a drink (exc Weds)
Easy Horse Rescue Open Day @ Rojales (by prior booking) 5€ children, 10€ adults 12pm
Every Mon

Los Palacios Garden & Community Group Working Party @ Camposol A 9am
Councillor Available (by appointment) @ The Social Centre, Camposol B 10am-12pm
Friendship Group @ Los Alcazares 11am
Maintenance Gym @ El Berro Cultural Centre (until end of May) 6.30pm
Gym @ El Berro Cultural Centre (until end of May) 7.30pm

Los Infiernos Perrera Supporters Dog Walking @ San Javier 9am-1pm
HAH Help at Home Table Top Sale @ Los Alcazares 10am-1pm
Age Concern Quilt, Stitch, Knit & Natter @ Age Concern Social Centre, Camposol C 10am-2pm (from 10th)
Forget Me Not Respite Care @ The Social Centre, Camposol B 10.30am-1.30pm
		
Andrea’s Animal Rescue Collection @ Car Park, Camposol B 11.30am-1.30pm
		
		
Every Tue
Camposol B Clean Working Party @ Camposol B 8.30-10.30am
Camposol Golf Association Ladies’ Game @ Camposol C 9am
San Javier Squalos Rugby @ San Javier (12-18 years 7.30pm)
San Javier Squalos Rugby @ San Javier (Men 8.30pm)
San Javier Squalos Rugby @ San Javier (Women 10pm)
MAMAS Collection/Book Stall @ Camposol B Car Park 10am-12pm
Age Concern Vintage Shop Open @ Age Concern Social Centre, Camposol C 10am-2pm (from 11th)
Age Concern Games Day @ Age Concern Social Centre, Camposol C 10am-2pm (from 11th)
Making a Difference for Collections @ Camposol A 10.30am-12pm
		
Every Wed
Camposol Golf Association Mens’ Game @ Camposol C 8.30am
Camposol C Gardening Group Clean Up @ Camposol C 9am
Camposol D Gardening Team Work 9am-11am
Camposol & Mazarrón Bridge Club (Competitive Duplicate Bridge) @ Camposol 9.30am
Councillor Available (by appointment) @ The Social Centre, Camposol B 10am-12pm
HDA Women’s Coffee Morning @ Hacienda del Alamo 10am-12pm
Olive Branch Christian Fellowship Coffee Morning @ Camposol B22 11am
Pilarmonics Music Rehearsals @ Dolores de Pacheco 7.30p
Los Infiernos Perrera Supporters Dog Walking @ San Javier 9am-1pm
Age Concern Health & Wellness @ Age Concern Social Centre, Camposol C 10am-12pm (from 12th)
Age Concern Vintage Shop Open @ Age Concern Social Centre, Camposol C 10am-2pm (from 12th)
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Every Thurs

Age Concern Bereavement Group @ Age Concern Social Centre, Camposol C 1-2pm (from 12th)
Solar Light Centre @ Camposol B 10am-2.30pm
Los Palacios Gardening/Community Group Bucket Collection @ Camposol A 10am-12pm
Spangles Ladies A Capella Chorus Rehearsals @ Los Narejos 10.15am
Guided Visit to Lorca Castle 10.15am 22€ inc lunch
Los Amigos de Mazarrón FC Meeting @ Camposol A 4pm
Mazarrón AA Group @ Cañada de Gallego 5.30pm (please call first on 646 290 420)
San Javier Squalos Rugby @ San Javier (6-10 years 6pm)
Maintenance Gym @ El Berro Cultural Centre (until end of May) 6.30pm
San Javier Squalos Rugby @ San Javier (12-18 years 7.30pm)
Pilates @ El Berro Cultural Centre (until end of May) 7.30pm
San Javier Squalos Rugby @ San Javier (Men 8.30pm)
San Javier Squalos Rugby @ San Javier (Women 10pm)
Age Concern Coffee/Tea/Cakes/Reading Group @ Age Concern Social Centre, Camposol C
10am-2pm (from 13th)
Forget Me Not Respite Care @ The Social Centre, Camposol B 10am-1pm (from 13th)

Every Fri

Camposol D Bucket Collection @ The Hut 9.30am-12pm
Camposol & Mazarrón Bridge Club (Competitive Duplicate Bridge) @ Camposol 9.30am
Los Palacios Gardening/Community Group Book Stall @ Camposol A 10am-12.30pm
Los Palacios Gardening/Community Group Bucket Collection @ Camposol A Farmacia
10.30am-11.30am
Arts/Craft Workshops @ Alhama (alternate Fridays until 17 June) 7-9pm
Los Infiernos Perrera Supporters Dog Walking @ San Javier 9am-1pm
Age Concern Men Only Coffee/Biscuits @ Age Concern Social Centre, Camposol C 2€ 10am-2pm
(from 14th)

Every Sat
San Javier Squalos Rugby @ San Javier (6-10 years 10am)
		Guided Visit Museum Of The Tower Of Santiago, Totana 10am
		Eco Park ‘Coto de las Maravillas’ open @ Cehegín 10am-5pm
		Guided Visit to La Bastida, Totana 3.40€ (2.50€ disc) 10am/12pm
		Archaeological See of Begastri @ Cehegín 10am-2pm
		Antique & Collectable Market @ Aguilas 10am
		Free Night Visit to Castle @ Jumilla
Arts/Craft Workshops @ Alhama (alternate Saturdays until 17 June) 5-7pm
Dry Cord Painting @ Gebas (alternate Saturdays until June) 5-7pm
Dry Cord Painting @ Las Cañadas Social Centre (alternate Saturdays until June) 5-7pm
Stringed Instrument Workshop @ Alhama (alternate Saturdays) 7-9pm
Dance Class @ Las Cañadas Social Centre (alternative Saturdays) 5-7pm
Los Infiernos Perrera Supporters Dog Walking @ San Javier 9am-1pm
		Cavalli Foundation Pony Club Morning
Every Sun

Solar Light Centre @ El Zoco Market (AP7 junction 754) 10am-2pm
Guided Visit to La Bastida,Totana 3.40€ (2.50€ disc) 10am/12pm
		Archaeological See of Begastri @ Cehegín 10am-2pm
		Eco Park ‘Coto de las Maravillas’ open @ Cehegín 10am-5pm
		3 Course Sunday Roast @ The Old Market Tavern, Pto de Mazarrón 11€ inc drink
		
12-9pm incl 1 drink or btl wine for 2
JANUARY 2022
Saturday 1
Año Nuevo (New Year’s Day) National Holiday
		Age Concern New Year’s Day Swim @ Pto de Mazarrón 1pm
Sunday 2

Artisan Market @ Bullas 9am-2pm

Monday 3

Camposol 2025 Help Desk Available @ Camposol B 12-2pm

Tuesday 4

Monthly ‘B’ Clean Meeting @ Camposol B 4pm
Stamp Collectors Meeting @ Biblioteca, Pto de Mazarrón 6pm

Thursday 6

Dia de Los Tres Reyes (3 King’s Day)

Sunday 9

Artisan Market @ Mula
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		Mazarrón FC x Archena Sports (home)
Monday 10

Camposol 2025 Workshop (aimed at young people)

Tuesday 11

Porrate de San Anton, Alicante (until 20th)

		Age Concern Vintage Store January Sale @ Age Concern Social Centre, Camposol 10am-1pm
Wednesday 12

Welcome House Card Crafting Class @ Cehegín 11am

Thursday 13

Chatterbox Ladies Group @ Social Centre, Camposol B 2-4pm

Friday 14

MABS Murcia NW Outdoor Market Stall @ Calle Segura, Calasparra 9-1pm

Saturday 15
Artisan Market @ Paseo de las Comunidades Autónomos, Pto de Mazarrón 10am-2pm
		SWARM & WARM Walk at Caravaca
Sunday 16
Artisan Market @ Caravaca
		Artisan Market @ Sanctuary de la Esperanza, Calasparra 10am-6pm
		Ruta del Ferrocarril (Railway Route) with Aguilas Tourist Information Centre
		
Mazarrón FC v El Palmar CF (away)
Monday 17

San Antón, Torre Pacheco

Wednesday 19

Straight Down The Middle Golf Society Competition

Friday 21

MABS Murcia NW Outdoor Market Stall @ Calle Segura, Calasparra 9am-1pm

Saturday 22
		

Free Cultural Walk through Lorca - Poetry & Literature 10.30am
WARM Walk at Bullas

		MABS Cyclist Depart from Madrid (ETA at Camposol 26th around 1pm)
Helping Hands Comedy Hypnotist/Full Cabaret Show @ Camposol A 15€ inc meal
Sunday 23
Artisan Market @ Plaza del Castillo, Cehegin 10am
		Mazarrón FC v CD Minera (home)
Tuesday 25

Age Concern Quiz Night @ Camposol B 6pm

Wednesday 26

MABS Cyclists Arrive from Madrid to Camposol A (around 1pm)/Live Music/Food
Age Concern Menu del Dia (venue to be confirmed) 1pm

Thursday 27

Caravan and Camping Exhibition @ IFEPA, Torre Pacheco 5€ (3€ disc) 10.30am-8.30pm
Chatterbox Ladies Group @ Social Centre, Camposol B 2-4pm

Age Concern AGM @ Age Concern Social Centre, Camposol 1pm
		
Friday 28
Caravan and Camping Exhibition @ IFEPA, Torre Pacheco 5€ (3€ disc) 10.30am-8.30pm
Chamber Concert with piano recital by Oleno Misa @ Aguilas
Saturday 29

Caravan and Camping Exhibition @ IFEPA, Torre Pacheco 5€ (3€ disc) 10.30am-8.30pm
WARM Walk at Sierra de Ricote

Sunday 30
Caravan and Camping Exhibition @ IFEPA, Torre Pacheco 5€ (3€ disc) 10.30am-8.30pm
		Mazarrón FC v Cartagena FC UCAM (away)
Monday 31
February
Tuesday 1

Fiesta de las Cuadrillas, Caravaca de la Cruz
Monthly ‘B’ Clean Meeting @ Camposol B 4pm
Stamp Collectors Meeting @ Biblioteca, Pto de Mazarrón 6pm

Wednesday 2

La Candeleria, Beniel

Saturday 5

WARM Walk at El Burete

Sunday 6
Artisan Market @ Bullas 9am-2pm
		Mazarrón FC v Real Murcia CV ´B´(home)
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Increase the heating capacity of your
existing central heating system at
minimal cost.

can offer both wireless and hard wired
room stats, for maximum efficiency. Fitting
thermostatic radiator valves also reduces
costs as entire rooms can be separated
from the main system if needed.

Did you know that the modern ‘Stelrad’ style
radiators give more output than some of the
older traditional ‘Spanish style’ radiators?

If your boiler is more than 15 years old, it
is also well worth considering an upgrade.
There is little comparison with the models
available today and many new versions
have come and gone within that time frame.

Camposol Heating and Maintenance are
replacing full and partial heating systems
right here on Camposol, some of which are
now almost 20 years old. Technology has
improved considerably in those years and
by upgrading your existing system you can
not only elongate the life of the system, but
can find some big improvements.

For your free upgrade survey please contact
the Camposol Heating and Maintenance
office on 968 199 184 or 646 965 082 or
visit Facebook Camposol Heating SL.
Go to www.camposolheating.com for
more information.

Camposol Heating and Maintenance

It’s January 2022 and we wish you all a
very Happy New Year. During this year
we hope to bring you exciting news reports
from Cavalli Foundation.
To start the
year on a
good
note
we can tell
you
that
Sandie
is
recovering
very
well
from
her
surgery
almost back
to
normal,
full
of
energy and
very bossy.
You’ve
all
been really

generous with your donations towards
her vets’ bills, making a total of 400€
of the invoice, so only 200€ still owing.
Thank you very much for your care and
generosity.
T i n k e r
is
being
pampered.
He’s
been
h a v i n g
acupuncture
and
other
n a t u r a l
therapies to
make
sure
he
stays
in
good
condition. He
loves all this
special care
and attention.

A little bird has told us that book 2 of the
series about the cockerel, Nevado and
his adventures (Nevado and Luisa, the
chicken that missed Christmas Dinner)
will be in print soon, so if any of our readers
would be interested in a copy, orders can
be taken over the phone or through Cavalli
Foundation Facebook page.
A
Cavalli
volunteer
has adopted
this beautiful
p u p p y .
T h e y ’ l l
both
be
living at the
Foundation
until
they
leave us in
Spring.
F
o
r
information
about
our
activities keep your eyes on our website
www.cavallifoundation.org, on our
Facebook page and Instagram or you can
Whatsapp or call us on 0034 636 172
198
Our new email address
cavallifoundation.org

is

info@

To Make a Donation to Cavalli
Foundation
Bank Transfer ES26 1491 0001 2720 5929
3726
Swift code TRIOESMMXXX
Visit our website or Facebook page and
press on the ‘donate’ button for Paypal or
make a telephone donation via Bizum 636
172 198
Please contact us if you would like to be a
Cavalli Foundation volunteer. We and all
the animals would be very grateful for your
help and generosity.
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Club
de
Golf
Golfer
Non-Golfer
Competition 4th December
Despite a few late withdrawals, 14 couples
enjoyed what turned out to be a lovely
winter’s afternoon. There were plenty of
laughs, clearly some great shots and a few
well deserved drinks enjoyed afterwards.
Results:
1st
Des
and
Jenny
Watts
with
an impressive
18
points,
bagging
a
birdie on the
9th to ensure
bragging
rights.
2nd - Chris Des and Jenny Watts Winners
Golfer Non-Golfer Comp.
and
Sandra
Bye with 17 points (on count back).
3rd - Dave and Elaine Hopkins with 17 points.
Nearest The Pin
On the 3rd - Des Watts
On the 5th - Dave Hopkins
On the 8th - Alan Hebblethwaite
Club de Golf Competition 10th December
Many thanks to the 47 players who played
in this Competition and enjoyed some good
weather, healthy competition and in most
cases a few well deserved drinks afterwards.
The scores were surprisingly on the low side
as the conditions seemed conducive to good
scoring. The golf course was clearly playing
tricky.
Results:
1st - On count back with 32 points - Danny

Lewis
2nd - Losing
out on count
back with 32
points - Alan
Hebblethwaite
3rd - On count
back
with
31 points Debbie Murray
4th - Losing
out on count
back with 31
points - Paco
Alan Hebblethwaite 2nd Place
Belchi
Christmas meat prizes were enjoyed over
the festive period. Congratulations!
Nearest The
Pin:
3rd
hole
Alison Vasey
5th
hole
Alison Vasey
11th hole Des Bunn
13th hole Paco Belchi
8th
hole
Brian Tape

Debbie Murray 3rd Place
The final club competition of the year was
held on 28th December, played in Christmas
jumpers in a team Texas Scramble.
The Clubhouse Golf Committee

try a new format and 25 players were up for
the challenge. With teams of 4, two of the
players would tee off the white tees, while
their 2 team mates would tee off the yellow
tees. With 3 scores to count, this turned out
to be a very successful competition. The
weather was definitely on the change - quite
a brisk wind blew across the course which
entailed quite a few bobble hats coming out!
The course is in good condition and full marks
to the green staff and the owners Stuart and
Colin.
Results:
1st Team –
D Lewis, D
Smith,
M
Green and T
Colvin – 116
points
2nd Team – J
Venables,
P
De Graff and
N
Morgan.
This
team
picked a card
Winners of C.G.A. Wed.
– 114 points
Comp. 24th Nov.
3rd Team – T
Andrews, J Layland, C Reid & K Halliwell - 110
points
There were eight 2’s - far too many to
mention.
Many thanks to Gordon and Martin for a
splendid job doing the cards etc.

The CGA Men’s Wednesday Group

Eugene Toye
CGA Competitions’ Secretary

On Wednesday 24th November we decided to

Betty Roberts

Salud Golf
S o c i e t y
P o p p y
A p p e a l
Fund

raised to €1,000 over the past 2 years. Our
Captain, Dave Stokes, handed over the
money to RBL Poppy Appeal Coordinator
Lesley Anderson who thanked everyone in
the Society.

Members of
The
Salud
Golf Society
raised
a
fantastic
€360
in
support
of
the
RBL
P o p p y
A p p e a l
2021. This
brings
our
total amount

Well done lads!
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Mazarrón FC’s fortunes improved slightly
from mid-November when they went on
an unbeaten run lasting four games before
losing 3-1 away to UCAM Murcia on 12th
December. Two wins against UD Los Garres
and UD Caravaca saw them move briefly
off the bottom of the league.

Celebrating Victory

Dani Barriles and David Manzano left the
club, but were replaced by striker Carlos
Ventura and midfielders Franju and
Jose Cascales. Ventura is a Dominican
Republican international after making
a substitute appearance in their World
Cup qualifying game against Anguilla in
March 2021. He scored in two of his first
three appearances and looks an exciting
prospect.

Sundays. Kick off times are not normally
known until the Tuesday before the day
of the game. For full details of all games:
local
media,
fb.me/mazarron2016
and posters throughout Camposol and
Mazarrón.
Forthcoming fixtures:
January 9th - Archena Sports
home
January 16th - El Palmar CF - away
January 23rd - CD Minera - home
January 30th - Cartagena FC UCAM - away
February 6th - Real Murcia CF ‘B’ home
Los Amigos has now re-introduced the
provision of a supporters coach away games
subject to demand at €10 for members
and €12 for non-members. Please email
janperks1@gmail.com. Payment can be
made at Thursday meetings.
Following the donation from Los Amigos
de Mazarrón FC to Camposol Walking
Group to provide bibs, footballs and other
equipment, a further donation of €250
was made to the Mazarrón Feminas
Football Team. Jan Perks, wife of Los
Amigos President Dave Perks made the
presentation prior to their home game
against FC Cartagena.

Woody. Other celebrities expected to
be in attendance are former England
International Tony Currie and former
Charlton Athletic midfielder Peter Reeves.
This is an evening for everyone, whether
football fans or not, with good food, wine,
comedy and music to accompany the
football experiences of our guest speaker.
There will be a raffle, Key in the Box
competition and an auction of sporting
memorabilia. The dress code of collar and
tie also means that it is a chance for the
ladies to dress up in their fabulous dresses.
Ticket price at €50 (€45 for Los Amigos
members). This includes a five-course
dinner with coffee and local beer, house
wine and soft drinks during the serving
of dinner. There are a limited number of
VIP tickets available at €60 which includes
a pre-dinner drinks reception and photo
opportunity with the celebrities.
Please call Keith on 634 317 561 or email
salterkb@hotmail.com for tickets or call
at the weekly Los Amigos meetings at
Mariano’s, Camposol A (Thursdays 4pm).
Overnight stay at the hotel is €50 for a
double room without breakfast (€25 pp) or
€40 for a single room without breakfast.
Celebrity Golf Tournament @ Camposol
Club de Golf on Monday 28th March is kindly
sponsored by Camposol Property Sales
and will take the form of a Texas Scramble.
Green fees are €45 which includes a twocourse lunch and photo opportunities
with the celebrities on the day. If you
would like to take part, please email
dtbusinesssolutions@hotmail.com as
soon as possible as places are limited.

Christmas Fun
Carlos Ventura

Performances have improved greatly since
the arrival of the new Manager David
Bascunana, but there is still much work
to do if the prospect of relegation is to be
avoided. MFC have a smaller squad than
most and have suffered through injuries,
which are unavoidable and suspensions,
which are not.
MFC home games are normally played on
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Los Amigos supporters were asked to
wear appropriate Christmas dress for
MFC’s home game against UD Caravaca on
Sunday 5th December. Members enjoyed a
four-course meal at Bar Sienna before the
game.
11th Los Amigos de Mazarrón FC Gala
Evening and Dinner @ Hotel la Cumbre,
Puerto de Mazarrón on Tuesday 29th March
2022.
The event is sponsored by the Mazarrón
Entertainments
Group.
The
speakers are former
Newcastle
United,
Southampton,
Portsmouth
and
Barnsley
defender
John
Beresford
MBE
and
awardwinning
comedian
Lea Roberts. Gary
Marshall
will
be
MC
and
musical
entertainment
will
be
provided
by

Christmas Lunch

Los Amigos weekly meetings are held
at Mariano’s, Camposol A on Thursdays
at 4pm. All are welcome except for the
Business Meeting which is held on the last
Thursday of each month and is open to
members only. Membership costs €20 per
year and entitles the member and a partner
to discount on coach travel and on all social
activities. Please email stevebarrow01@
gmail.com for a membership form or call
at one of our meetings.
May we take this opportunity of wishing
all Los Amigos members, sponsors and
friends and all supporters and staff of
Mazarrón Football Club a very Happy
New Year.
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The Vista Bar Straight Down the Middle
Golf Society played their November
competition on Wednesday 24th November
at New Sierra Golf near Balsicas. For those
of you that have not played this course
recently, I would recommend that you give
it a visit. It is a very fair 9 hole course that
is in wonderful condition – it is a credit
to the greenkeepers! They are building a
second nine holes that they hope to have
completed by this time next year.
On the day of our visit it was a cold (by
Spanish standards) day with the wind
blowing down the course making some of
the holes quite
testing.
In
fact some of
our members
felt that they
needed
to
have
what
looked
like
a very tasty
Full
English
Breakfast
in
the bar before
we set off!
Once
we
got
going
we played a

Gary Davies Winner Section A

Our
recent
game on 26th
November
was to the
s e a s i d e
course at La
Serena
on
a sunny but
windy day.
While most
of
us,
including
our
new
Captain, Ken
Blakeman,

Stableford Competition and scoring was
brisk until we turned into the wind. This
made some of the holes play longer than
expected, hence in our Nearest The Pin
competitions we only had one person hit
the green for the whole of the day!
We would like to thank New Sierra Golf for
their hospitality and for a most enjoyable
round of golf. We returned to The Vista Bar
for our prize giving and were warmed up
by the delicious pizzas that were awaiting
us!
Results
Section A
place
1st
Gary Davies
2nd place Jim
Niblo
Section B
1st place Pete
Gilbert
place
2nd
Clive Fowler

SDTM Prize Winners

Our January meeting will be on Wednesday
19th January at Valle del Este Golf Resort.

Nearest Pin
Hole 6 – Pete
Pete Gilbert - Winner Section
Gilbert
B & Nearest Pin
Nearest Pin
Hole 12 – No winner

Division two winner
RICHARD DIXON

came in with
fairly modest
scores,
it
was
Stuart
K n o w l e s
who led the
field, coming
in with 36
points on his
score card.
Ian Stewart
was a close
second
as
Runner-Up
in Division
One with 33

In Division
T w o ,
R i c h a r d
Dixon
took
first
place
with
31
points with
Mick Shea a
close second
also
with
31
points;
the
matter
decided on
countback.

If anyone would be interested in joining
the society please email sdtmsec@gmail.
com
Andy Eustance

27th and should anyone wish to know more
about FOGGS please contact us by email at
info@fuenteoldguardgolfsociety.com

points.

Our new captain
KEN BLAKEMAN

The Vista Bar Straight Down the
Middle Golf Society played their
annual Christmas Team Competition
at Marina Golf, Mojacar on Wednesday
15th December, awarding our ‘Player of the
Year’ trophy at a prize giving meal after
the round.

Dave May

ROGER JOY winner of
division three

Meanwhile in Division Three Roger Joy
was the winner with
26 points, just ahead
of Dave May with 25
points.
Nearest The Pin
Winners
were
Maurice
Nafzenger,
Darren Morritt, Colin
Worman and Mark
Palmer
with
the
Captains‘ Twos Pot
shared by 5 players.
Our next game is at
Aguilon on January
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Brazil Grand Prix - San Paulo - Sunday
14th November
Track distance 2.677 miles/4.309 km.
Turns
15.
Top
average
speed
136.3mph/219.4km/hr.
Race lap record 1min 10.696 sec (Valtteri
Bottas 2019)

Q1 - The two Ferraris set the early pace,
but were overtaken by Hamilton and
Verstappen half way through.
Q2 - Hamilton was straight in with the
fastest lap, whilst both Ferraris struggled as
the track temperature dropped in the early
evening.
Q3 - Hamilton continued to apply the
pressure by leading the times from the
start.

P1 - 5 place grid penalty announced for
Hamilton (Mercedes) for taking a further
new engine.
No major incidents, with
Hamilton fastest from Verstappen.

Result
1st - Hamilton - 1min 20.827sec (pole)
2nd - Verstappen - +0.597sec
3rd - Bottas - +0.651sec

Sprint Qualifying - (3rd & final sprint of the
season)
Hamilton fastest from his team mate
Bottas until Q3 when Verstappen
improved to 2nd.

Race
Hamilton sped away from pole and soon
Verstappen kept station some 5secs
behind. This situation was unchanged until
lap 18 when Verstappen pitted for hard
tyres. Hamilton pitted lap 19 and the
status quo resumed for much of the race.

A busy end of season came about with 4
races in 5 weeks starting with:

Sprint Race
Bottas led from the start, followed by
Verstappen and Sainz (Ferari) with
Hamilton down the grid following his
penalty. The 3 early leaders finished in that
order, so Verstappen increased his overall
lead in the championship by 2 points.
Main Race - 71 laps
Hamilton started 10th in the grid as
Verstappen lead into the first corner,
where Norris (McLaren) touched wheels
with Sainz which resulted in a puncture
and he had to pit at the end of lap 1. Lap 6
saw a safety car deployed whilst debris was
removed from the track. Racing resuming
on lap 9. Lap 12 saw a virtual safety car
and following this, Hamilton improved his
position to 2nd. Following the round of pit
stops, Hamilton overtook Verstappen on
lap 60 and pulled away to win comfortably
by 10secs.
Result
1st - Hamilton - 1hr 32mins 22.851secs
2nd - Verstappen
3rd - Bottas
Fastest lap- Perez (Red Bull)
Qatar Grand Prix - Lusail - Sunday 21st
November
New
circuit
track
distance
3.343miles/5.38kms
Turns - 16. 57 lap race
P1 produced a general feeling out for the
circuit with lap times from 1min 25secs
in the first half hour. It was very easy to
see cars going ‘off line’ with clouds of dust
rising.
P2 - Both Mercedes led the lap times during
the first half of the session with Stroll
(Aston Martin) chasing hard. The second
half saw Gasly (Alpha Tauri) challenge
Bottas, with Verstappen moving up.
P3 - The session was immediately
suspended when Mazepin (Haas) stopped
on the pit lane exit, causing a 6min loss.
Alonso (Alpine) looked particularly good,
recording fast times throughout.
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Result
1st - Hamilton - 1hr 24mins 28.471secs
2nd - Verstappen - +26secs
3rd - Alonso (1st podium since 2014)
Fastest lap - Verstappen - 1min 23.296secs
Saudi Arabia Grand Prix - Jeddah Sunday 5th December
Track distance - 3.837miles/6.174kms
Turns - 27
New track - predicted average speed
160mph. Laps - 50
P1 - No major incidents. Hamilton fastest.
P2 - Under flood lights. Mazepin (Haas)
spun on track on turn 1 causing Hamilton
to take evasive action. The session was redflagged with 5 minutes left when Le Clerc
(Ferrari) smashed into a wall at turn 12,
totally destroying his car.
P3 - Hamilton almost collided with Mazepin
with 15mins to go and subsequently the
race director fined Mercedes 25,000 dollars
and reprimanded Hamilton who apologised
and thanked Mazepin for saving them from
an accident.
Q1 - Perez (Red Bull) fastest whilst Bottas
suffered engine problems.
Q2 - Sainz (Ferrari) spun off with 7
minutes left, slightly damaging his rear
wing. Hamilton fastest.
Q3 - Verstappen slammed into the wall on
his last flying lap.
Result
1st - Hamilton 1min 27.511secs (pole
position)
2nd - Bottas +0.111secs
3rd - Verstappen + 0.142secs
The Race
Hamilton led Bottas early on with
Verstappen unable to improve.
Lap
10 saw a safety car when Schumacher
(Haas) went into barriers at turn 22. The
race restarted after barrier repairs, but a
further accident took Perez and Mazepin
out. A second red flag on lap 16 led to a
further delay and following the restart

Ocon (Alpine) lead into turn 1, but by turn
3 Verstappen had overtaken him. Lap 37
saw a virtual safety car and on the restart
Hamilton and Verstappen collided when
Verstappen was told to give the lead
back to Hamilton after exceeding stack
limits. Verstappen then received a 5sec
time penalty which was applied leaving
Hamilton to win comfortably.
Result
1st - Hamilton 2hrs 6min 15.118sec.
2nd - Verstappen +11.8sec
3rd - Bottas +27.5secs
Fastest lap - Hamilton - lap 47 - 1min
30.734secs
The point situation means winner takes
all in the final race!
Abu Dhabi Grand Prix - Yas Marina Sunday 12th December
Track distance - 3.282miles/5.281kms.
Turns - 16
Top average speed not known. Race lap
record irrelevant as course altered from
previous years.
P1 - Verstappen dominated followed by
Hamilton and Perez in the 2nd Red Bull.
P2 - Latifi (Williams) slid gently into a solid
wall barrier (but little damage caused).
Raikkonen (Alfa Romeo) smashed into
barriers at turn 14 right at the end of the
session.
P3 - No major incidents. Hamilton fastest.
Q1 - With 6 mins left, a clipped bollard was
left on the racing line causing a red flag.
Sessions resumed with Hamilton fastest.
Q2 - 1st Verstappen from his team mate
Perez with Hamilton 3rd.
Q3 - 1st Verstappen 1min 22.109sec (pole
position). 2nd Hamilton - +0.371sec. 3rd
Norris (McLaren) +0.765sec.
The Race
Hamilton led into turn 1, but at turn 6
Verstappen lunged on the inside thus
leaving Hamilton no option but to leave
the track causing team management at
Mercedes and Red Bull to contact Race
Director Masi. Little other drama as
Hamilton led by 10secs with 5 laps to go
when Latifi in his Williams crashed, causing
a safety car. Racing resumed with 1 lap left
and a defenceless Hamilton on old tyres
lost out to Verstappen.
Result
1st Verstappen 1hr 30 mins 17.345secs
2nd Hamilton +2.256secs
3rd Sainz (Ferrari) +5.173secs
Final Points Totals for Drivers
1st Verstappen - 396
2nd Hamilton - 388
3rd - Bottas - 226
Constructors
1st Mercedes - 614
2nd Red Bull - 586
3rd Ferrari - 324
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CLASSIFIEDS
Please
email
costacalidachronicle@
gmail.,com putting boxed classified
advert in the subject box.

WANTED all types of tools.
Antiques, Collectables, & Vinyl records.
TEL:626 421 623
pauljessop@hotmail.com

Alternatively you can call us on 619 199
407 or call in to our office
Tuesdays 10am-2pm
Wednesdays 1.30-5.30pm
Thursdays 10am-2pm (by appointment
only on Thursdays)

Volunteers made welcome at
“B” Clean Gardening Group.
Contact us via our Facebook Page
“B Clean” Community Gardening.
If you would like to help, you can call Colin on
727 770 944 or Jim on 603 350 402

BOXED CLASSIFIEDS - 10€
To Place a Boxed Advert:

Boggle Answers:
9 LETTER WORD IS NEIGHBOUR

ERGO
GIBE
GRIN
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REGION

HEIR

BEGIN

HIRE

BEING

OGRE

BINGE

REIN

BINGO

RING

GIBER

BEG

HINGE

BIG

REIGN

BIN

BERG

BUN

BIER

EGO

BUNG

ERG

www.costacalidachronicle.com

To Place a Classified Advert on the
website:
Click on Classifieds on the menu bar on our
website
www.costacalidachronicle.com

GIB
GIE
GIN
GNU
HER
HIE
ION
IRE
NIB
NOG
NUB
RIB
RIG
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Another year rolls round and for many of
us it will be quite a relief to say goodbye
to 2021.
It’s quite normal at this time of year to
write about New Year resolutions and to
start making plans for the coming year,
probably hoping for better things in 2022
than we experienced in 2021. For many
people the greatest desire is for a return to
‘normal’, but what is ‘normal’? A lady called
Barbara Johnson wrote in one of her books
“Normal is just a setting on the hair dryer!”
Everyone’s concept of ‘normal’ seems to
have changed over the past two years.
Who would have thought that New Year’s
resolutions, hopes and plans would have
led to all that followed? Now we wonder if
‘normal’ will ever be the same again, but
there is one thing that never changes; that
is the consistency of God. The Bible tells us
several times that both God and His Son
Jesus are the same yesterday, today and
forever - utterly and totally reliable. The
promises of God are ‘yes’ and ‘Amen’. What
God says He will do then you can be sure
that that is what will happen.
We’ve just celebrated Christmas and
if you turn away from the parties and
presents, then the reality of Christmas is
that it celebrates the birth of the Son of
God which had been prophesied hundreds
if not thousands of years previously. God
promised the Jewish people that a Saviour
of the World would be born. The prophet
Isaiah told of a child to come who would
be called Wonderful Counsellor, Mighty
God, Everlasting Father, Prince of Peace. It
would be around another 700 years before
the prophecy would come to pass, but
come to pass it certainly did. In a lonely
stable in a small town called Bethlehem a
young woman called Mary gave birth to the
Son of God.

The ‘normal’ the Jews had experienced for
centuries would be shattered for ever and
a new ‘normal’ was to be established.
Is it time for the ‘normal’ in your life to be
shattered for ever? The God who promised
a Saviour to be born also promised through
His Son Jesus that everyone who believes
in Him shall not perish, but shall have
everlasting life.
What an amazing promise! The God
who created Heaven and Earth wants you
to come into a relationship with Him and to
receive that promise. The promise comes
from an everlasting Father who is the same
yesterday, today and forever. God has
promised you everlasting life. All you have
to do is believe.
January 2022 holds out all sorts of
promises. The government and its
scientists offer statistics of what may or
may not happen. People everywhere hope
for a reduction in the awful effects of the
recent pandemic. Tens of thousands of expats long for the safe opportunity to visit
relatives and have relatives visit them. The
hopes and dreams will be the same as they
were two, three or more years ago. The
only consistent thing in 2022 will be the
fact that God loves you and that He gave
His only Son as a sacrifice that you might
have a wonderful relationship with God,
not just for 2022 or the years that follow,
but for eternity.
At Wellspring Church we firmly believe
and trust in this amazing God and we
would love to tell you more about Him. We
meet every Sunday at 11am in the Event
Room above Trevi Bar, Campsol B. Why not
make your only resolution of 2022 to come
and find out about this wonderful Saviour?
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Free From Sugar
Happy New Year everyone.
It is now January 2022, so out with the old
and in with the new? I decided to do a series
of looking at different food allergies which
is often called ‘Free From’. There is Gluten,
dairy, meat and various other food types
that some of us can’t eat and this month
we look at sugar. My husband has been
diabetic for over 20 years so I have had
lots of practice in cooking without sugar.
I do use artificial sweeteners sometimes,
but also lots of natural sugars like honey,
but check the sweetness as you don’t need
as much as you think.
Buen Apetito
Oatcakes
200g oats plus extra for sprinkling
25g plain flour
½tsp baking powder
¼tsp salt
50g softened butter
4 tbsp boiling water
Heat oven to 180ºC. Mix all the dry
ingredients together in a bowl. Mix in the
butter and enough boiling water to make
a firm dough. Sprinkle spare oats on the
work surface and roll the dough to about
3mm thickness. Cut into rounds (about
6cm) and arrange on a non-stick baking
tray and bake for about 20 minutes.
Lemon Drop Scones
115g whole meal flour
1tsp baking powder
¼tsp salt
2tbsp artificial sweetener
1 egg (beaten)
2 lemons
6tbsp skimmed milk
15g butter
Heat oven to 220ºC. In the bowl, mix the
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flour, baking powder and salt together.
Add the butter, sweetener and beaten
egg. Grate the rind from the lemons and
squeeze the juice into the mixture. Add
some milk a bit at a time to the mixture
until it makes a thick batter. Finally add
the rind to the mixture. Cook on a griddle
or grease a tray. Heat tray in the oven
until really hot and then drop the mixture
in spoonfuls and cook immediately. Drop
scones are best eaten hot, but can also be
eaten cold with butter.
Moist Gingerbread
225g stewed pear and apple
300ml skimmed milk
2tsp lemon juice
115g butter
4tsp ground ginger
1tsp ground cinnamon
350g whole meal flour
50g sultanas
2tsp bicarbonate of soda
2tbsp boiling water
1tbsp honey
25g flaked almonds
Heat oven to 180ºC and grease a square
cake tin. Place the stewed pear and apple,
skimmed milk, lemon juice, butter and
spices in a saucepan and heat gently
until butter has melted. Mix together the
flour and sultanas in a large bowl. Mix the
bicarbonate of soda and boiling water in
a jug and slowly add to the flour mixture
and then add the milk mixture from the
saucepan. Add honey and mix well until an
even mixture and pour into the prepared
tin. Sprinkle with almonds and bake for 45
minutes until risen and firm to the touch.
Carrot and Nut Sponge Cake
115g shelled hazelnuts/almonds/a mixture
of both
25g desiccated coconut
3 eggs

3tbsp artificial sweetener
150g carrots (grated)
25g whole meal flour
½tsp baking powder
Grated rind of lemon or orange
Heat the oven 180ºC and grease an
18cm round cake tin. Place the nuts on a
baking tray and toast in the oven for 1015 minutes until golden. Add the coconut
after 5 minutes and toast with the nuts.
Grind the mixture in a food processor or
rotary grater. Split the eggs and whisk the
egg yolks with 2/3rd of the sweetener in a
bowl until pale and thick. Stir in the ground
nuts, grated carrots, flour, baking powder
and lemon/orange rind. In another bowl,
whisk the egg whites with the remaining
sweetener and then fold into the cake
mixture and spoon into the cake tin. Bake
for 40-45 minutes until firm to the touch.
Honey Carrot and Raisin Cake
3 carrots (grated)
125g self-raising flour
125g wholemeal self-raising flour
1 tsp baking powder
1tsp cinnamon
2tbsp artificial sweetener
85g clear honey
3 eggs
1tsp vanilla extract
125ml sunflower oil
85g raisins
2 tbsp milk
Peel and grate carrots. Place both flours,
baking powder, cinnamon and sweetener
in a bowl and mix. Add honey, eggs, vanilla
and oil in a separate bowl and mix together.
Add to the flour mixture stirring well. Stir
in carrots and raisins, then add a little
milk until mixture is of a soft consistency.
Spoon mixture into a cake tin and bake for
1 hour in oven 170ºC.
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